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Like all multinational enterprises, this special issue took substantial amounts of 
integration and responsiveness. As editors our job was to integrate the work of 
the authors and reviewers. Our job would not have been possible, however, were 
it not for the responsiveness of the authors - to the Call for papers and later to 
reviews - and of the many dedicated reviewers upon whom we called. This note 
is mainly to reflect on the processes we followed in editing this edition, divulge 
the usual acceptance-rate statistics, and finally - but most importantly - to ac-
knowledge the reviewers. 

The Call for this special issue went out in mid-2001, with a submission 
deadline of 28 February 2002. We received 23 manuscripts, 18 of which were 
sent out to reviewers. The other five were considered unsuitable relative to the 
Call for the Special issue which specified empirical work within the areas of 
Strategy and Structure of Multinational Enterprises. After the first review round 
eight of the 18 were invited to resubmit, nine were rejected, and one was with-
drawn by the authors. In the second round two papers were accepted, two re-
jected, and the remaining four invited to undergo a further revision. Three of 
these four were subsequently accepted. Thus five papers are being published 
here, giving a net acceptance rate of 22 percent. 

All submissions, reviews, and letters back and forth among editors, authors 
and reviewers were sent bye-mailed Word files. Most papers were sent to two 
reviewers, but in six of the 18 cases we called upon a third reviewer's input 
to help clarify a decision or to provide authors with additional guidance. 
Reviewers were usually asked to respond within one month, and we undertook 
to tum each submission around within three months. We stayed within this 
three-month limit in 100% of cases, with most decision letters going back to 
authors closer to the two-month mark. The Special Issue context demands 
relatively fast processing of reviews and revisions. On several occasions we 
sincerely apologized to authors for the fact that we could not persevere with 
their papers under these relatively tight deadlines, but expressed the confi-
dence that their work would be published in due course in 'regular' journal 
issues. 
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Thirty scholars were kind enough to review papers for this Issue. We were 
truly impressed by the dedication and professionalism of so many busy people. 
In particular, we risk the inevitability of offending those who we forget to men-
tion, but convey special appreciation for going a lot further than the proverbial 
extra mile to Cyril Bouquet, Nicole Coviello, Andrew Delios, Gary Jones, Janet 
Murray, Lilach Nachum, and Heather Wilson. The full list of reviewers is ap-
pended, with our appreciation for giving their valuable time and insights. Thanks 
also to Rudolf Hastenteufel of the mir Editorial Office; and to Klaus Macharzina 
and Joachim Wolf, editors of this wonderful journal, for the opportunity to work 
on this project. 

DAVID BROCK 
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Multinational Strategy and Structure: 
A Review and Research Agenda 1 

Abstract 

• A review essay, including a background to the Special Issue. We sketch out 
the major changes that we see underway in the strategies and structures of 
MNEs. Some of these are developed in the papers that follow; others are based 
on extant literature and empirical observation. The five papers in the special 
issue are introduced in context of an integration-responsiveness framework, 
and we delineate some of the contributions of each paper. 

Key Results 

• The major changes in strategy and structure in MNEs discussed are increasing 
levels of global integration, innovation by design, new network structures, out-
sourcing of major value-chain activities, E-cornmerce, and the backlash against 
globalization. 

• A brief overview of the integration-responsiveness framework, the papers in 
the Special Issue, and how each paper relates to the framework. 

Authors 
David Brock, Senior Lecturer, Department of Business Administration, Ben-Gurion University, 
Beer-Sheva, Israel. 
Julian Birkinshaw, Associate Professor, Strategic and International Management, London Business 
School, UK. 
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From the PricewaterhouseCoopers building in Auckland to the Nationale Neder-
landen in Warsaw, Nissan in Amsterdam and Esso in Paris, to Tokyo's Marriott 
and Vancouver's HSBC, impressive architectural structures around the globe re-
mind us of the dominance of multinationals over the contemporary organiza-
tional landscape. But the apparent stasis and permanence of corporate office 
blocks belie the state of flux in both the strategies and structures of multinational 
enterprises (MNEs) as well as the academic literature focused on understanding 
and explaining their activities. 

There are enormous changes underway in the make-up of large MNEs -
from the emergence of new organisation structures to the outsourcing of major 
parts of the value chain to the development of new mindsets. However, the aca-
demic literature has struggled to do justice to the magnitude of the changes that 
are underway. The prevailing view of the multinational corporation in the litera-
ture is either dated, with its basis in the structures identified by Stopford and 
Wells thirty years ago, or it is driven by theoretical abstractions such as net-
works, isomorphic fields, or transaction costs. 

This special issue of mir focuses on updating and rethinking our knowledge 
of strategy and structure in MNEs. We began with the aim of promoting more 
phenomenon-based research. What is actually happening in MNEs? And what 
light can we as academics shed on these phenomena? We called for fresh data, 
new perspectives, and hopefully some surprising conclusions. Thanks to the ef-
fort and ingenuity of the authors and reviewers of the 23 papers received in 
response to the Ccll, we now have all three. And we have a far clearer under-
standing of several key contemporary issues in the management strategy and 
structure. 

The 23 papers submitted reflected a wide variety of topics, with surprisingly 
few overlaps. Three papers dealt with some aspect of global sourcing. Three 
proposed some form of theory development, but were not considered within the 
scope of this Special Issue. The issues of HR management, technology, and inte-
gration processes each featured twice. Topics that appeared only once but we 
had hoped to see more of included innovation, regional headquarter roles, coor-
dination mechanisms, ownership structures, and international joint ventures. 

We have two objectives in this introductory essay. First, we would like to 
sketch out the major changes that we see underway in the strategies and struc-
tures of MNEs. Some of these are developed in the papers that follow; others 
are based on our own observations. But they are all high visible and, we would 
argue, highly important trends that deserve considerably greater research atten-
tion than they currently receive. The second purpose of this essay is to introduce 
the five papers in the special issue, and to delineate some of the commonalities 
and differences between them. 
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Major Changes in Strategy and Structure in MNEs 

What are the major strategic challenges facing executives in large MNEs today? 
Many of the top-of-mind concerns are specific to today's economic situation: sur-
viving the economic downturn, the threat of terrorism or war, and regulatory con-
cerns following the collapse of Enron and Worldcom. But over and above these 
specific concerns, there are a number of broad issues that tend to recur - the 
need to find new sources of growth, the challenge of generating profits in big 
emerging economies like China and India, the demands for greater global coordi-
nation from major customers, and so on. It is this latter set of issues that we are 
interested in here. Rarely today does one hear executives worrying about how to 
enter a foreign market, or how to structure their international operations. That is 
not to suggest these are unimportant issues. Rather, the implication is that these 
issues have been given considerable attention over the last decade and are now 
"under control". Attention, instead, turns to new challenges that the executives in 
question have little experience in dealing with. And without trying to claim it is 
comprehensive, here is our list of these new challenges and changes: 

Increasing Levels of Global Integration 

Integrative structures often in unexpected areas. On the supply-side, MNEs are 
sourcing more products and services on a global basis, often from less developed 
parts of the world. And on the demand side, MNEs are seeking out new ways of 
coordinating their activities to deliver increased value to their global customers. 
One trend is towards "global account managers" to coordinate activities worldwide 
to important customers. A related trend is towards shifting the emphasis from sell-
ing products to providing "services and solutions" to big global customers. 

Innovation by Design 

Most large MNEs are not good at innovation. They are often good at managing 
systematised innovation processes such as drug development, but they struggle 
with out-of-the-box thinking and truly innovative ideas. Aware of this shortcom-
ing, many MNEs including Royal Dutch/Shell, Roche and Intel are experiment-
ing with new designs for innovation, such as corporate venturing units, 
incubators, and idea-generation programs. Others, including 3M, HP and Sara 
Lee, are focusing on creating a more innovative and/or entrepreneurial culture. 
Research suggests that there are no silver bullets to the problem of innovation, 
and that most structured efforts fail, but that is not preventing a great deal of 
energy going into this issue. 
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New Network Structures 

There is a common feeling among many MNEs that matrix structures have cre-
ated complexity and inertia, and that the Transnational model, in all its varia-
tions, has been hard to implement effectively. As a result, many are now 
experimenting with simpler structures - spinning off businesses and activities 
that do not fit, and using more market-like coordination systems. 

Outsourcing of Major Value-chain Activities 

Large, global players are emerging as specialists in each and every step of the 
value chain. The most well known examples are in the field of IT services 
(EDS, Accenture, IBM Global Services) and contracting manufacturing (Flextro-
nics, Solectron, Celestica), but the same phenomenon can also be seen in R&D 
services, logistics, catering and facilities management. And often these new spe-
cialists are located in lower-cost parts of the world. 

E-commerce and the Internet 

While e-commerce has not lived up to the hype of the late 1990s, its impact on 
the MNE's strategy and structure is still substantial. E-commerce has speeded up 
fulfilment, and it has facilitated many of the outsourcing trends identified above. 
It has also facilitated more rapid international growth. Amazon.com, for exam-
ple, has a Canadian business without a single employee - it runs its software 
out of the US, and all fulfilment and distribution activities are subcontracted to 
Canada post. There are also internal coordination benefits from the Internet, in 
terms of knowledge and information sharing. 

The Backlash against Globalization 

MNEs have attracted the brunt of the criticism from so called "anti-globaliza-
tion" protestors during WTO meetings in Seattle, Genoa and elsewhere. The 
anti-globalisation movement is a diverse mix of groups without a coherent agen-
da, but it has forced MNEs to rethink their more contentious policies, and it has 
encouraged them to better articulate the benefits they bring to less developed 
countries. Corporate imperialism may be dead, but we are not yet sure what is 
going to replace it. 

While these points are concerned with new trends and un-charted research 
phenomena, there is also a great deal of terrain that remains unchanged. In parti-
cular, many of the conceptual tools that were developed during the 1980s con-
tinue to serve us well. We would argue, for example, that we understand the 
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economic logic for the existence of MNEs, the processes through which they 
move overseas, and the key trade-offs and tensions that MNE executives have to 
manage on an ongoing basis. This is not to suggest that the field of international 
business has reached a state of maturity. Rather, we would suggest that the po-
tential for generating additional insights from our established theoretical frames 
is limited, so rather than invest energy in another study based on transaction cost 
economics, we would encourage researchers to seek out new ways of looking at 
the world. It is beyond the scope of this essay - and perhaps beyond our capa-
bilities as well - to provide much insight into the nature of these new theoretical 
lenses, but if history is any guide the advances will come from the application 
of some of the cutting-edge ideas in cognate disciplines such as economics, 
sociology and economic geography. 

Overview of Papers in the Special Issue 

The five papers that follow in this special issue address a variety of themes. To 
give them some coherence, we have reverted to one of the most enduring con-
ceptual frameworks in the field of international business, the so-called Integra-
tion-Responsiveness grid, first introduced to the field by C. K. Prahalad in 1976, 
and then elaborated by Chris Bartlett in 1979. 

Integration and Responsiveness 

It is well established that MNEs face competing pressures for local responsive-
ness (LR) and for global integration (GI). Bartlett and Ghoshal (1988), for exam-
ple, point out that "retaining local flexibility while achieving global integration" 
is a feature of transnational organizations (1988, p. 66). Rosenzweig and Singh 
(1991), focusing on the subsidiary unit, make a related observation, namely: 
"subsidiaries of MNEs face dual pressures: They are pulled to achieve isomorph-
ism with the local institutional environment, and they also face an imperative for 
consistency within the organization" (1991, p. 340). 

However, we can already note differing views of GI and LR in these sources: 
Some see GI/LR as environmental contingencies, perhaps akin to industry struc-
tural forces (Yip 2003). This view is exemplified in the above quote from 
Rosenzweig and Singh (1991). The fiercer the local competition, the more com-
plex the operating environment, and the more fragmented the global market-
place, the more important it will be for the business to have the autonomy to 
respond locally. On the other hand, the more globalized the industry, the more 
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the competitors and bases for competition in a country are similar to those in 
other countries, the less the need for LR and the greater the rewards of global 
integration (Westney 1993, Yip 2003). Alternately, GI and LR can be seen as 
some organizational-level strategic or structural design parameters. The Bartlett 
and Ghoshal (1988) quote above reflects this view. 

This lack of consensus as to the basis realm of the integration-responsiveness 
(IR) framework is the motivation for "A New Perspective on the Integration-Re-
sponsiveness Pressures Confronting Multinational Firms", by Sunil Venaik, Da-
vid Midgley and Timothy Devinney. Their review of the literature and empirical 
analysis of the domain raise important concerns about the way in which IR ideas 
have been operationalized. For example, more prior work concentrates on the 
consequences of integration-responsiveness pressures rather than the pressures 
themselves. And they find that some researchers have measured pressures 
whereas others measure managerial responses to pressures, confounding external 
pressures with firm heterogeneity. Their empirical findings indicate that IR pres-
sures have a greater number of dimensions than previously thought and that they 
are better conceptualized as formative rather than reflective in nature. They con-
clude that investigators need to conceptualize and measure the environmental 
pressures facing multinationals at a more fundamental level. 

Responsiveness Pressures 

Who can resist the arguments for responsiveness? Who would begrudge the man-
agement of multinational businesses around the world the flexibility to tailor 
their product and service offerings, their incentive packages, their inventory con-
trol policies, their planning systems and their cash management protocols to the 
local task environment? In all the dozens of interviews we've had with man-
agers, all the debates with students, and in a steady flow of scholarly journal 
articles these themes of local adaptation, autonomy, and responsiveness prove 
popular. 

Hard, empirical evidence for these themes, however, is relatively scarce. Pat-
terson and Brock (2002) use word counts on a small sample of articles to indi-
cate that contemporary authors - particularly those in the 'Subsidiary 
Development' research stream (e.g., BirkinshawlHood/lohnson 1998) - seem to 
indicate a trend toward concepts related to autonomy rather than control. Further, 
there continues to be research on subsidiary specific advantages and centres of 
excellence (Moore 2001). And we are also reminded that even in this world of 
global strategies, some local adaptation is needed (KanterlDretler 1998, Machar-
zina 2001). 

The ultimate in responsiveness in an organizational structure would be a true 
bottom-up flow of ideas, information, and - ultimately - managerial decision 
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making. In Multinationals, Reverse Diffusion and National Business Systems, 
Tony Edwards and Anthony Ferner discuss Reverse Diffusion (RD) - the phe-
nomenon whereby managerial practices are transferred from foreign subsidiaries 
to the home-country operations. Pulling together the limited relevant findings 
from previous research, and drawing on prior case study evidence, they provides 
a set of structured arguments about the logic, detenninants and mechanisms of 
RD - specifically concerning diffusion of HRM practices. Although these prac-
tices are clearly rare, their findings shed light on the sort of multinational in 
which reverse diffusion is most likely to occur, its potential consequences, and 
the processes through which it occurs. 

Another classic factor that generally requires responsiveness on the part of 
the MNE is national culture. In Global versus multidomestic: Culture's conse-
quences on innovation, Brent Allred and Scott Swan examine the relationship of 
national culture to finn innovation. Hypotheses are developed and tested using 
data from 536 companies across ten countries competing in four global and four 
multidomestic industries. Using the Hofstede cultural framework they find that 
individualism, low power distance, and low uncertainty avoidance are more posi-
tively related to innovation within multidomestic industries; while Confucian dy-
namism is more positively related to innovation within global industries. On the 
other hand the relationship between masculinity/femininity and innovation does 
not seem to vary across industry type. 

However, while illustrating fascinating aspects of responsiveness, both the 
above articles also reflect aspects of integration. For a multinational to avail it-
self of the benefits of reverse diffusion, integrative mechanisms are needed to 
link subsidiaries with the rest of the finn; and specifically to identify and trans-
fer the relevant managerial practices. In fact Edwards and Ferner conclude that 
one of the main requirements for successful RD is "an 'infrastructure' of me-
chanisms of diffusion". And Robins, Tallman and Fladmoe-Lindquist (2002) sug-
gest that while international cooperative ventures need to become autonomous, 
aspects of strategic integration seem to be a key success factor. In the following 
section we discuss these integration forces in some more detail. 

Integration Pressures 

More than simply being a portfolio of unconnected businesses around the world, 
Multinationals generally try to create value by realizing synergies among their 
component parts. Indeed, to compensate for the costs and complexities of doing 
business across national borders the MNE needs a structure and strategy "that 
integrates and manages for worldwide business leverage and competitive advan-
tage" (Yip 2003, pp. 5-6). Global integration refers to an exchange resources 
within country units of an MNE, and is a key element of international competi-
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tion (MaurilPhatak 2001). Recent research on integrating mechanisms includes 
studies of global account management (BirkinshawlfoulanlArnold 2001, Mont-
gomerylYip 2000), global purchasing (Mol/van TulderlBeije 2002), corporate 
political activity (Blumentritt/Nigh 2002), perceived individual career benefits 
(Newburry 2001), and human resource practices (Ghoshal/Gratton 2002). Mal-
night (2001) finds evidence of global knowledge sharing, global data sharing, 
and global facilities sharing. Luo (2002) finds that integration is positively re-
lated to resource distinctiveness - an apparent effort to build protective layers 
around proprietary assets in foreign markets. 

A key factor in enabling MNEs to realize and enhance their value is their 
ability to leverage firm-specific resources. Thus Contextual moderating effects 
and the relationship of firm-specific resources, strategy, structure and peiform-
ance among Japanese multinational enterprises by Stephen Tallman, Michael 
Geringer and David Olsen develops and tests a path analytic model of resource 
value-strategy-structure-performance relationships for MNEs in which resource 
and strategic variables are interdependent. The model is tested using mUlti-year 
data from a sample of large Japanese industrial MNEs in order to examine the 
effects of keiretsu membership on hypothesized relationships. Their results sug-
gest that resource value, strategy, and structure have significant interdependen-
cies and simultaneously impact performance. Interestingly - and also within the 
scope of integrating mechanisms - Keiretsu membership has significant moder-
ating effects under some circumstances. 

Integrating mechanisms can also be used for defensive purposes - for exam-
ple to protect proprietary technology against misappropriation (Luo 2002). Mark 
Cannice, Roger Chen and John Daniels's paper on Managing International Tech-
nology Transfer Risk: Alternatives and Complements to Ownership Structure 
uses transaction cost theory to predict and assess firms' methods of managing 
international technology transfer risks. This exploratory study builds propositions 
for protecting technology when exploiting it through foreign production. The 
method includes a comparative case analysis of nine US high-tech manufacturers 
in four Asian countries. They propose that companies rely not only on ownership 
structure (e.g. entry mode selection) to protect against technology misappropria-
tion, but also on making transferred technologies more tacit and headquarters-
dependent. Finally, viewing technology transfer from the transferee's perspective, 
they develop a theoretical framework on managing international technology 
transfer risks. They find that firms not only rely on their transferred technolo-
gies' tacitness to increase the difficulty of misappropriation, but also that inter-
nationally transferred technologies' are dependent on headquarters-controlled 
technology to decrease the value of those technologies to potential misappropria-
tors, thus decreasing the motivation to misappropriate. They also conclude that 
firms use more technology protection levers for core technologies than for pe-
ripheral technologies. 
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Concluding Comments 

While the five papers in this special issue offer some important insights into the 
structural and strategic challenges facing MNEs, there is considerable scope for 
further research in any and all of the areas described earlier. In fact, we would 
go further. Despite (or perhaps because of) the burgeoning volume of academic 
literature, there are relatively few studies that actually put the spotlight on the 
leading-edge trends and phenomena in the world of business. We would like to 
see more of this sort of research - studies that immerse themselves in the com-
plex realities of decision making in large MNEs, or that seek out the new and 
unexplored frontiers of international business practice. To be sure, this is difficult 
research to conduct, but it is exhilarating work and the payoffs are substantial. 
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Abstract 

• The integration-responsiveness (IR) framework has been used extensively in 
the literature and has proven useful in describing the issues facing managers 
in multinational organisations. In a review of the literature and empirical ana-
lysis of the domain of JR we raise important concerns about the way in which 
the ideas of Prahalad and Doz have been operationalised. 

Key Results 

• Our literature review indicates little consensus as to the definition of the do-
main of JR, and that some investigators measure pressures whereas others 
measure managerial responses to pressures, confounding external pressures 
with firm heterogeneity. Our empirical findings indicate that IR pressures have 
a greater number of dimensions than previously thought and that they are bet-
ter conceptualised as formative rather than reflective in nature. We conclude 
that investigators need to conceptualise and measure the environmental pres-
sures facing multinationals at a more fundamental level. 
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Introduction 

"Pressure: from the Latin pres sura - the action of pressing" (Webster's Dictionary). 

The Integration-Responsiveness framework of Prahalad and Doz (1987) has 
been used extensively in the international business literature to typify the diverse 
and often-conflicting environmental pressures confronting firms as they expand 
worldwide (BartlettiGhoshal 1989, BirkinshawlMorrisonlHulland 1995, Harzing 
2000, JohanssonfYip 1994, Kobrin 1994, Martinez/Jarillo 1991, MurthalLenway/ 
Bagozzi 1998, RothlMorrison 1990, Taggart 1998). Stated simply, firms come 
under pressure to take an integrated approach to their global activities - that is, 
to coordinate their business units and strategies to attain maximum efficiency 
and competitive advantage. These pressures for Global Integration might lead to 
responses such as producing parts in a single location for global use at efficient 
scale, or mandating global consistency in brand positioning. Concurrently, firms 
face a countervailing set of pressures to adapt their activities to the unique cir-
cumstances of the countries in which they operate. These pressures for Local 
Responsiveness may prompt responses such as producing parts locally to obtain 
tax incentives or adapting brand positioning to local market circumstances. 
These combined pressures form the Integration-Responsiveness (hereafter, IR) 
framework. 

Although the IR framework has been successfully applied for over a decade, 
many theoretical and empirical studies have focused on the consequences of 
these pressures rather than the pressures themselves. Where scholars have sought 
to evaluate IR pressures, these have often been inferred from the firm's choice 
of strategy and structure; in other words, from the firm response to these pres-
sures. Hence, far less attention has been paid to the underlying nature of the IR 
pressures or to measuring them directly; leaving their scope, nature and form 
less than fully articulated in the literature. 

Does this matter? We believe so for both conceptual and methodological rea-
sons. First, the strategy literature suggests that different firms may react differ-
ently to the same pressures (BartlettiGhoshal 1989). This heterogeneity 
confounds the relationship between firm response and underlying pressures -
making it difficult to test the IR framework from observations of response alone. 
It is important to measure the IR pressures as separate constructs and to show 
how they and other factors impact on managerial choices of strategy and struc-
ture. Second, such measures of IR pressures as have been employed in the litera-
ture are potentially problematic because of a failure in all cases to distinguish 
between firm responses and environmental pressures. Furthermore, many ap-
proaches are relatively undeveloped from a methodological perspective, tapping 
different domains of pressures and assuming simple, one-dimensional reflective 
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latent constructs of integration and responsiveness. They overlook the complexity 
of measurement including additional dimensions, higher-order structures and for-
mative rather than reflective constructs. Imperfect measurement runs the risk of 
producing misleading or contradictory results. Our paper thus underlines the 
need to put the measurement of IR pressures on a firmer footing. 

Important questions remain about the scope, nature and measurement of IR 
pressures: 

• What component pressures should be included in the IR domain? 
• How many dimensions are needed to accurately represent this domain? 
• Is the dimensional structure best represented as one level or is it higher-order? 
• Are these dimensions best conceptualised as reflecting latent constructs of in-

tegration and responsiveness or as forming them? 
• How might component pressures and/or dimensions best be modelled to study 

their impact on the managerial responses of strategy and structure? 

While not attempting to resolve all these issues in this exploratory study, we 
hope to demonstrate the need for greater vigilance in the conceptualisation and 
measurement of IR pressures, and indicate fruitful avenues for future research. 
Similarly, although this study is based on measures derived from the literature, 
considerable scope exists to develop new measures and methodologies. 

The remainder of our paper divides into three sections. First, drawing upon 
new literature in the areas of strategy and construct measurement, we begin with 
a survey of the extensive literature on the IR framework, identifying possible 
alternative answers to the above questions. This survey also provides us with the 
item measures for our study. Next, we explain our methodology, including the 
procedure for data collection and analysis. We conclude with a discussion of our 
findings and directions for future research, speculating as to the appropriate defi-
nition of the domain of IR pressures and the criteria we might use to validate 
measures of these. 

The Integration-Responsiveness Framework 

The Development of the Framework 

The IR framework grew out of earlier evolutionary theories of the development 
of multinational enterprises (MNEs) (Perlmutter 1969, StopfordlWells 1972, Ver-
non 1966). Although popular, these models did not encompass the new technolo-
gical, market, competitive and governmental factors that were beginning to 
impact on multinationals (Bartlett 1986). To incorporate these factors, authors -
beginning with Fayerweather (1969), Prahalad (1975) and Doz (1976), followed 
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by Prahalad and Doz - reformulated the classic differentiation and integration 
approach of Lawrence and Lorsch (1967) into the IR framework of today. 

Prahalad and Doz identified the economic, technological, political, customer 
and competitive factors that create the global integration and local responsive-
ness pressures on the diverse businesses and functions in MNEs. Initially, they 
identified three environmental pressures: the need for (1) global integration of 
activities, (2) global strategic coordination, and (3) local responsiveness. Given 
the high correlation between (1) and (2), they combined them to create two es-
sential dimensions - global integration and local responsiveness. Prahalad and 
Doz's work is of undoubted scholarly value and practical significance and two 
aspects of this work are particularly germane to our arguments. 

First, Prahalad and Doz had a rich and diverse view of the underlying pres-
sures, listing seven component domains for their "pressures for global strategic 
coordination" and five for "pressures for local responsiveness" (1987, pp.I8-21) 
with each component a complex area in its own right. Arguably much of the 
later - particularly survey-based - literature has tended to reduce these to sim-
ple questionnaire items. Moreover, it has focused on Prahalad and Doz's 12 do-
mains without questioning whether these are exhaustive or reflect the current 
business environment. 

Second, Prahalad and Doz conceptualised these pressures largely in terms of 
the firm's response (e.g., the need for global integration of activities, the need 
for local responsiveness [in activities]). Domains are referred to as "criteria" 
(p. 18) and pressures in each domain are rated as "high", "medium" or "low" in 
their early case examples. The pressures themselves are discussed briefly and 
the majority of chapters (3-12) focus on managerial and firm response to them, 
culminating in a prescription for the "ideal" diversified, multinational corpora-
tion. This conceptualisation has influenced much of the work on the IR frame-
work, generating valuable studies of firm response and managerial decision-
making in the areas of organisation structure, coordination and product adapta-
tion. Indeed, the IR framework has proved useful for classifying MNEs and their 
international strategy and organisation (BartlettiGhoshal 1989) and is represented 
in the popular literature by the phrase "Think global, act local" - itself suggest-
ing firm and managerial responses, not the pressures underlying them. Although 
valuable, the study of firm response has meant that less attention has been paid 
to the nature of the pressures themselves. Furthermore, it carries an implicit as-
sumption at odds with current thinking in the strategy literature. 

Pressures, Firm Response and Firm Heterogeneity 

The IR framework as originally advanced by Prahalad and Doz (1987) and Bart-
lett and Ghoshal (1989) belongs to the alignment school of strategic thought, 
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dominant at that time, which asserted that the "fit" between strategy and envi-
ronment mattered most to firm performance (Bums/Stalker 1961, Miles/Snow 
1978). Hence there is no great need to distinguish between pressures and firm 
response because the firm chooses the single most appropriate response to the 
pressures it faces. For example, a firm faced by low pressures for global integra-
tion and high pressures for local responsiveness would choose a multi-domestic 
strategy and structure. Assuming firms make correct choices, we can legitimately 
infer the underlying pressures from the observed response and Prahalad and 
Doz's focus on firm response would be entirely appropriate. However, the "fit" 
school has been subsequently criticised as overly deterministic and other schools 
of thought have emerged; namely, distinctive competences (e.g. TeecelPisano/ 
Shuen 1997), managerial cognition (e.g. Burgeois 1984) and neo-institutional 
(e.g. Carson et al. 1999), each, in their own way, breaking the deterministic link 
between environment and firm strategy. The distinctive competences school sug-
gests that firms compete through differentiated skills, complementary assets and 
routines that may prompt them to deploy different strategies within the same 
environment. Similarly, the managerial cognition school argues that managerial 
preferences, beliefs, perceptions, ideologies and power, directly influence strate-
gic choice - again leading to different strategies being selected in similar 
circumstances. Finally, the neo-institutional school argues that the firm's arrange-
ments with its value-chain make some forms of strategic and organizational 
change more open to some firms than others. In short, current strategic thinking 
emphasizes heterogeneity of firm choice - making it increasingly difficult to 
infer environmental pressures from firm responses, and suggesting that it would 
be better to measure pressures and responses as distinct and different constructs. 

The Measurement of Constructs 

Just as the literature on strategy has evolved since 1987, so too has that on the 
measurement of theoretical constructs. Conventionally, latent constructs were re-
garded as one-dimensional entities to be measured with a battery of highly cor-
related questionnaire items, termed reflective indicators. Despite the origins of 
this approach in the development of personality batteries, most researchers con-
centrate on first-order constructs using scale development techniques - factor 
analysis in particular - to identify a small number of indicators to measure one 
construct of interest. They have seldom looked for higher-order structures across 
large numbers of first-order constructs. In contrast, the well-known 5-factor model 
of personality emerged from further analyses of earlier studies with a greater 
number of first-order constructs, each in tum measured with a number of ques-
tionnaire items (Digman 1997). This is important because the environmental 
pressures facing a multinational enterprise cover a domain of greater breadth, 
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diversity and complexity than personality. According to Rossiter (2002), the key 
to construct validity is content validity. Given the breadth and diversity of IR 
pressures, we must have a large enough number of items to tap this domain 
adequately and an appropriate analysis to understand it. 

A related issue is dimensionality. In psychology, considerable effort has been 
devoted to determining how many dimensions are necessary to describe a 
domain - a key issue because under-extraction (i.e., assuming there are fewer 
dimensions than in reality) has been shown to result in dramatically poor estima-
tion of constructs (FavalVelicer 1996). This occurs through misattribution of the 
relationship between item measures and the dimensions. As demonstrated subse-
quently, the IR literature often embodies an implicit or explicit assumption that 
two dimensions are adequate to describe the domain, without questioning 
whether this assumption is indeed appropriate. 

Beyond the issues of order and dimensionality, increasingly the literature has 
recognised that not all constructs are necessarily best considered as reflective in 
the way described above (BollenlLennox 1991, Edwards/Bagozzi 2000, Fornell! 
Bookstein 1982). It is equally plausible to define a construct formed with a num-
ber of uncorrelated entities - termed a formative index. A classic example is an 
index of socio-economic status formed from, say, education, income and dwell-
ing value. In contrast to reflective measures, a change in one of these implies a 
change in socio-economic status without the requirement that the others also 
change in a correlated way. 

One could make a similar argument for the pressures facing firms. For exam-
ple, integration pressures may underlie the firm's need to integrate its activities 
worldwide- "the importance of multinational customers", "the presence of multi-
national competitors", "investment intensity", etc. (PrahaladiDoz 1987, pp.18-
19). There is little reason to believe that these pressures will be highly correlated 
as required by the reflective viewpoint, or that they will necessarily correlate 
with one dimension as required by this conventional approach to measuring con-
structs. Why, for example, would a set of items designed to measure the "impor-
tance of multinational customers" necessarily correlate with one designed to 
measure the "presence of multinational competitors" or "investment intensity", 
particularly across such diverse industries as software, capital equipment or food 
products. Indeed, the diversity of phenomena that need to be considered under 
the heading of "environmental pressures" suggests at least a prima facie theore-
tical and methodological case for the formative viewpoint. Thus this distinction 
between formative and reflective indicators needs to be resolved to ensure that 
researchers use appropriate methods for measuring, modelling and validating the 
IR framework empirically. A hybrid approach may also be an alternative, where-
by pressures such as the "presence of multinational customers" are measured by 
a set of reflective indicators as a first-order construct, and then the various first-
order pressures are analysed within a higher-order, formative framework. 
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Figure 1. Possible Structures for the Domain of Integration-Responsiveness 
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Three perspectives on measurement are summarized in Figure 1. (a) A sim-
ple first-order reflective structure with correlated sets of items measuring each of 
the two dimensions (a-f measuring integration and u-z measuring responsive-
ness).2 (b) The same structure stated in formative terms where the reversal of the 
arrows removes the assumption of correlated items. (c) A second-order, hybrid 
structure where individual pressures are measured reflectively (pressure A by 
items a-c, Z by x-z, etc.) but the second order framework is generated in a 
formative manner - that is, there is no requirement for A to be highly correlated 
with B, only that both correlate with integration and not with responsiveness. 
Other possibilities exist (including second-order reflective models and correla-
tions between major dimensions) but space precludes their discussion here. 

How Have Pressures Been Conceptualised and Measured? 

There is an extensive literature on the environmental pressures faced by multi-
national enterprises that can be broadly classified into three groups as illustrated 
by Table 1, which outlines the key papers in each category. These papers are 
illustrative of the major work in the area and not meant to be exhaustive. 

Early Studies 

A group of early studies examines the environmental pressures that influence the 
decisions and performance of global firms (e.g., BartlettlGhoshal 1989). Pres-
sures are typically identified either from descriptive case studies or inferred from 
firm decisions rather than measured in a formal manner. 

Studies Outside the Paradigm 

A second group examines environmental pressures in a formal manner but are 
not explicitly within the IR paradigm (e.g., Carpano/Chrisman/Roth 1995) and 
hence will not be considered here. 

FormallR Studies 

Finally, a number of studies have examined the IR framework proposed by Pra-
halad and Doz in a more formal manner, such as by examining a part - rather 
than the whole - of the domain of environmental pressures, in particular focus-
ing on aspects of global integration (e.g., Birkinshaw et al. 1995). They also 
include studies examining both integration and responsiveness pressures (e.g., 
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Table 1. Examples of the IR literature 

Group 1: Early studies 
A. Bartlett and Ghoshal 1989 
B. Cvar 1986 
C. Doz 1986 
D. Flaherty 1986 
E. Ghemawat and Spence 1986 
F. Jain 1989 
G. Mahini and Wells 1986 
H. Porter 1986 
I. Takeuchi and Porter 1986 

Group 2: Studies outside the paradigm 
J. Carpano, Chrisman, and Roth 1994 
K. Ghoshal and Nohria 1989 

Group 3: FonnaI IR studies 
(a) Studies measuring aspects of global integration 

L. Birkinshaw, Morrison, and Hulland 1995 
M. Johansson and Yip 1994 
N. Kobrin 1991 
O. Kobrin 1994 

Integration-Responsiveness Pressures 

(b) Studies measuring integration-responsiveness pressures 
P. Ghoshal and Nohria 1993 
Q. Johnson 1995 
R. Prahalad and Doz 1987 
S. Roth and Morrison 1990 

(c) Studies measuring firm response to pressures 
T. Harzing 2000 
U. Jarillo and Martinez 1990 
V. Martinez and Jarillo 1991 
W. Murtha, Lenway, and Bagozzi 1998 
X. Taggart 1997, 1998 

Note: full citations in references. 

RothIMorrison 1990) and studies that focus on measuring finn strategy and 
structure and infer environmental pressures from finn decisions rather than mea-
sure them directly (e.g., JarillolMartinez 1990). Since this group is most relevant 
to our purposes we will review them in depth. 

Formal Measurement of IR Pressures 

Studies Measuring Aspects of Global Integration 

Birkinshaw et al. (1995) measure the drivers of global integration with four fac-
tors, providing support for Prahalad and Doz's multidimensional view of global 
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integration pressures. They are "(1) standardization of market demands, (2) evi-
dence of competitive action within the industry, (3) economies of scale and (4) 
differences in comparative advantage across countries" (1995, p. 645). Johansson 
and Yip (1994) use an overall environmental pressures construct called "industry 
drivers" formed with two measures, overall cost drivers and overall market dri-
vers, each formed with a number of items. Theirs is one of the few studies to 
use the formative rather than reflective approach. Kobrin (1991) takes a different 
approach, using an index of global integration based on intra-firm trade, which, 
"rests on the assumption that intra-firm flows of products across industries corre-
late with all important intra-firm flows of resources and information" (p. 20). 
Kobrin (1994) developed an index of "geo-centric managerial mindset", which 
he correlated with firm strategy and structure. By reporting a coefficient alpha 
he is implicitly assuming that this construct is one-dimensional and reflective 
(Rossiter 2002). Although the above studies offer valuable insights into global 
integration, clearly they have made very different assumptions as to conceptuali-
zation, dimensionality and measurement. Birkinshaw et al. (1995) and Johansson 
and Yip (1994) conceptualize their constructs as pressures (i.e., distinct and dif-
ferent from firm response). Kobrin (1991) conceptualizes a firm response, but 
later conceptualizes a managerial cognition (Kobrin 1994). Kobrin (1994) and 
Johansson and Yip (1994) view their constructs as one-dimensional, Birkinshaw 
et al. (1995) as multidimensional. Kobrin (1991, 1994) and Birkinshaw et al. 
(1995) measure their constructs as reflective and first-order, Johansson and Yip 
(1994) as formative and second-order. 

Studies Measuring Integration-Responsiveness Pressures 

In their empirical analysis of the IR framework, Roth and Morrison (1990) and 
Johnson (1995) identify three strategic groups of globally integrated, locally re-
sponsive and multi-focal firms in international industries. Both studies measure 
the industry pressures with the same 14 items. However, these are neither classi-
fied nor validated as representing separate integration and responsiveness dimen-
sions, and by reporting a coefficient alpha for this scale they implicitly regard 
industry pressures as one-dimensional and reflective. Another issue is whether 
14 items are adequate to capture the broad domain of integration pressures. Pra-
halad and Doz originally suggested 12 pressures and others have argued there 
are more (DevinneylMidgleyNenaik 2000). The measurement literature would 
suggest several items per pressure and hence a large battery of items for reliable 
measurement of broad and diverse domains (Marsh et al. 1998). In this respect, 
Ghoshal and N ohria (1993) measure pressures rather sparsely, with one measure 
for integration and two measures for responsiveness, which they then use to clas-
sify multinational firms into the four strategic groups. All three studies add to 
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our understanding of multinational firms by taking a broader perspective on 
pressures than previous studies, by conceptualisng them as distinct from firm 
response and by questioning whether the observed strategic groups fit the IR 
framework. Nonetheless, differing approaches to the dimensionality and meas-
urement of the IR pressures are apparent: Roth and Morrison (1990) and Johnson 
(1995) view pressures as one-dimensional and reflective, Ghoshal and Nohria 
(1993) as two-dimensional but with sparse measurement. 

Studies Measuring Firm Response to Pressures 

Jarillo and Martinez (1990) and Martinez and Jarillo (1991) examine the roles of 
MNE subsidiaries using a hybrid of Porter's (1986) configuration/coordination 
framework and the IR framework. In particular, they look for two dimensions in 
subsidiary activities: (1) integration with the activities of other subsidiaries and 
(2) geographical localisation of activities within the host country. They use prin-
cipal component analysis to produce two factors: "integration of the subsidiary 
with the parent" and "amount of localization of the strategy of the subsidiary." 
By using principal component analysis rather than common factor analysis they 
are adopting a formative approach (DiamantopouloslWinklhofer 2001), and their 
arguments for the adequacy of two dimensions in their data are essentially quali-
tative. Clearly their study is of firm response rather than pressures per se. In 
their later paper (1991) they apply cluster analysis to these dimensions to find 
only three of four strategic groups of subsidiaries; namely, integrated, autono-
mous and "active" subsidiaries attempting to balance both pressures. 

Taggart (1997, 1998) followed up and "critically reviewed" the work of 
Jarillo and Martinez (Jarillo/Martinez 1990, Martinez/Jarillo 1991). He is more 
faithful to the IR framework, measuring integration and responsiveness. How-
ever, his items are phrased in terms of firm decisions such as "centralization of 
production planning" or "market area served" with the responsiveness items 
answered in terms of subsidiary autonomy to make decisions. Like Jarillo and 
Martinez, he uses factor analysis (method unspecified) and cluster analysis to 
identify strategic groups. By reporting Cronbach alpha, Taggart implicitly as-
sumes that his dimensions are reflective and his factor analyses demonstrate each 
to be one-dimensional. However, the two-dimensional IR structure itself is as-
sumed on the basis of the literature and not subsequently validated. 

Harzing (2000) provides an empirical analysis of the Bartlett and Ghoshal 
(1989) typology again using a sample of subsidiaries. She collected data measur-
ing corporate strategy, organisational design, interdependence amongst subsidi-
aries and local responsiveness. As the appendix to her paper indicates, these 
measures are of firm responses to pressures rather than pressures; e.g., "Give your 
best estimate of the % of marketing for company products sold by this subsidiary 
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that is consciously adapted to local circumstances." Cluster analysis is then used 
on the corporate strategy measures with the assumption of three groups - multi-
domestic, global and transnational - that are validated through tests on the other 
variables. As Harzing applies cluster analysis directly to the four items on corpo-
rate strategy, then tests the differences of means on the other variables, it is un-
clear what assumptions are made as to the nature of the measures. However, by 
adding corporate strategy and organisational design to integration and responsive-
ness, she is potentially adding dimensions beyond the original two. 

Murtha, Lenway and Bagozzi (1998) provide a final, distinctive study in this 
section, conducting an empirical test of the constructs of integration, responsive-
ness and coordination (IRC - the original three-dimensional formulation of Pra-
halad and Doz 1987). They follow a more formal scale development and testing 
process than many scholars, progressively purifying their measures from 168 to 
24 items for the final analysis, of which 12 measure IRe. They assume one-
dimensional, reflective scales for each dimension and use confirmatory factor 
analysis to validate these. However, they focus on "attitudes that underlie inter-
national strategy processes" resulting in a set of measures referred to as "mind-
set variables". These show that the authors are measuring managerial beliefs and 
cognition rather than pressures or firm response (p. 101). 

Although each of these studies has its own unique, valuable aspects, there is 
a common thread. By and large those authors studying firm response to environ-
mental pressures follow the literature on the number of IR dimensions. Only 
Murtha et al. (1998) take a broader view and subject their mind-set scales to 
confirmation. There is less agreement on the nature of these dimensions, particu-
larly the scope of their domain. Jarillo and Martinez (Jarillo/Martinez 1990, 
Martinez/Jarillo 1991) seek to blend Porter (1986) and Prahalad and Doz (1987) 
whereas Taggart (1997, 1998) and Murtha et al. (1998) take a more pure IR 
view. Harzing (2000) also follows from the IR literature but she adds further 
dimensions. These authors also differ in their form of measurement: Jarillo and 
Martinez (Jarillo/Martinez 1990, Martinez/Jarillo 1991) use a formative ap-
proach, as, in essence, does Harzing (2000). Taggart (1997, 1998) and Murtha 
et al. (1998) use the traditional reflective approach. 

Looking at our third group and its sub-categories, we see an astonishing di-
versity of approaches. Some researchers focus purely on global integration, some 
on both pressures. Some measure pressures, others firm response including the 
managerial mind-set that is partially a determinant of that response. Some use 
formative measures others reflective. Some researchers seek to validate the di-
mensionality and specification of their constructs; others make assumptions fol-
lowing the literature in asserting two - or at most three - dimensions. 

An equally important issue is the definition of the relevant domain of pres-
sures andlor responses. As indicated by Table 2 - which lists the various measures 
in the literature - there is little agreement as to this domain, with the consequence 
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that many studies include items tapping different domains. It is also telling to 
note how little correspondence there is between studies, implying that we have 
little cross-validity from a measurement testing perspective. 

Our earlier discussion, and this detailed review of the literature formally 
measuring IR pressures, leads us to three speculative propositions. 

Proposition 1. The domain of pressures impacting on multinational firms re-
quires more than two dimensions for adequate description. This 
can be argued from a theoretical perspective (DevinneylMidgley/ 
Venaik 2000), by reference to the diversity of measures shown in 
Table 2, and from recourse to measurement theory (the content 
of the domain likely being too broad for two factor solutions). 

Proposition 2. Pressure dimensions will be better measured as formative rather 
than reflective indicators. The main argument here would be that 
within each dimension there is no compelling reason that the 
item measures should be inter-correlated. Why, for example, 
should investment intensity correlate with the presence of multi-
national competitors? Yet both may go together to form a pres-
sure for global integration of activities. 

Proposition 3. For the purposes of building models of multinational firm struc-
ture and strategy, pressure dimensions will be better measured as 
environmental pressures and not as firm response to these pres-
sures. The latter confounds managerial choices and other factors 
with the underlying pressures. 

In the next section we will subject these propositions to an empirical test 
and we will also develop and test two further propositions specific to our re-
search setting. 

Methodology 

In this section we will discuss our measures, our unit of analysis, the sample we 
obtained (and potential biases) and our approach to analysing these data. 

Measures 

To ensure reasonable coverage of the domain of IR pressures, we used all 48 
measures from the literature listed in Table 2. Initially 23 items were considered 
as pressures and 25 as firm responses to pressures. Common heuristics for factor 
analysis suggest a minimum of 3 relevant variables per factor extracted, hence 
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these numbers are adequate for extracting more than the two or three dimensions 
most scholars envisage for IR pressures. All items were measured with 7-point 
scales with each end anchored by a verbal description. For example: 

Pressure 

In our business, customer needs are (please circle appropriate number): 

Similar worldwide 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Vary across countries 

Firm Response 

In our business, the strategic importance of the local subsidiary market to the 
parent company is (please circle appropriate number): 

Low 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 High 

Where appropriate, each section explained whether the respondent was to 
answer with respect to environmental pressures or firm responses to these pres-
sures. For validation purposes, measures were also included for business-unit 
autonomy, as discussed shortly. 

Unit of Analysis 

Prahalad and Doz (1987) argued persuasively that IR pressures should be differ-
ent for different divisions of the MNE (p. 22). Equally, many studies focus on 
the subsidiary in the local country as the point at which the pressures for inte-
gration and responsiveness intersect. Integrating these two views, we chose to 
focus on a business unit within the subsidiary as our unit of analysis and the 
head of the unit as our key informant. 

Sample 

A stratified random sample of MNE subsidiaries was selected from the Dun and 
Bradstreet WorldBase. To ensure sufficient variance, this included manufacturing 
and services, consumer and industrial products, and subsidiaries in industrialised 
and developing countries. 

Questionnaires were mailed to 728 subsidiaries with a separate questionnaire 
for each of the business units in the firm. The responses represented 191 busi-
ness units from 126 subsidiaries of 119 parent MNEs. 84 were engaged in man-
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Table 3. Descriptive Statistics 

No. Item Measures Mean Std. Dev. 

1 R&D investment required 4.1 2.0 
2 Production investment required 4.9 1.9 
3 Rate of product innovation 4.4 1.7 
4 Rate of process innovation 3.9 1.5 
5 Technological complexity 4.8 1.6 
6 Rate of technological change 4.4 1.7 
7 Competitors are mostly global 5.0 2.0 
8 Competitors sell globally standardized products 4.4 1.7 
9 The nature of competition is global 4.4 1.9 
10 Sharing of sales force resources 2.7 2.2 
11 Sharing of distribution channel resources 3.5 2.2 
12 Sharing of production resources 3.4 2.3 
13 Sharing of R&D resources 3.8 2.3 
14 Sharing of management services 4.4 2.0 
15 Co-ordination of marketing 2.7 1.6 
16 Co-ordination of production 3.8 2.2 
17 Co-ordination of procurement 3.5 2.1 
18 Co-ordination of R&D 4.8 2.1 
19 Subsidiary sales as proportion of parent's worldwide sales 10.2 14.1 
20 Strategic importance of local market to parent 4.8 1.7 
21 Proportion parent company's sales that are global 44.9 21.5 
22 Proportion of business unit managers that are expatriate 13.4 17.0 
23 Advertising investment required 3.9 1.9 
24 Extent of global dispersion of production facilities 3.9 2.2 
25 Transport costs relative to sales value 4.9 1.5 
26 Extent of production cost differences between countries 3.9 1.5 
27 Degree of competition in local markets 5.7 1.3 
28 Number of competitors in local markets 5.2 1.7 
29 Customers served are mostly local 5.2 1.8 
30 Customers served are mostly government 2.5 1.7 
31 Customer needs vary across countries 3.4 1.7 
32 Customer segments served vary across countries 3.2 1.5 
33 Demand in the local market is expanding 4.5 1.5 
34 Product decisions influenced by government 4.1 2.0 
35 Price decisions influenced by government 3.9 2.1 
36 Advertising decisions influenced by government 3.7 2.0 
37 Promotion decisions influenced by government 3.6 2.0 
38 Sourcing decisions influenced by government 3.5 1.9 
39 R&D decisions influenced by government 3.0 1.8 
40 Entry decisions influenced by government 3.9 2.0 
41 Quality of local infrastructure: logistics 2.9 1.4 
42 Quality of local infrastructure: channels 2.8 1.4 
43 Quality of local infrastructure: advertising 2.8 1.4 
44 Quality of local infrastructure: personnel 2.9 1.4 
45 Quality of local infrastructure: suppliers 3.2 1.4 
46 Strategic importance of subsidiary to local government 3.3 1.8 
47 Level of tariff barriers against importing 3.0 1.7 
48 Level of non-tariff barriers against importing 2.4 1.5 

Note: All items on seven-point scales, except numbers 19, 21 and 22. Questions 19 and 21 relate 
to the markets served by the business unit. 
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ufacturing sectors and 24 in service sectors. Nearly equal numbers operated in 
consumer and industrial markets. Although the subsidiaries are located in 36 
countries, their parent companies are mainly large Japanese, UK and American 
MNEs with a median of 22,000 employees worldwide, and 325 employees in the 
subsidiary. Respondents had an average of ten years experience. The descriptive 
statistics of the measures are shown in Table 3 and indicate adequate variance 
for our analyses.3 

Potential Biases 

Questionnaire-based surveys inevitably raise concerns about potential bias. Be-
fore analysing our data we examined three such biases, namely, measure equiva-
lence, common method bias and non-response bias. 

Measure Equivalence 

Whether the same measures can be applied across respondents from different 
countries would be debatable were we interviewing consumers in less-developed 
countries. However, as our respondents were senior managers, mostly university 
educated, speak English, travel widely and have been exposed to the business 
concepts incorporated in our measures, this issue was of less concern. Nonethe-
less, we did check the equivalence of our measures. First, for each subsidiary we 
computed Kogut and Singh's (1988) cultural distance measure. Second, we 
ranked our subsidiaries by cultural distance (low, medium and high distance) and 
compared the means for our measures between the high and low groups. After 
correcting for the known bias in multiple comparisons, there are no significant 
differences between these means. Scale equivalence problems in these data are 
unlikely to have biased our analyses. 

Common Method Bias 

Using a common 7-point scale across all measures can create a response bias. 
However, the factor analyses that we report subsequently demonstrate that there 
is no common factor loading on all measures (the ex post one-factor test, Pod-
sakoff/Organ 1986). Hence there is unlikely to be any common method bias. 

Non-response Bias 

To test for a non-response bias, the original sample drawn from Dun and Brad-
street and those subsidiaries who eventually responded were compared on three 
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criteria: the number of countries, how long the subsidiary has operated and the 
number of employees. We received responses from subsidiaries in 60% (36 out 
of 60) of the countries we sampled so any bias due to the countries included or 
excluded is likely to be small. These data also covered all the continents. How-
ever, the responding subsidiaries were older and larger than non-respondents. 
The median age and size of the subsidiaries responding was 30 years and 325 
employees versus 21 years and 250 employees for the non-respondents. Our 
sample therefore under-weights smaller and newer subsidiaries to some extent. 
However, despite these slight biases the final dataset is more than adequate for 
our analyses, especially in terms of the heterogeneity of environments that it 
covers. 

Analysis Techniques 

Analysis techniques that might be used on our data, which feature in the IR 
literature, include principal component analysis, common factor analysis, confir-
matory factor analysis and cluster analysis. By and large, principal component 
analysis and common factor analysis have been used to construct IR dimensions, 
whereas confirmatory factor analysis has been used in one paper - Murtha et al. 
(1998) - to validate these dimensions. Cluster analysis has been used to identify 
strategic subsidiary groups. 

To test the number of dimensions and the traditional reflective perspective, 
and to group our item measures for subsequent analysis, we apply the common 
factor model through maximum likelihood factor analysis. Maximum likelihood 
factor analysis has the advantage that it allows the choice of the number of fac-
tors to be made using Schwartz's Bayesian Information Criterion. Kass and Raf-
tery (1995) show this criterion to be one of the better ways of making such 
choices and avoiding under-extraction. We perform an oblique rotation on the 
obtained factors (PROMAX) as there seems no compelling reason to assume 
these pressures to be orthogonal and the oblique model is more general. This 
procedure is essentially exploratory as the prior literature focuses on two dimen-
sions and provides little guidance on additional dimensions or which items might 
load on any new dimension. This made the application of confirmatory factor 
analysis problematic and is our reason for choosing an exploratory procedure.4 

Next, we apply partial least squares (PLS) to test formative and hybrid models 
and to compare reflective with formative indicators. 

Comparing reflective and formative indicators raises important theoretical, 
methodological and empirical issues.5 Fomell and Cha (1994) argue that the pri-
mary criterion for choice of indicator model should be the "substantive theory 
behind the model" (p. 61), although they note that this choice has implications 
for the predictive power of the chosen indicator. A reflective index can never 
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outperfonn a fonnative one in tenns of prediction. This is because reflective in-
dicators minimise the trace of the residual errors in the "outer" (measurement) 
model whereas fonnative indicators minimise the trace of the residual variance 
in the "inner" (structural) model (FornellJRheelYi 1991). Using predictive power 
as the second criterion for comparing measurement models requires that we state 
the question in tenns of the magnitude by which the reflective model under-per-
fonns the fonnative. For example, where theory gives inadequate guidance as to 
choice of model, but this magnitude is small, we might still prefer the better-
known reflective model. 

The issue of predictive power causes debate in the structural equation model-
ling literature, a debate that derives, in part, from the differing objectives of the 
two major methodologies, LISREL and PLS. LISREL endeavours to replicate 
the observed covariance between all the indicators in the model on the basis of 
some hypothesised inner and outer model. This leads to an emphasis on param-
eter estimation and the degree of fit between the hypothesised and observed 
covariance matrix. The emphasis on fit seen in papers using LISREL has been 
argued to be over-stated and to ignore effect sizes (Chin 1998b). Fit is certainly 
one criterion but even with LISREL we need predictive power if our models are 
to be useful (Meehl 1990). In contrast, PLS emphasises prediction of the var-
iance in the latent constructs. Indeed, there is no analogy between the chi-square 
comparisons of fit between hypothesised model and data seen in LISREL and 
the residuals of a hypothesised PLS model estimated directly from the data. In 
the absence of fit indices, PLS models are judged on R2, path magnitudes and 
the standard errors of their parameter estimates - similar to ordinary least 
squares regression. This makes comparison between models sometimes difficult 
as different model structures may lead to similar "reduced fonn" equations. 
Hence, one nonnally is required to look at the mix of indicators beyond R2 -
path coefficients, standard errors, effect sizes and so forth - and their consis-
tency with posited theory to choose amongst different models. 

It is also difficult to incorporate fonnative indices within LISREL. They run 
counter to its objective of explaining covariance, as there is no theoretical re-
quirement to explain any covariance between the individual items that make up 
a fonnative index. It is possible to incorporate them but only at a cost. One way, 
is by fonning them externally to the analysis and importing them into LISREL 
as a single item variable. However, this may not be efficient from an estimation 
perspective and requires some additional reflective measures for the construct in 
order to estimate the weights for each indicator (DiamantopouloslWinklhofer 
2001). Such additional measures do not always make theoretical sense or may 
be difficult to obtain. It can also be done within LISREL when it is possible to 
identify the fonnative model correctly within the covariance structure. However, 
the circumstances in which this is possible are rather limited (MacCallum! 
Browne 1993). PLS is much more flexible in this regard, allowing both reflective 
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and fonnative indices within its framework, and this is the reason we chose to 
use it. However, this discussion of contrasting objectives is useful as it suggests 
we should consider theory, predictive power, parameter estimates and their stand-
ard errors when comparing reflective and fonnative models. 

Finally, we should consider the results of the test for comparing reflective 
and fonnative models developed by Bollen and Ting (2000). This test uses the 
'nested' vanishing tetrads that are implied by comparing the two measurement 
models and derives from the work of Spearman (e.g., Spearman/Holzinger 
1924). A vanishing tetrad is where the theoretical model implies that the product 
of a pair of covariances should equal the product of another pair, a hypothesis 
that can be tested statistically. The tetrad test is a confinnatory - rather than 
exploratory - procedure because it requires the researcher to specify which tet-
rads should vanish, which is only possible once they have "narrowed down their 
plausible structures to a limited number of alternatives" (p. 5). However, Bollen 
and Ting note that their test does not stand on its own because, for one example, 
vanishing tetrads can emerge from fonnative indicators with near zero covar-
iance, leading to an incorrect choice of the reflective model. Thus the results 
from this test have to be placed alongside the more conventional assessment of 
parameters that we suggest above. 

For PLS analysis of fonnative indicators we include the additional reflective 
construct of Autonomy which is required to identify these (Diamantopoulos/ 
Winklhofer 2001) and the choice of this construct requires justification. The lo-
cus of decision-making - that is, whether decisions are taken at headquarters 
(i.e., centralised) or in the country subsidiaries (i.e., autonomous) - is a critical 
issue in multinational finns (Dunning 1988, Hedlund 1986). Further, the way in 
which decisions are implemented within the global network of subsidiaries is 
likely to impact on the perfonnance of the MNC (Kashani 1989). According to 
Prahalad and Doz (1987, p.181), "the power to allocate resources must be vested 
in managers in such a way that it reinforces the (finn's) strategic posture and 
hence the world-view. For example, relative power to allocate resources should 
reside with product managers if a global orientation is desired, and with area 
managers if a locally responsive strategy is desired." Thus, pressures for global 
integration are likely to result in centralisation of decisions in the headquarters 
whereas pressures for local responsiveness are likely to result in autonomous 
decision-making in the subsidiaries. Hence, including Autonomy not only allows 
us to identify pressures measured by fonnative indicators but it also allows us to 
make a theoretical proposition, empirical support for which would increase our 
confidence in these measures. 

Proposition 4. Pressures for global integration will tend to reduce, whereas pres-
sures for local responsiveness will tend to increase, business unit 
Autonomy. 
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This construct is derived from responses as to the degree of business unit 
Autonomy in six key business decision-making areas of product, price, place, 
promotion, and positioning and organisational processes. The construct is one-
dimensional and measured reliably (a = 0.86). Autonomy can be considered a 
finn response to the environment in which it operateol - a response that involves 
a number of complex management choices. Because of this we would not expect 
any pressures measured as finn responses to impact on Autonomy, their effect 
should be already incorporated into the construct. This leads to our final proposi-
tion. 

Proposition 5. (A more specific version of Proposition Three) Pressures 
measured through finn responses should have no impact on 
Autonomy. 

A series of controls are also included on Autonomy, including business or 
consumer markets, products or services, durable or non-durable goods, and coun-
try of parent, subsidiary sizes and ages. These provide us with greater confidence 
that observed effects are not spurious results of industry and firm heterogeneity. 

Results 

Reflective Models of Integration-Responsiveness Pressures 

After removing 23 questionnaires with missing responses and three that were 
outliers there are 165 complete questionnaires for analysis. We ran maximum 
likelihood factor analysis on three domains or sets of items: (1) all items; (2) 
measures of environmental pressures; and (3) measures of firm responses to 
these pressures. These follow from our initial classification in Table 2. We 
checked the empirical support for our classification by Kaiser's measure of sam-
pling adequacy - which tests whether the items belong to the same domain and 
are appropriate for factor analysis. For all three sets, Kaiser's measure is ade-
quate (0.68, 0.70 and 0.69 respectively), although not high enough to provide 
clear support for the common factor model. Comparisons between these sets pro-
vide good support for our initial classification, with only 4 of 48 items wrongly 
classified according to the empirical correlations. 

The Bayesian criterion indicates that five factors are appropriate for describ-
ing the overall domain of pressures and firm responses, four for the domain of 
pressures and three for the domain of firm responses. On the basis of extensive 
simulation studies, Velicer and Fava (1987) suggest that applied researchers 
should only interpret factors with four or more high item loadings (2: 0.60). For 
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the five-factor overall model, the first four factors are well identified with 6, 5, 5 
and 4 high loadings. The fifth factor is less well identified with 3 such loadings. 
For the four-factor model of pressures, the first two factors are well identified (5 
and 4 high loadings) but the third and fourth are less well identified (3 and 2 
high loadings). For the three-factor model of firm response to pressures, the first 
factor is well identified (6 high loadings) but the other two less so (3 high load-
ings each). As one might expect there is a good degree of similarity between 
these three factor analyses. Two of the factors found in the pressures domain are 
identical to those found in the overall analysis, and a third is similar. The fourth 
factor is different but not well identified. Two of the factors in the firm response 
domain are also the same as the overall analysis; the third is different but not 
well identified. As a consequence of similarity and identification issues, we only 
report the overall analysis here. Table 4 presents the rotated factor pattern; only 
items with high loadings are shown. 

Factor ONE interprets as "the influence of local regulations on firm deci-
sions", Factor TWO as "pressures from the local business infrastructure", Factor 
THREE as "the impact of global competition", Factor FOUR as "pressures from 
technological change", and Factor FIVE as "intra-firm sharing of resources". 

Table 4. Rotated Factor Pattern, Overall Analysis, Loadings 2: 0.60 

No. Item Measures Type Factors 

ONE TWO THREE FOUR FIVE 

3 Rate of product innovation PS 0.75 
4 Rate of process innovation PS 0.65 
5 Technological complexity PS 0.70 
6 Rate of technological change PS 0.88 
7 Competitors are mostly global PS 0.60 
8 Competitors sell globally standardised products PS 0.63 
9 The nature of competition is global PS 0.60 

12 Sharing of production resources FR 0.81 
13 Sharing of R&D resources FR 0.81 
14 Sharing of management services FR 0.62 
16 Co-ordination of production FR 0.72 
17 Co-ordination of procurement FR 0.66 
34 Product decisions influenced by government FR 0.60 
35 Price decisions influenced by government FR 0.84 
36 Advertising decisions influenced by government FR 0.87 
37 Promotion decisions influenced by government FR 0.87 
38 Sourcing decisions influenced by government FR 0.68 
40 R&D decisions influenced by government FR 0.74 
41 Quality of local infrastructure: logistics PS 0.86 
42 Quality of local infrastructure: channels PS 0.91 
43 Quality of local infrastructure: advertising PS 0.67 
44 Quality of local infrastructure: personnel PS 0.74 
45 Quality of local infrastructure: suppliers PS 0.64 

Note: PS = Pressure, FR = Firm Response. 
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Factors TWO and FOUR are clearly pressures, whereas Factors ONE and FIVE 
are clearly firm response to pressures. Factor THREE is a hybrid, linking three 
global competitive pressures and firm coordination of production and procurement 
(supporting the original insight of Prahalad and Doz). Factor TWO is correlated 
with Factors THREE (-0.22), FOUR (-0.19) and FIVE (-0.16) while Factor 
THREE is correlated with Factors FOUR (0.30) and FIVE (0.31). The factors for 
the other two domains also show similar inter-correlations. Overall, these analyses 
provide good support for Proposition One. Two dimensions are not adequate to 
describe the domain of the pressures impacting on multinational firms. Environ-
mental pressures and firm responses to these pressures are also probably better 
thought of as different types of constructs, since they are, in the main, empirically 
distinct in these data, only the hybrid Factor THREE clouds the issue. 

Comparing Reflective and Formative Models of Integration-Responsiveness 
Pressures 

A formative model was generated through PLS by examining the impact of pres-
sures and firm responses on the independent reflective construct of Autonomy. 
For the sake of consistency of comparison with the factor analysis, we ran three 
models with the same three domains and we kept the item measures grouped 
together in the same way as suggested by the factor analysis. Other modelling 
strategies are clearly possible - such as searching for a grouping or including items 
that do not load heavily in the reflective analysis - but would generate results that 
would be difficult to compare. Instead, here we compare models with the same 
overall structure, the only difference being whether the five IR dimensions are 
generated reflectively or formatively. Diamantopoulos and Siguaw (2002) point 
out that most comparisons in the literature follow the same strategy. 

Again the five-factor model of both pressures and responses outperforms 
either the pressure or response domain models. As shown in Figure 2, the five 
formative dimensions explain approximately 26% of the variance in Autonomy. 
This compares with approximately 20% for the pressure model and 15% for the 
firm response model. Due to its superiority we will only comment further on the 
five-factor model, particularly on how this formative model compares with re-
flective equivalents. 

We have already outlined our theoretical case for why the pressures on mul-
tinational firms are better measured by formative indicators. This case is sum-
marised in Proposition 2. In this section we will focus on an empirical 
comparison of reflective and formative indices for these pressures. We will use 
predictive power (variance in Autonomy explained by the five dimensions and 
the magnitude of their paths), the standard errors of the inner and outer coeffi-
cients (t statistics) and the tetrad test to make this comparison. 
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Figure 2. First-Level Formative Model 

Industry and Firm Controls 
~ 

~ 
-8.24(3~ 

-0.13 (1.9) 
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II 
i34 O.IS (0.7) 
i35 -0.4S (1.2) 
i36 0.93 (2.1) 
i37 -0.06 (0.2) 
i38 -0.93 (2.9) 

il2 -0.98 (2.3) 
il3 1.46 (3.5) 
il4 -0.12 (0.4) 

i40 0.73 (2.1) i41 -0.66 (2.0) i3 1.03 (3.3) 
i42 0.53 (1.5) i4 -0.60 (2.1) 
i43 0.50 (2.0) i 7 -0.42 (1.7) is 0.92 (2.5) 
i44 -1.12 (3.6) is O.IS (1.1) 16 -0.72 (1.7) 
i45 1.08 (3.7) i9 0.70 (2.7) 

il6 0.24 (1.1) 
il7 0.46 (1.7) 

Note: Boxes contain outP.T item coefficients; inner paths are next to arrows (absolute values of the 
bootstrap t-statistic in parenthesis). Figure under the independent, reflective construct of 
Autonomy is the R2. 
Dimension 1, Dimension 2, etc. refers to the same sets of item measures as identified in 
Table 4. PS = Pressure; FR = Firm Response. 

Predictive Power 

As Figure 2 shows, formative indicators explain Autonomy reasonably well with 
an R2 of 26%, of which 23% is explained by the five dimensions and only 3% 
by the firm and industry controls. Three of the dimensions also have significant 
and meaningful inner paths - those from the three dimensions measured as pres-
sures (D2, D3 and D4) - whereas the two dimensions measured as managerial 
responses do not explain Autonomy to any meaningful degree. D 1 has an 
insignificant and small coefficient and D5, although significant, has a coefficient 
of magnitude well below the 0.20 recommended for minimum effects (Meehl 
1990). These results support Proposition 5. 

The paths for the three dimensions measured as pressures also provide some 
support for Proposition 4. Increasing values of D3: Global Competition decreases 
Autonomy as predicted (four of five item weights being positive, with the "nature 
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of competition is global" having the largest weight). Interestingly, "competitors 
are mostly global" has a negative weight, which is not predicted. In these cir-
cumstances, MNEs may possibly allow local managers some tactical autonomy 
to compete. The path from 04: Technological Change is also plausible in terms 
of recent studies. For example, Birkinshaw and Hood (2001) show that MNEs 
increasingly use their subsidiaries as the sources of innovations that the parent 
can leverage on a global basis. To achieve this, it is necessary to provide autono-
my to the subsidiary managers in order to motivate them to take the entrepre-
neurial risks. Interestingly, the item weights for 04 suggest a subtler story. 
Increasing technological complexity or higher rates of product innovation in-
creases Autonomy, whereas a higher rate of process innovation or rapid rates of 
technological change decreases it. It is possible that product innovation benefits 
from local market input, whereas the firm may centralize process innovation to 
gain scale and consistency. The final path from 02: Quality of Local Infrastruc-
ture to Autonomy also requires a subtler interpretation. First, we need to note 
that "poor" infrastructure was coded as 7 on the 1 to 7 questionnaire scales. 
Hence, from the weights in Figure 2, poor distribution channels, advertising 
media and material suppliers decrease Autonomy, whereas poor logistics and 
poor availability of skilled personnel increase it (as would be predicted by earlier 
theories). MNEs might be more likely to centralize critical marketing and supply 
decisions where they had concerns about the local situation, whereas decisions 
on personnel recruitment and logistics might require more local knowledge in 
difficult circumstances. 

To generate a reflective model for comparison we followed two approaches. 
First, we simply reversed the direction of the paths between item measures and 
dimensions and reran the same model in PLS. As expected, this model under-
performs its formative counterpart, explaining only 21 % of the variance in 
Autonomy, of which the five dimensions explain 14% and the remainder deter-
mined by the firm and industry controls. While there is no statistical test of this 
under-performance (the models having identical degrees of freedom) this is a 
sizeable difference - the reflective dimensions only explaining 14% as opposed 
to the formative dimensions 23%. Moreover, there is only one path that is both 
significant and meaningful, that between 03 and Autonomy (with a coefficient 
of -0.42). This, in itself, casts doubt as to whether a reflective formulation is 
useful for explaining integration and responsiveness. Second, as PLS generates 
reflective constructs in a different manner to maximum likelihood factor analysis 
used for Table 4, we imported the factor scores from that analysis into PLS and 
ran an equivalent model. The results were essentially the same implying that the 
results are not an artefact of the particular factoring algorithm. These reflective, 
common factors explain only 9% of the variance in Autonomy with the firm and 
industry controls explaining 7% (for a total of 16% variance explained). Again 
only 03 had a significant and meaningful coefficient value (-0.40). Overall, we 
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conclude that formative indicators have substantially better predictive power than 
reflective ones. 

Parameter Estimates 

Predictive power is only one criterion for assessment; we must also examine the 
robustness of our parameter estimates and the degree to which they support our 
theoretical propositions. We examined the outer model coefficients for the for-
mative and reflective models. For the reflective model we examined the item 
loadings and for formative model the item weights (Chin 1998a).6 Bootstrapping 
was used to generate standard errors and t-statistics. For the reflective model, 
the dimensions are all well measured, with high loadings (20 of the items having 
loadings above the recommended 0.60 level and only 3 marginally below this) 
and highly significant t-values ranging from 2.4 to 10.3. This result is to be 
expected; it is essentially a replication of the earlier factor analysis, this time 
through the reflective algorithm of PLS. It does, however, demonstrate that the 
substantial under-performance of the reflective model is not a result of measure-
ment problems - in a reflective sense these dimensions are well measured. For 
the formative model, all the dimensions have an adequate number of significant 
weights but a few coefficients are not well estimated. For example D 1 has three 
out of six items with significant weights (p < 0.05, two tail), D2 four out of five, 
D3 only one out of five (but three at p < 0.10), D4 three out of four (and all four 
at p < 0.10) and D5 two out of three. In part, this derives from using the reflec-
tive analysis to group items. As noted earlier, other strategies might be better. 
However, these formative dimensions are certainly more than adequate to the 
purpose at hand. 

Tetrad Test 

We ran the vanishing tetrad test on each of our five dimensions. The test rejects 
the reflective model for the first four dimensions (p < 0.01) but not for the fifth. 
Thus the tetrad test supports the conclusions we made above on the basis of 
predictive power and parameter estimates: namely, these dimensions are better 
conceptualised as formative. The one exception is D5: Resource Sharing. Inter-
estingly, when we re-ran the Figure 2 model with D5 specified as reflective its 
path became non-significant and small, further supporting Proposition 5. Other 
effects remained the same. 

Overall, the tests of predictive power, parameter estimates and tetrads, pro-
vide good support for the formative approach, particularly for measuring pres-
sures. For measuring firm responses to pressures, on some occasions formative 
models are indicated, whereas on others reflective models may be better. 
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Higher-Level and Hybrid Models 

We also examined a number of higher level and hybrid models. In particular, 
a hybrid model where the first level is a reflective formulation and the second 
level composed of two formatively constructed dimensions (Integration -
formed from Factors THREE, FOUR and FIVE and Responsiveness - formed 
from Factors ONE and TWO). This and other hybrid models do not perform 
well, explaining only 6% of the variance in Autonomy. Finally, we sought a 
second level or order solution in the reflective perspective, by factor analysing 
our factor solutions from the initial analyses. Again these solutions are not 
compelling, although this result is clouded by only having five first-order fac-
tors as input. 

Conclusions 

We examined how IR pressures might best be conceptualised, described and 
measured using literature review, exploratory factor analysis and PLS modelling. 
The exploratory nature of these analyses precludes us from making definitive 
statements; however, they do highlight several inter-related issues with the IR 
framework. 

Lack of Consensus as to Construct Definition 

There is little agreement in the literature as to how the IR pressures should be 
defined, conceptualised and measured. Some authors see them as environmental 
pressures and some as firm responses, some assume two dimensions and others 
more, some measure reflectively, far fewer formatively. An equally critical issue 
is the definition of the domain - on which there is no consensus either. Yet, as 
Rossiter (2002) points out, content validity is the most essential aspect of con-
struct validity. 

To this might be added a concern over whether the original 12 pressures 
of Prahalad and Doz are themselves a broad enough expression of the domain. 
For example, Devinney et al. (2000) argue that global firms face pressures in 
a third area of their environment, namely their nexus of contracts. They sug-
gest that the "pressures for transactional completeness" be accorded equal sta-
tus to the IR pressures of Prahalad and Doz. What is clear is that we will 
never understand the domain of organisational pressures by limiting our search 
ex ante. 
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Under-extraction, Alternative Models and Under-sampling of the Domain 

Our exploratory analyses took a broad definition of this domain, including pres-
sures and finn responses totalling 48 item measures from the literature. We will 
subsequently argue that even this is inadequate, but our definition is broader than 
that of many previous studies. The results suggest that more than two dimen-
sions are required to describe this domain - either three pressures plus two finn 
response dimensions (overall analysis) or four pressures and three finn response 
dimensions (other analyses). Indeed, two-dimensional solutions are finnly ruled 
out by the Bayes criterion and by statistical tests on the maximum likelihood 
function. Moreover, correlations between these dimensions suggest that IR pres-
sures are not likely to be orthogonal as is generally assumed both nonnatively 
and empirically. 

The models and comparisons we conducted using PLS also suggest that for-
mative approaches may outperfonn traditional reflective ones. It is not hard to 
see why, they allow each item to be optimally weighted in its predictive impact 
on the construct, rather than forced into the straitjacket of commonality. Rossiter 
(2002) has also argued that many constructs are better conceived as fonnative. 
This distinction is particularly important when our item measures cover such a 
broad domain as the IR pressures. To insist that an item such as "scale econo-
mies" be highly correlated with "global competition" in a reflective construct of 
"integration" is unnecessarily restrictive. Furthennore, in much of the IR litera-
ture, and in our work, a pressure such as "scale economies" is measured with a 
single question. From another perspective, say that of an economics paper, sev-
eral items might measure such a pressure. For that reason, we need to be cau-
tious about our results for higher-order and hybrid models. These do not appear 
to perfonn well, suggesting that a first-order fonnative model is best. On the 
other hand, 48 items is a relatively small number on which to base these ana-
lyses. IR researchers, including us, may have under-sampled the universe of 
items - having possibly already defined this universe too narrowly as suggested 
above. This conclusion must remain speculative, however, until studies are con-
ducted with more extensive batteries of items. 

We would like to emphasise that although empirical results help us to vali-
date our measurement models, the choice between fonnative and reflective mod-
els must be driven fundamentally by theory, not empirical testing.1 In this paper, 
we have started to build theoretical support for the fonnative model as more 
appropriate to the study of pressures, but we readily admit there is much work 
to be done to fully articulate this position. In addition, even though there is no 
definitive test for choosing between a fonnative and a reflective model, as we 
have shown above, PLS and tetrad tests provide a number of criteria on which a 
more infonned judgment can be made about the relative superiority of the two 
measurement models, and in particular, the appropriateness of a fonnative struc-
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ture in situations that the literature considers, perhaps without questioning, to be 
reflective.8 

The Way Forward 

Our attempts in this paper were modest and represent only a call and guide for 
future research. As such, we have provided useful speculation that will hopefully 
engender future work that concentrates on the development of parsimonious 
measures and techniques for the understanding of international strategy, structure 
and environment. It is our viewpoint that the IR framework is an area that is so 
critical to international business thinking that it behoves us to get it right. In 
doing so we need to concentrate on: 

1. The development of scales and measures that represent more clearly and ac-
curately the environmental pressures facing firms operating in the interna-
tional arena. 

2. A simultaneous development of measures that can tap the underlying mental 
models of managers that allow for an understanding of how organisations re-
act to pressures and decide on specific strategic orientations. 

3. Moving beyond simple reflective and multivariate modelling techniques that 
are limited in application and have built into them implicit assumptions about 
the nature of the phenomenon being investigated. 

Point (1) directs us toward a research program that requires greater refine-
ment and clarity about what we mean by a "pressure" and a "response" and the 
domain of each. In addition, our review of the literature points out a rather ser-
ious problem of scale comparability across studies. Until there is greater empha-
sis on scales and measurement and repeated usage of identical scales our ability 
to falsify some of the basic precepts in the field will be limited. 

Point (2) requires us to come to grips with a less than rational model of the 
world where we cannot assume that the cognitive models used by managers are 
optimal for the environment in which they operate. Techniques exist that allow 
for the direct examination of mental models (e.g., choice modelling techniques 
(LouvierelHenscherlSwait 2000», however, these have yet to be applied in inter-
national business research. This is critical because the path from pressures to 
strategy and structure goes through the institutional structures of firms and the 
mental models of their managers. Until we have an understanding of this path, 
our ability to make substantive prescriptions will be severely limited. 

Point (3) follows on from this idea. To date modelling in international busi-
ness has limited itself somewhat unfairly. In the case of the IR framework, the 
assumption has been that firms choose different paths based upon their reactions 
to underlying pressures. However, this is a limited viewpoint as we noted earlier. 
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It does not address exactly what determines what a "good" response is, nor does 
it deal with how firms compete across strategies and structures. Devinney et al. 
(2000), in an attempt to address this issue, argue that a frontier specification is 
more appropriate than cluster based techniques since it implies that alternative 
structures can coexist even in a rational world. Our results show some likelihood 
that this may indeed be the case. The correlation structure of our factors shows 
positive correlations within the groupings of Integration and Responsiveness but 
negative correlations between these groupings, suggesting that a trade-off be-
tween integration and responsiveness exists. Econometric techniques (Bauer 
1991) exist that allow for such analysis but the data collection requirements and 
theoretical assumptions are different than those traditionally applied. 

Similarly, there is a tendency to boil the IR framework down to generic 
structures, which was not the intent of Prahalad and Doz and certainly is not the 
intent of Bartlett and Ghoshal. However, none of the techniques used in the re-
search cited here deal with the issue of heterogeneity except to assume that it is 
picked up in the error terms of the model applied. If we believe that heterogene-
ity is as important as similarity one needs different modelling techniques from 
standard cluster analysis. One such avenue to pursue is the application of mix-
ture models (e.g., WedellKamakura 2000) - put simply, simultaneous estimation 
of clusters and linear models - that fit more appropriately into dynamic capabil-
ities world where heterogeneity of strategy and structure rather than convergence 
is the norm. 

To date, we have tended to apply models we know rather than models that 
are appropriate and ignore the extent to which these models have embedded as-
sumptions about the theories being tested. If the international business field is to 
advance we need to develop more parsimonious approaches to testing theories 
and to apply those consistently across a host of studies to improve not only their 
validity but also their value to managers. It is one thing to argue that a frame-
work is meant to characterise issues for managers but quite another to show that 
that framework makes a substantive difference to performance when applied by 
managers. This distinction is seen most starkly in textbooks that present a struc-
ture that is two-dimensional, with simple and orthogonal dimensions, whereas 
the reality of the multinational is potentially at least three-dimensional, with 
complex and correlated dimensions. Academic validity and managerial applica-
tion must go hand in hand. 

The implications of this research go beyond the IR framework alone and 
touch many areas of interest to international business researchers. The methods 
and tests utilized in this study show how a model can benefit in terms of both fit 
and insight from using formative rather than reflective indicators, and by separ-
ating environmental pressures from firm response to those pressures. In addition, 
our results show that reliance solely on reliability measures to determine whether 
a construct is appropriately measured - as in many of the studies we cite - is 
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completely inadequate. We must have a deeper understanding of the likely 
dimensionality and possible covariance structures. Hence, it is important when 
developing and testing theory to ensure that the measurement domain is suffi-
ciently broad to ensure validity and that more concern is shown for the nature of 
the measures employed to tap the theoretical constructs. The agenda for the field 
of international business should include greater debate on the definition of this 
domain, willingness to consider additional dimensionality and more theoretical 
debate and empirical comparisons on the merits of formative versus the reflec-
tive indicators. Above all, there should be greater discussion of how environmen-
tal pressures might best be measured and conceptualised. This debate should 
include issues of sampling both the domain and the universe of firms and subsi-
diaries, and possible methodologies for separating exogenous from endogenous 
phenomena. In this way we can move to a more articulate theory of the MNE: 
one that recognises the diversity and subtlety of the environmental pressures 
faced by these firms, and that clearly separates these pressures from the many 
innovative ways in which MNEs adapt to the pressures they face. 

Endnotes 

We would like to thank Erin Anderson, the participants at the 2002 AlB Conference, the 2000 
EIBA Conference, seminar participants at the University of Illinois and the AGSM, as well as 
the reviewers and editors of the Management International Review for their helpful comments. 
The Australian Research Council, INSEAD, and The Centre for Corporate Change at the AGSM 
supported this research. The authors are listed in reverse alphabetical order with each having 
contributed equally to the project. 

2 In accordance with convention, for the reflective structure the arrows are shown pointing out-
ward e.g. the item values reflect (are a consequence of) the construct value. For a formative 
structure, the inward pointing arrows imply that the construct value is formed from (is a conse-
quence of) the item values. 

3 More details on the sample are available from the authors. These have been excluded due to 
space limitations. 

4 We are grateful to a reviewer for providing this point. 
5 Again, we are grateful to a second reviewer for making this point. 
6 Multicollinearity can result in poor estimates for the coefficients of a formative outer model. 

However, in our data none of the matrix condition indices gave any concern, all falling well 
below accepted limits. 

7 We are thankful to the editors for this point. 
8 Again, we are thankful to the editors for this point. 
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Introduction 

In recent years an extensive literature has emerged concerned with the diffusion of 
human resource management (HRM) practices in multinational companies 
(MNCs), reflecting the growing size and scope of MNCs. The literature is primarily 
concerned with the diffusion of practices from the home country to plants in other 
countries, which can be termed 'forward diffusion'. In recent work (Edwards 1998, 
2000, Ferner/Varul 1999, 2000) both authors of this paper have investigated a 
different form of diffusion, one in which practices are transferred from foreign sub-
sidiaries to operations in the country of origin. We have termed this process 're-
verse diffusion' (RD). RD can occur either as part of a wider process of diffusion in 
which a practice originates in a foreign subsidiary and flows across the organiza-
tion to other foreign subsidiaries as well as to the domestic plants, which we term 
'flow' diffusion, or as part of a narrower process where a practice is diffused from 
one foreign plant to the domestic plant(s) only, which we term 'strict' RD. 

RD is an important phenomenon for three main reasons. First, a growing num-
ber of MNCs are undertaking internal restructuring, which in many cases has taken 
the form of greater international integration. This often involves production or ser-
vice provision becoming more standardised across borders, raising the scope for 
the diffusion of practices across sites. Greater international integration can also 
take the form of generating inter-unit linkages in which plants in different countries 
buy and sell components or services from one another, something which is com-
monplace in automotive firms. In some firms, international integration has encour-
aged the development of specialised knowledge in MNCs beyond the domestic 
operations, based on exploiting knowledge within host environments (e.g. Rug-
man/Verbeke 2001, Zanfei 2000), and writers have pointed to the emergence of 
'federal' or 'heterarchic' organisational forms (e.g. Hedlund 1986) in which the 
authority and influence of the centre is weakened and the role of the subsidiaries in 
generating new practices is enhanced. Therefore, greater international integration 
facilitates the diffusion of practices across borders in general and RD in particular. 

Second, engaging in RD may affect the competitive position of a multina-
tional. Indeed, Bartlett and Ghoshal (1998) refer to the organisational form in 
which information is diffused across the MNC from wherever it originates as the 
'solution' to managing across borders. Tapping the diverse range of practices in 
plants in different countries can lead managers in domestic plants to initiatives 
which enhance efficiency. RD can also be a key way in which MNCs learn about 
structures and mechanisms appropriate for serving international markets. This is 
particularly the case in MNCs in the early stages of internationalisation and in 
which structures and systems characteristic of the home country do not appear to 
be well suited for international operations. MNCs from countries which have 
been relatively 'closed' to patterns of foreign direct investment, such as Ger-
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many, fall into this category, as do MNCs from many newly industrialising coun-
tries, such as China. However, RD can also harm a multinational's competitive 
position; this is particularly likely where crude attempts are made to simply 'bolt 
on' a new practice to pre-existing employment relations practices in the hope 
that it will operate in the same way as in the donor unit. 

Third, RD can have a significant impact on the national business system of 
the home country. One aspect of this is the impact on employees: despite talk of 
the emergence of 'global' firms, over half of the people who work for MNCs are 
based in domestic plants (United Nations 2001). Thus RD has the potential to 
affect more employees than does 'forward' diffusion. More generally, RD is a 
mechanism through which national business systems evolve. As new practices 
characteristic of other systems are implemented in the domestic operations of 
MNCs they may subsequently be diffused to other local firms, particularly those 
supplying the multinational. In this way, practices which were once seen as 
being 'foreign' cease to be so, becoming established in the new business system 
and acting as a force for change. 

The paper aims to develop the concept of RD of HR practices by examining 
three of its fundamental aspects. First, we consider the factors that promote it, 
distinguishing between the influence of the characteristics of subsidiaries, com-
panies and countries, so as to establish the sort of multinational in which RD is 
most likely to occur. Second, we explore the impact of RD on the way multi-
nationals operate in order to assess the extent to which RD alters the modus 
operandi of MNCs themselves and the knock-on impact on the parent business 
systems. Third, we investigate the processes through which RD occurs, consider-
ing the crucial role of power in these processes. In addressing these questions 
our intention is to provide a set of structured arguments about the logic, determi-
nants and mechanisms of reverse diffusion, pulling together the limited relevant 
findings of previous research and building on these by drawing for illustrative 
material on our own empirical research. The paper is structured as follows: a 
brief review of the main aspects of the literature on the diffusion of practices is 
provided in section two; this is followed by a description of the methods em-
ployed in data collection; the following three sections are organised around the 
three key aspects of RD discussed above; and in the final section we conclude 
and provide pointers towards a future research agenda. 

Patterns and Weaknesses in the Literature 

The literature on the diffusion of HRM practices in MNCs has told us much 
about a number of key aspects of this phenomenon. For instance, it has indicated 
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that MNCs from some countries are more likely to adopt a centralised, ethno-
centric approach to diffusing practices than those from other countries (see Fer-
ner 1997, for a review). The literature has also revealed much about the way in 
which expatriate employees are sent to the foreign subsidiaries by the HQ with a 
brief of implementing practices used in the home country (e.g. Kopp 1994). 
However, in considering the reverse diffusion of HR practices, three key weak-
nesses in the literature are evident. 

First, it is overwhelmingly concerned with forward diffusion. One strand to 
this literature, particularly evident in the 1970s and early 1980s, examined the 
nature of HR practices in the subsidiaries of American MNCs, and the transfer 
of policies such as union avoidance and innovative pay systems (e.g. Hamill 
1984). A second strand, prominent in the late 1980s and early 1990s, centered 
on the attempts by many Japanese firms to implement new forms of work orga-
nization in their overseas plants (e.g. Oliver/Wilkinson 1992). While these issues 
are important, the reverse diffusion of HR practices has been neglected. 

Second, many models of international HRM make explicit conceptual allow-
ance for the possibility of reverse diffusion. For example, Taylor et al.'s model of 
strategic international HRM considers that the transfer of HRM policies and prac-
tices 'can go in any direction' (1996, pp. 996-997). However, while these models 
are of some value in highlighting broad conditions under which RD is likely to 
occur, there is a dearth of empirical evidence, particularly in the field of HRM. 
There is considerable evidence concerning the reverse diffusion of technological 
innovations (e.g. Andersson et al. 2001, Archibugi/Michie 1997, Bartlett/Ghoshal 
1998, ch. 7, Tasi 2001, Zanfei 2000) as a consequence of the increasing tendency 
for MNCs to create 'centres of excellence' outside their home country. A full 
discussion of this literature is well beyond the scope of the paper, but it is worth 
noting that some of its key themes - for example, the explicit and tacit barriers 
to transfer represented by different national institutional arrangements for manag-
ing technological innovation (see esp. Hall/Soskice 2001) - apply at a general 
level to the reverse diffusion of HRM; these themes are returned to below. 

A third weakness of the literature is that where RD is considered explicitly 
it is dealt with predominantly in terms of models of flows of information and 
practices between different units of MNCs (e.g. Gupta/Govindarajan 1991, 
2000, Taylor et al. 1996), a tendency naturally promoted by the increasing focus 
in the literature on the move towards 'knowledge-based' economic activity (for a 
review see Child/McGrath 2001). The problem with this approach is that the 
power dimension of diffusion is usually glossed over, despite the crucial role of 
power in promoting or impeding the flow of practices between different parts of 
a multinational. The ability of one actor to overcome the potential resistance of 
other actors to achieve their aims is central to any process of organisational 
change, of course, and so power relations between actors must form a central 
part of analysis of reverse diffusion. 
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Thus, in general, the issue of RD of HR practices has been covered in only 
a patchy way, with a dearth of empirical studies in particular. In developing our 
arguments we add to the literature by drawing on two sources of data which 
explicitly address the issue of RD. These are described in the following section. 

Methodology 

The paper draws on evidence from two research projects, on British and German 
MNCs respectively. Both studies examined the ways in which multinationals use 
plants outside the home country as sites for generating new practices that can be 
transferred across their operations. The firms selected for the projects varied 
by sector, size, stage of internationalisation, method of growth, and so on, in 
order to assess the impact of these variables on the extent and nature of reverse 
diffusion. The primary research instrument in each project was the in-depth, 
semi-structured interview. Respondents were drawn from a number of locations 
and levels within the corporate hierarchy, predominantly within the HR or indus-
trial relations functions. Interviews were tape-recorded and transcribed, except in 
a very small number of cases where recording was not possible. The line of 
questioning in all of the cases covered a common set of areas of HR practice, 
notably pay and performance, training and development and work organisation, 
as well as the co-ordination of HR policies across sites. While this commonality 
was important for making comparisons across the firms, a significant strength of 
the semi-structured interview technique was that the questioning was sufficiently 
open-ended to allow respondents to identify where RD occurs. 

The study of British MNCs consisted of mini-case studies of ten firms. In all 
ten cases, interviews were conducted in a workplace in Britain and in the corpo-
rate HQ, and in most cases at divisional level too. These data provided the pri-
mary basis for assessing the extent to which the multinationals looked to their 
sites outside the UK for practices that could be spread across their international 
operations, including those in the UK. They also allowed an investigation of the 
impact on the British sites of this process, and the mechanisms through which it 
occurred. In the two firms in which there was clear evidence of RD, further 
interviews were conducted in their American subsidiaries. In total, thirty-two in-
terviews were carried out during 1995 and 1996. 

In the project examining German MNCs some three dozen firms were exam-
ined. Where possible, interviews were carried out both in the British operations 
and at German headquarters2• Eighty interviews were conducted between 1996 
and 1998 (see Ferner/Varni 1999 for further details) with a range of senior man-
agement respondents. A major research question that emerged in the early stages 
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of this project concerned how far Gennan MNCs were coming to exhibit the 
characteristics of many British and American MNCs that internationalised much 
earlier, and this entailed examining the sources and mechanisms of 'Anglo-Sax-
on' influence in HRM. 

A key methodological problem in assessing the existence or otherwise of 
reverse diffusion concerns what constitutes convincing evidence that it has oc-
curred. Two key criteria were used to establish the existence of RD in the case 
studies. First, and more importantly, was it possible to identify a practice in the 
domestic plants that had originated in a specific overseas plant? Second, were 
there channels and mechanisms in place through which such practices could 
have been reverse diffused? In order to assess these issues, a series of questi<?ns 
were put to multiple respondents in order to shed light on the origins of new 
practices in the domestic plants. Where the resulting data indicated that a prac-
tice had been transferred from subsidiaries or plants in other countries, respon-
dents were asked a further series of questions relating to the process through 
which they were diffused and the impact they had had on employment practice 
in the domestic plants. The questioning focused on such mechanisms as interna-
tional committees, task forces and working groups as well as the extent of trans-
fer of staff across sites (see Appendix 1). As we will show, respondents in two 
of the British and five of the Gennan MNCs were able to trace in detail the 
precise path of reverse-diffused practices. 

Where there was convincing evidence of RD, we subsequently attempted to 
make a categorisation of reverse diffused practices according to their impact on 
the companies in which they occurred. Thus RD can either be evolutionary or 
transfonnative in its effects. RD which is evolutionary is directed towards an 
optimal mix of practices within an existing modus operandi. That is, the multi-
national maintains a set of assumptions concerning the way it operates but seeks 
to fine-tune this through learning from its plants in different countries, making 
incremental improvements to operations. Transfonnative RD, in contrast, exerts 
a much more significant impact since it seeks to move the finn towards a new 
modus operandi. This type of RD is most likely where senior managers perceive 
the finn to be at a disadvantage in relation to other MNCs and to seek to catch 
up by diffusing sources of competitive advantage from its foreign subsidiaries. 
The responses to a series of questions concerned with the nature of the impact 
of reverse diffusion on the policies and practices within the MNCs were used as 
the basis for assessing whether the impact was evolutionary or transfonnative. In 
particular, we sought to assess whether RD had challenged the fundamental char-
acteristics of the organisation. 

In practice, making a neat distinction between those instances of RD that 
were evolutionary and those that were transfonnative was not always easy, so 
that the categorisation was more a matter of degree than an absolute judgement. 
However, we believe that the distinction has important heuristic and analytical 
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value (see below), and that one of the aims of future research should be to devel-
op more precise and focused operational measures of the impact of RD practices 
on the modus operandi of a company. A further analytical issue relating to the 
distinction is that the transfonnative impact of reverse-diffused HR practices was 
often part of a far wider process of business transfonnations within finns, invol-
ving a general restructuring of corporate strategies and structures. As a 'down-
stream' activity, HRM was often subordinated to these broader changes, and its 
impact could not easily be seen in isolation from them. Most notably, some of 
the Gennan companies were undergoing a significant if partial process of 'An-
glo-saxonisation' along a series of dimensions, including a move to an organisa-
tional structure based on international business divisions with 'bottom-line' 
responsibilities, the opening up of shareholding to outsiders and in several cases 
quotation on the New York Stock exchange, a move to international accounting 
conventions, the appointment of senior execs with Anglo-American business ex-
perience, and so on (see Ferner/Varul 1999). Such changes represented a very 
significant departure from the premises on which Gennan companies had tradi-
tionally operated in their domestic business system and reflected their (partial) 
absorption of 'Anglo-Saxon' practices as a fonn of adaptation to the imperatives 
of international operation within the global economy. 

The data have limitations. The case study method necessarily means that the 
scope for generalisations across MNCs is limited. A further weakness is that the 
two projects were designed independently, so they are not fully comparable; the 
extent of fieldwork in the foreign subsidiaries was much greater in the Gennan 
MNCs project than the project examining British MNCs; and the level of access, 
and hence the amount of data collected, varied to some extent across the finns 
within each project. 

Nevertheless, the two projects are comparable in important ways. Crucially, 
they both relied on in-depth, semi-structured interviews carried out at multiple 
levels within the companies. The sample of mini-case studies in both projects 
reflects a range of key characteristics. A major strength of comparing the data 
from the two projects is that this allows consideration to be given to the simila-
rities and differences between the extent and nature of RD in MNCs of more 
than one nationality. Indeed, the Anglo-Gennan comparison presents a number 
of interesting points of difference. The Gennan system of employment is regu-
lated to a greater extent than the British system, for example, and FDI from 
Gennany has increased sharply only relatively recently whereas British MNCs 
have tended to internationalise earlier in their development. 

Moreover, a major strength of the data is that they were drawn from multiple 
levels of the same company. Hence, the assessments both of whether RD has 
occurred and, if it has, whether it is transfonnative or evolutionary in its impact 
are based on the perspectives of actors at both HQ and plant level. Relying only 
on plant level data is not ideal for assessing the role of HQ in the process of 
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RD; as we go on to demonstrate, the HQ is often influential both in establishing 
mechanisms through which RD can occur and in overcoming resistance at plant 
level. A further limitation of plant level data is that they are not well suited for 
evaluating the impact that RD has on the wider company. On the other hand, 
using only data drawn only from the HQ would not form a strong basis with 
which to evaluate the operation and impact of diffused practices at plant level. 
Crucially, a sole focus on the HQ would risk failing to pick up on those in-
stances of RD in which the HQ is not directly involved; as we will see, in some 
MNCs the HQ does not initiate, and may not even be aware of, the occurrence 
of RD. 

Both studies have served as data sources for previous publications (e.g. 
Edwards 1998, 2000, Ferner/Varul 1999, 2000). Therefore, it is not our inten-
tion to present all of the key findings from each project. Rather, we use the 
data in an illustrative way to address a range of arguments concerning RD that 
could usefully be assessed in future research. In addition, a third, small-scale 
study of a Swedish MNC, Swedco (Hayden/Edwards 2001), is drawn on as 
appropriate. 

Factors Stimulating the Growth of RD 

Whilst there are grounds for believing that RD is an important phenomenon, it is 
not likely to be found in all MNCs. Rather, existing literature suggests that it is 
most likely to occur in MNCs with certain characteristics. In this section we 
distinguish between those characteristics which relate to aspects of the subsidi-
aries, of the wider company and of the national business systems in which the 
MNC operates, and we demonstrate how these sets of characteristics are inter-
related. 

Headquarter-subsidiary Relations and RD 

One strand of work has looked at the nature of relationship between HQ and 
subsidiaries, stressing structural relationships as well as more cultural issues of 
corporate socialisation and integration. Gupta and Govindarajan (1991) consider 
how the nature of corporate control within MNCs varies across four types of 
subsidiary. Two of these are likely to be providers of practices that can be re-
verse diffused: the Global Innovator, which 'serves as the fountainhead of 
knowledge for other units' (1991, p. 773); and the Integrated Player, which simi-
larly provides knowledge for other subsidiaries but is also the recipient of 
knowledge from other subsidiaries. These two types of subsidiary are both likely 
to enjoy considerable autonomy from the centre, especially the Global Innova-
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tors; to be subject to 'behavioural' rather than 'outcome' control; and to be eval-
uated 'flexibly' against budgetary targets. These types of subsidiary would ap-
pear to be the most likely sources of reverse-diffused innovations for the wider 
MNC. 

This points to an important current in the literature: the analysis of the vary-
ing functions of different subsidiaries within the overall corporate division of 
labour (e.g. GhoshallNohria 1993). The term 'world mandate' has been used to 
refer to a phenomenon in which a subsidiary has responsibilities beyond its na-
tional market and contributes to the development of corporate strategy (Birkin-
shaw 1996). In the field of HRM, subsidiaries with a 'mandate' are those most 
likely to be providing new practices to the rest of the group in the areas of, for 
example, payment systems and work organisation, and hence to be a source of 
reverse diffusion. Birkinshaw and colleagues argue that these subsidiaries tend to 
have a high degree of strategic autonomy vis-a.-vis HQ; substantial 'overseas lin-
kages' in terms of sales, both to sister plants and to external customers; an en-
trepreneurial culture; and a low level of competition in their domestic market 
(Birkinshaw et al. 1998). 

The study of German MNCs demonstrates the ways in which some UK sub-
sidiaries had taken on an entrepreneurial role, thereby promoting the RD of HR 
practices (for a detailed analysis, see Ferner/VarnI 2000). British subsidiaries 
played active, in some cases leading, roles in the introduction of new HR poli-
cies in relation to performance management and payment systems, international 
management development, and an explicit corporate 'culture'. As a result, Ger-
man parent firms were adopting many of the key features characterising longer 
established MNCs from the USA and the UK. British sites served as an attrac-
tive location from which to gain experience of such practices: British MNCs 
have been at the forefront of internationalization in many industries such as tele-
communications and business services; the UK has been very open to FDI, and 
as such has been influenced by HR innovations by MNCs more than most coun-
tries; and the deregulated nature of the British labour market makes it an attrac-
tive 'test-bed' in which to experiment with new practices. Accordingly, many of 
the British sites had taken on the role of 'vanguard' subsidiaries, developing an 
innovative role - sometimes without the prompting or even knowledge of HQ -
in supplying new practices to the rest of the group. 

In some cases, HQ played an active role in identifying innovative subsidi-
aries and in encouraging them to spread practices that they had developed to 
other sites. This was evident in one of the British MNCs, Engineering Products. 
Regular site visits by corporate managers resulted in certain plants receiving a 
mandate to transfer their innovation to the other sites: the Spanish plant trans-
ferred a form of cellular assembly; the French plant a system of reorganising 
production to create 'internal customers' for each unit; and the American plant 
a set of competencies for engineers. While RD can occur without the plants 
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being accorded formal roles in this way, these instances demonstrate that the 
HQ is often influential in promoting RD through the allocation of mandates to 
subsidiaries. 

The Characteristics of the Wider Company and RD 

The ability of subsidiaries to develop strategic functions is related to the orienta-
tion of the wider company. Bird et al. (1998) delineate four organisational forms 
amongst Japanese MNCs, one of which is the 'Open Hybrid' in which 'the firm 
is open to adopting innovations and good ideas regardless of where they origi-
nate in the firm' (1998, p 166). These companies, which have much in common 
with 'transnational' (Bartlett/Ghoshal 1989) and 'geocentric' (Perlmutter 1969) 
firms, engage in a high level of diffusion of HR practices, including diffusion 
from foreign subsidiaries to domestic plants. The extent to which subsidiaries 
create and diffuse innovations varies considerably even within the same company 
(e.g. Bartlett/Ghoshal 1998). 

The study of British MNCs can be used to identify particular organisational 
characteristics which promote RD. In particular, the existence of international 
management structures such as business divisions, rather than geographically-
based units, deepens managerial contact across sites, facilitating diffusion be-
tween domestic and foreign plants. The study suggests that RD is also most 
likely in MNCs with single or related businesses rather than conglomerates, and 
in MNCs which have sought to achieve synergies between sites in different 
countries through standardising production or service provision. Moreover, 
MNCs which have a high proportion of their operations located abroad and have 
operated internationally for some time are those most likely to engage in RD 
because they have the greatest scope to observe practices of other national busi-
ness systems and have had the time to develop mechanisms for identifying and 
diffusing practices across their sites. Finally, MNCs which have grown through 
acquisition rather than through greenfield sites are more likely to engage in RD 
because they acquire new practices as they expand. These six characteristics of 
MNCs - international management structures, a low level of diversification, in-
tegrated production or service provision, a high proportion of activities located 
abroad, 'maturity' and growth through acquisition - promote RD. The key find-
ings from the ten UK firms are presented in table 1. An assessment of the exis-
tence of RD was made using the two key criteria set out in the methodology, 
namely whether there were channels and mechanisms in place through which 
practices could be reverse diffused and whether it was possible to identify a 
practice in the UK plants that had originated in a specific overseas plant. The 
evidence of RD was strong in ChemCo and very strong in Engineering Products. 
Crucially for the argument above, these two companies were those in which the 
'facilitating characteristics' identified above were most prevalent. 
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Table 1. British MNCs; the Corporate Characteristics that Promote Reverse Diffusion 

Company Int'l Extent Integrated % Maturity Main Evidence 
structure of diversi- outside method ofRD 

fication home of growth 
country 

Rotate Multi- Conglo- Low! 10% 10 years Organic None 
domestic merate moderate 

HoldingCo Multi- Conglo- Low 15% 20+ years Acquisition None 
domestic merate 

Devolve Multi- Conglo- Low 50% 20+ years Acquisition None 
domestic merate 

StopFast Matrix Single Moderate 45% 20+ years Acquisition Very 
weak 

PowerCo Matrix Related Moderate 20% 10 years Acquisition Very 
weak 

GlobalChoc Matrix Related Moderate 60% 20+ years Mixed Weak 

StrongBrew Matrix Related Moderate 50% 20+ years Acquisition Weak 

Pack&Print Matrix Related Moderate 60% 20+ years Acquisition Weak 

Chemco Global Related Moderate! 55% 20+ years Acquisition Strong 
high 

Engineering Global Related High 50% 20+ years Mixed Very 
Products strong 

Source: Data from the British MNCs project. See Edwards (2000) for a fuller discussion. 

This is confmned by the German study. The five firms in which RD was 
most evident, particularly in the chemicals and electrical engineering sectors, 
were those in which these characteristics were largely present (see Table 2). All 
of the firms had a global aspect to their structure, operated in a range of product 
areas but with these being related to each other, were integrated internationally, 
had a fairly high proportion of their operations outside the home country and 
had operated internationally for some time. Four of the five companies had ex-
panded internationally at least in part through acquisition, though the case of 
Chem3 illustrates that RD can also occur in MNCs which have grown organi-
cally, particularly where the international operations have been part of the com-
pany for some time. The data from Swedco provides further supportive evidence 
that these characteristics promote the incidence of RD. The company is orga-
nised principally around international divisions, is diversified into related lines 
of business, is highly integrated, has around 80% of employees outside Sweden, 
is mature in that it has operated internationally for several decades, and has 
grown partly through acquisitions. Generally, therefore, it appears that the data 
from the German MNCs and the Swedish MNC provide further support for the 
contention that these characteristics promote RD. 
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Table 2. Selected German Case-studies Companies; Characteristics Promoting Reverse Diffusion 

Company Int'l Extent Integrated % Maturity Main Evidence 
structure of diversi- outside method ofRD 

fication home of growth 
country 

Cheml Matrix Related Moderate 40% 30+ years Mixed Moderate 
- high 

Che~ Matrix Related Moderate 47% 30+ years Acquisition Moderate 
- high - strong 

Chem3 Global Related High 64% 30+ years Organic Strong 
Chem5 Matrix Related Moderate 64% 20+ years Acquisition Moderate 

- high - strong 
Elec6 Matrix Related Moderate 43% 30+ years Mixed Moderate 

- high - strong 

Source: selected data from the German MNCs project (figures on% employment abroad are for 
rnid-1990s). See Appendix 2 for a full list of companies from this project. 

National Business System Characteristics and RD 

A further set of factors promoting or impeding RD relates to characteristics of 
the national business systems in which MNCs operate. Key here is what Smith 
and Meiskins (1995) term the hierarchy of economies within the international 
economic system; they argue that firms from countries low down the hierarchy 
have an interest in emulating practices from those higher up, something they 
term' 'dominance effects'. Despite criticisms of the notion of dominance effects 
(e.g. the implied homogeneity within national economies), it does capture the 
intere~t amongst organisational actors, particularly senior managers, in emulating 
practices originating in economically successful countries. RD is one mechanism 
through which MNCs can draw on such practices and, therefore, is likely to be 
most commonly found in MNCs from countries which are not dominant. For 
example, the case study of Engineering Products, one of the British MNCs, 
found RD flowed from those subsidiaries which had pioneered the use of prac-
tices associated with systems then seen as dominant, such as 'lean' production, 
although these subsidiaries were located in countries (France and Spain) which 
were not the original 'home' for these practices. A further illustration is Hayden 
and Edwards' (2001) study of a Swedish multinational which revealed the way 
the firm had used its British and American operations to adopt 'variable' forms 
of compensation and 'Anglo-Saxon' management development practices, appar-
ently reflecting a perception amongst senior managers that the UK and the USA 
were more advanced in these areas. Data from the German MNCs project like-
wise produced a number of examples of the adoption of such Anglo-Saxon prac-
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tices, notably in systems for the management of performance, that were strongly 
perceived as the way forward for companies in the process of becoming more 
international. For instance, in one chemicals-pharmaceutical firm, Chem3, a glo-
bal performance-related pay system was devised through strong input from the 
UK and US HR subsidiaries; both already operated such systems which were 
drawn on in the design of the new corporate scheme. In another chemicals firm, 
Chem2, the HQ adopted a directors' bonus scheme for the global company and 
for the domestic German operation. This followed the introduction in the UK 
three years earlier of such a system (already operating in the US subsidiary) in 
which bonuses were linked to budget targets and other objectives. In a Third 
company, Chem5, the UK introduced a new system for objective-setting based 
on a combination of competencies and work targets; the Spanish subsidiary 
meanwhile introduced a similar principle. This approach was subsequently devel-
oped by European personnel managers for adoption throughout Europe. 

The characteristics of national business systems shape RD through their in-
fluence on the diffusability - what Taylor et al. (1996) refer to as the 'context 
generalisability' - of practices, and the receptiveness of the domestic plants to 
particular practices. Some practices are easier to transfer across national business 
systems than others. A key feature influencing diffusability across business sys-
tems is the degree to which knowledge is 'codified' or 'tacit', a distinction going 
back to Polanyi (1962). Lam (1997) argues that - the characteristics of the UK 
business system make firms less adept at absorbing new practices from Japan 
than vice versa. The Japanese 'organisational' model, based on on-the-job ex-
perience, flexible utilisation of skills, and the organic development of collective 
knowledge in groups and teams, makes knowledge embedded in this system far 
less easy to transfer than the codified, standardised, 'professionalised' forms of 
knowledge typical of the UK model. The Japanese style of knowledge is also 
likely to suffer from what Szulanski (1996, p. 31) refers to as 'causal ambigu-
ity', in which 'the precise reasons for success or failure in replicating a capabil-
ity in a new setting cannot be determined', again reducing the chances of 
successful transfer. 

The extent to which domestic plants are able to adopt and operationalise in-
formation diffused from foreign subsidiaries depends on their receptiveness, or 
what Szulanski (1996) calls their 'absorptive capacity' (also Andersson et al. 
2001, Tasi 2001). This refers to the ability of organisational actors in the home 
country to institutionalise new knowledge - the greater this ability, the more 
receptive is the business system to RD. Like diffusability, receptiveness is 
strongly influenced by the characteristics of business systems, both individually 
and relative to each other. One of the British MNCs, Engineering Products, de-
monstrates the way that MNCs may try to improve its absorptive capacity. 
Through collaboration with one of its key customers, a Japanese car producer, 
the firm had set up a programme of 'organisational learning' that resulted in the 
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introduction of new mechanisms capable of identifying and transferring innova-
tions across its sites. In this way, the company was able to increase its absorptive 
capacity. and thereby engage in RD more easily than would otherwise have been 
the case. 

The study of German MNCs found that the transfer of Anglo-Saxon HR 
practices to the domestic plants of German MNCs was subject to the institutional 
constraints imposed by the German model. For example, the introduction of An-
glo-Saxon-style performance-related pay systems was constrained by the fact 
that they had to be negotiated with the company works council, a finding con-
firmed by Kurdelbusch's comprehensive study (2002). However, (as Lam's argu-
ments imply) deregulated, liberalised host systems do not necessarily have 
greater absorptive capacity, since they may lack the broader 'institutional com-
plementarities' (HalllSoskice 2001) necessary to underpin particular practices. 

In sum, we have seen that RD is not a phenomenon common to all MNCs, 
but rather the evidence indicates that it is promoted and retarded by the presence 
or absence of characteristics of subsidiaries, organisations and national business 
systems. These three sets of characteristics are strongly inter-related. For exam-
ple, foreign subsidiaries stand a greater chance of acquiring 'vanguard' status or 
being given 'mandates' by the HQ in 'Open Hybrid' or 'transnational' firms 
since such companies actively seek to learn from the variety of national systems 
in which they operate. Moreover, the chances of a particular subsidiary acquiring 
a mandate from the HQ is shaped by its embeddedness in its national business 
system and the characteristics and performance of this system. We proceed by 
distinguishing between different forms of RD. 

The Impact of RD 

In this section we use the distinction made in the methodology between different 
forms of RD according to its impact on the companies in which it occurs: RD 
can be emiurionary in that it is directed towards an optimal mix of practices 
within an existing modus operandi, or it can be transformative in that it has the 
effect of mO\ing the firm towards a new modus operandi. We argue that whether 
RD is evolutionary or transformative is shaped in part by the position of the 
country of origin in the international economy. As many authors suggest (e.g. 
Porter 1990). \INCs from strong domestic economies are likely to draw on the 
strength of the home country by adopting practices in their foreign subsidiaries 
which are characteristic of this economy. The logic of this argument is that 
MNCs from 'dominant' countries are those most likely to use RD as a way of 
consolidating their existing strengths and, hence, RD is likely to be evolutionary. 
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In contrast, MNCs from non-dominant countries have a stronger incentive to en-
gage in transformative RD by using foreign subsidiaries as a way of bringing 
about fundamental change. In other words, they may see RD as a way of 'catch-
ing up' with MNCs from dominant countries by using those foreign operations 
in economically successful business systems as a way of gaining first-hand 
knowledge of practices they perceive as contributing to this success. Of course, 
attempts to do so may be frustrated where the factors promoting RD identified 
in the previous section are not present. The evolutionary-transformative dimen-
sion is also influenced by the stage of internationalization of the multinational. 
In their early stages of development MNCs are likely to use RD as a way of 
learning about internationalisation and so engage in transformative RD; long-es-
tablished MNCs, in contrast, are more likely to use RD as a way of building on 
existing practices. 

Our findings produced several instances of transformative RD. In some cases 
this involved diffusion at the level of international HR strategy, including issues 
such as control and co-ordination of HRM across sites, with the impact of RD in 
this area shifting the MNC towards a new modus operandi. This form of RD is 
most common in MNCs whose home-country ways of controlling and co-coordi-
nating plants are seen as inappropriate for international operations and, relatedly, 
in firms relatively new to the international scene. The evidence from the German 
MNC study indicates that increasing internationalisation among German firms in 
recent years has been accompanied by a move away from traditional German 
hierarchical decision-making structures, which are seen as inappropriate for ra-
pidly evolving international markets, towards more devolved business units char-
acteristic of large British and American MNCs. In one of the electronics firms in 
our study, for example, devolved responsibility for 'bottom line' results had been 
introduced at international business divisional level following its introduction in 
the UK subsidiary. Many German MNCs have introduced other Anglo-Saxon 
practices at the strategic level, such as the use of performance-related pay for 
senior managers. The impact of this 'Anglo-Saxonisation' has been to transform 
the approach to international HRM of many German firms. 

There is some evidence that a similar shift to being oriented towards 'Anglo-
Saxon' norms has occurred in MNCs originating elsewhere in continental Europe. 
Hayden and Edwards (2001) show how a Swedish multinational used its British 
subsidiaries, and their links to UK business schools, to establish policies designed 
to identify a cadre of 'high potentials' as a key part of the firm's approach to suc-
cession planning. This is a common characteristic of the approach to IHRM of 
British and American MNCs. Mtar (2001) provides evidence of French firms using 
their British subsidiaries to learn about new ways of restructuring. She shows that 
companies such as Vivendi and Saint Gobain have taken practices from the UK 
operations and adopted them in France in an attempt to move away from rigid, 
centralised and bureaucratic modes of control in domestic plants. 
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The impact of transformative RD can also be felt at plant level, typically in 
those MNCs for which the home country does not provide a model of organising 
production to compete with those of 'dominant' countries. The British MNC 
Engineering Products provided an example of this form of RD. This multina-
tional had developed a process of disseminating 'best practice' based on the 
principles of 'lean production' characteristic of Japanese MNCs. Indeed, links 
with a Japanese MNC in the UK had provided the impetus for this move. Within 
the new modus operandi, plants were encouraged to develop new practices along 
these lines and share them with other plants. Thus the Spanish plant pioneered 
the creation of production cells within which teams of workers were required to 
perform a range of tasks and share responsibility for the quality and pace of 
production. Moreover, the French plant had reorganised its factory into a series 
of small units which had responsibility for 'internal customers' within the plant. 
Both practices were seen by HQ as fitting the new organising template and so 
were diffused to all the other plants in the division, including those in the UK. 
In this way, one aspect of HR practice at plant level was transformed. 

Our findings also produced instances of evolutionary RD, in which the im-
pact of diffusion was to consolidate rather than transform an existing modus op-
erandi. Evolutionary RD can operate at the level of international HR structures 
and mechanisms, building on and developing those already in place rather than 
introducing an entirely new set. We hypothesise that this form of RD is likely to 
be found in MNCs which have operated internationally for some time and, con-
sequently, have considerable experience of international HRM. Forsgren et al. 
(1992) argue that many Swedish MNCs are characterised by 'internationalisation 
of the second degree' in which strategic functions, such as R&D, are located 
outside the home country. In such firms the role of the HQ is concerned with 
establishing mechanisms which facilitate the transfer of expertise across the or-
ganisation. ABB, the Swiss-Swedish group, is often cited as an example of such 
a company (e.g. Belanger et al. 1999). 

The impact of evolutionary RD is also felt in the implementation of policies 
at plant level. RD of this type is characteristic of MNCs from countries which 
have HR practices perceived as successful, with RD contributing new practices 
within this modus operandi. There is evidence of this form of RD in some Japa-
nese MNCs (Bird et al. 1998, Cutcher-Gershenfeld et al. 1998, p. 44). For in-
stance, Sewell and Wilkinson's (1993, p. 144) study of a Japanese MNC detailed 
the way in which HQ identified improvements in work organisation in its foreign 
subsidiaries and diffused them to all factories through a standard manual. 

The impact of RD, transformative or evolutionary, is in part a function of 
the way in which the recipient unit processes the diffused practice. A given 
practice may not operate in the same fashion in the recipient as in the donor 
unit but, rather, may undergo transmutation as actors in the recipient seek to 
adapt it to pre-existing patterns of behaviour and power relations (a process that 
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Boyer et al. 1998 refer to as 'hybridisation'). The evidence from the study of 
Gennan MNCs demonstrates that many have borrowed the concept of 'corporate 
culture' from an Anglo-Saxon context where it is fonnalised in the shape of 
mission statements, corporate 'vision' and so on. This was particularly in re-
sponse to investor pressures as companies floated on foreign stock markets. In 
the Gennan context, the fonn and the language of the mission statement was 
retained, but it had to accommodate to an older, more organic and inclusive 
concept of culture within Gennan companies - the Betriebsgemeinschaft, or the 
'works community' - which accorded legitimacy to the collective interests and 
aspirations of the workforce and emphasised trust and cooperation (Ferner/Varul 
1999). Unlike in US or UK companies, explicit 'mission statements' and corpo-
rate 'values' rarely became part of the general discourse of management in Ger-
man companies, and they were rarely 'cascaded' down into lower level plans 
and policies. 

A second example is that of work organisation. The well-known adoption by 
US (and other) motor manufacturers of Japanese fonns of production organisa-
tion encapsulated in the tenn 'lean production', while not strictly an example of 
RD, reflects a pattern of transfonnative diffusion from Japanese competitors. US 
MNCs have incorporated such innovations within a distinctive pattern of em-
ployee relations, based on a strong orientation to the external labour market and 
a distinctive hierarchy within work organisation, so that 'lean production' ac-
quires a particular coloration within the American business context (e.g. Macco-
by 1997). 

The way in which apparently transfonnative innovations are incorporated 
into existing institutional frameworks, and their meaning is thereby 'transmuted', 
is clearly evident from Ortiz's (1998) analysis of the adoption of teamworking 
by car companies in Britain and Spain. Ortiz argues that unions will resist those 
aspects of an innovative diffusion that challenge their core organisational inter-
ests. Thus in Britain the unions successfully resisted the election of team leaders 
since this would have represented a challenge to the shop stewards' traditional 
workplace role. This analysis has the merit of drawing attention to the impor-
tance of the relations of power and influence between the multiple actors in-
volved in both recipient and donor, an issue taken up further below. 

The case study of Engineering Products provides another example of the 
power dimension of RD. One of the practices diffused was a fonn of cellular 
assembly which significantly reduced the number of operators required. In the 
company's British plants unions were well organised and represented a high pro-
portion of workers, forcing the company to negotiate the introduction of the 
practice. Management secured union agreement after giving assurances on rede-
ployment and the avoidance of compulsory redundancies. When the same prac-
tice was diffused to the American plants, which were all union-free, the surplus 
labour was disposed of through redundancies. 
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In general, the idea that reverse-diffused practices are subject to transmuta-
tion calls into question the conventional infonnation-processing approaches to 
diffusability: the original function of the practice in the donor unit may be irrele-
vant to the purposes assigned to it in the recipient unit; this may be true even of 
highly 'codified' practices. The new function may not necessarily be that origin-
ally intended but instead may emerge out of the interaction between the diffused 
practice and the interests of actors in the MNC. The converse of Ortiz's argu-
ment is that apparently minor tactical or operational diffusions within a given 
mode of operation may end up having a transfonnative impact at a strategic 
level, for example through their cumulative effect on existing power relations 
between actors. 

Thus, in short, the impact of RD appears to be complex and ambiguous. The 
features of the domestic business system influence the extent to which RD is 
transfonnative or evolutionary, but they do not detennine this; the nature of the 
impact is also strongly shaped by internal power relations. This means that some 
apparently transfonnative practices may be adapted by actors in the recipient 
business culture, resulting in the impact becoming less marked. Equally, how-
ever, actors in the recipient units may reinterpret a diffused practice in such a 
way that increases its impact. The importance of power relations between differ-
ent levels of actors in MNCs demands a closer inspection of the process of RD. 

The Mechanisms and Processes of Reverse Diffusion 

As noted earlier, the process whereby practices are diffused has been generally 
overlooked in the literature, with some exceptions, notably Szulanski (1996) 
who stresses the 'stickiness' of the transfer process, and Birkinshaw and Fry 
(1998) who explore the gradual, infonnal coalition-building through which the 
subsidiary acquires a 'mandate' within the wider MNC. This section considers 
three issues to do with the process of RD: the coordination and control of the 
RD process; the mechanisms whereby practices are transferred from subsidiaries 
to other parts of the corporation; and the organisational politics that is an inte-
gral part of the diffusion process. 

Coordination and Control of RD 

From our empirical data, a key variable appears to be the extent to which RD is 
coordinated and controlled by headquarters. Does it result from a deliberate ef-
fort by the centre to achieve synergies between operations in different countries 
(Edwards 1998, p. 698), or is it a more organic, grassroots process? There ap-
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pears to be a spectrum of possible situations. At one extreme, the RD process is 
strongly under the control of the centre, which establishes mechanisms for defin-
ing, identifying and transferring what is considered to be 'best practice'. At the 
other extreme, diffusion occurs on the margins of - or even despite - central 
policy through the one-to-one contacts of actors at the working level, leading to 
a fragmented and uncoordinated diffusion. Adopting the description used by one 
of our respondents in a British unit of a German multinational, we label this 
phenomenon 'bush-fire' diffusion, conveying the way it spreads in an uncon-
trolled, patchy and unpredictable way. An example was provided by a UK HR 
manager in a German chemical company (Chernl) who described the piecemeal 
adoption of elements of a competency framework by managers at corporate 
headquarters. Between these two extremes, the centre may play a variety of co-
ordinating roles, creating a framework that brings together actors from different 
national subsidiaries and allows them varying degrees of influence over what is 
diffused and how. 

It seems plausible to hypothesise that the role played by the centre in RD 
will vary systematically according to factors such as the basic orientation of the 
MNC. The stronger the desire of the centre to impose a uniform headquarters 
approach to policy, the less likely it is to allow subsidiaries anything more than 
an instrumental role in the diffusion process. It is likely to reserve to itself deci-
sions on the criteria of what constitutes a diffusable practice, how the practice is 
to be identified, and how it is to be disseminated. Some central coordination 
seems likely where RD is highly routinised within a given, stable modus operan-
di, in other words where it is evolutionary rather than transformative. Conversely, 
lack of central control and coordination over the process of RD may be found 
where corporate headquarters is so ethnocentric that it has yet to acknowledge 
the possibility of exploitable knowledge in the 'periphery'. RD can still occur in 
such MNCs through 'bush-fire' diffusion. RD in polycentric MNCs is also likely 
to be in this ad hoc manner. Paradoxically, therefore, the process of RD (where 
it occurs) is likely to be very similar in both highly ethnocentric and highly 
polycentric MNCs. Finally, in strongly networked companies, subsidiary actors 
are highly involved in policy generation and diffusion, albeit under the clear co-
ordination of headquarters managers, as was the case in the Swedish multina-
tional studied by Hayden and Edwards (2001). 

The Mechanisms of Reverse Diffusion 

Our research points to a variety of transmission mechanisms whereby HRlIR 
practices are reverse-diffused in MNCs. Some are systematic and routinised with 
a degree of continuity over time, others more ad hoc and opportunistic. Some 
are highly formalised systems, others much more informal. A basic division is 
between 'procedure-based' mechanisms of transmission, and 'person-based' me-
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chanisms. The former are often linked to formalised management control sys-
tems. 'Best practice' may be established on the basis of internal benchmarking 
among plants in different countries, with 'league tables' and managerial target-
setting (e.g. Belanger et al. 1999, Birkinshaw et al. 1998). In essence, RD may 
then be generated by internal competition between plants and operating units in 
different countries. Thus in Engineering Products the willingness of the plants, 
including those in the UK, to engage in diffusion - both by adopting practices 
originating elsewhere and by identifying practices that other plants could adopt -
was a key factor shaping the way that the HQ allocated resources. In other 
words, increased investment or production quotas may provide an incentive for 
subsidiaries to absorb 'best practices' from other plants wherever located (cf. 
Coller 1996). 

Person-based mechanisms of RD are linked to the movement of personnel 
across borders. These may be formalised - as with the use of international HR 
committees in many MNCs - or relatively informal, such as the use of expatria-
tion, short business trips, informal contacts, international workshops and so on. 
O'Dell and Grayson (1998) refer to the 'pollination' approach of senior man-
agers' visits to subsidiaries around the world. (Using a related metaphor, Harzing 
(1996) talks of expatriates as corporate 'bumble bees'.) Such visits may be insti-
tutionalised. In a large electrical engineering company in the German study 
(Elec6) , for example, a special team comprising permanent HQ staff and se-
conded managers from operations around the world conducted systematic man-
agement audits of policies and processes in different subsidiaries, making 
recommendations on the basis of best practice elsewhere and monitoring subse-
quent implementation. Similarly, in Swedco, people from the UK were brought 
in on discussions of policy development in relation to training programmes and 
management development. 

We would argue that person-based systems are particularly important for 
tacit knowledge transfer, and also in the implementation phase of diffusion of 
complex practices, through direct personal transfers of expertise from experi-
enced sites. Data from the UK study illustrates this. Engineering Products made 
extensive use of internal consultants and the transfer of technical experts to get 
new practices implemented. In ChemCo, a manufacturer of paint and plastic 
goods, the head of training in the UK was an American brought over with the 
brief of introducing techniques developed in the US operations. 

The German study strongly suggests that international HR managers' meet-
ings are a major conduit for reverse diffusion, typically in internationally-inte-
grated chemicals or pharmaceuticals MNCs. Subcommittees or working groups 
of managers from key subsidiaries were established under the coordination of 
the central HR function to draw up regional or world-wide group policy on such 
HR issues as performance management, management development, graduate re-
cruitment and pensions. Managers from subsidiaries which were the repositories 
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of relevant knowledge were often given leadership roles; for example, in one 
chernicals-phannaceutical company (Chern3), a new global performance-related 
pay system was designed in an international project group on which there was 
German representation but which was initially led by the UK HR director. These 
international forums were an increasingly important mechanism for transferring 
strategic knowledge about international HR: such knowledge was not readily 
available in a German context in which HRM innovation was constrained by the 
strong statutory rights of works councils. 

The Organisational Politics of Reverse Diffusion 

Diffusion has largely been conceptualised in the literature in terms of knowledge 
flows. An overriding managerial rationality is often taken for granted, diffusion 
being seen as almost a 'neutral', technical matter of, for example, setting up 
appropriate conduits. By contrast, our research indicates that knowledge flows 
are paralleled by corresponding power and resource flows: the transfer of knowl-
edge involved in RD is a political as much as a technical problem, in that it 
involves expending resources to overcome resistance, and it makes manifest the 
interplay of different sectional interests and the deployment of appropriate 'voca-
bularies of motive' (Mills 1963) - that is, systems of argument legitirnising se-
lected courses of action - within the wider corporation. 

Discussions of diffusion have acknowledged the resource cost implications. 
Szulanski (1996), for example, argues that the cost of diffusion increases the 
more tacit the knowledge, because there is greater 'stickiness' associated with 
the transfer, and the process is relatively intensive in expertise. Conversely, the 
widespread use of standard operating procedures can ensure relatively low-cost 
transfers, since the knowledge is highly codified. 

What the literature says much less about is the need to deploy resources to 
overcome resistance to transfer rather than technical problems of diffusability. 
Szulanski's comment (1996, p. 31) on the power dimension of diffusion - which 
can apply equally to RD - is suggestive but tantalisingly brief: 

A knowledge source may be reluctant to share crucial knowledge for fear 
of losing ownership, a position of privilege, superiority; it may resent 
not being adequately rewarded for sharing hard-won success; or it may 
be unwilling to devote time and resources to support the matter. 

It points to some key elements in the power dynamics of the transfer. Most 
importantly, it cannot be assumed that the potential source is a willing partici-
pant in RD. One motive for resistance is the resource cost of transfer, especially 
the investment of staff time in codifying tacit aspects of the practice to be dif-
fused, hosting multiple visits from central personnel, helping implement the 
practice in the recipient unit, and so on. A second aspect, no more than hinted at 
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by Szulanski, is the increasing context of inter-site competition in internation-
ally-integrated MNCs, in which, as discussed earlier, the allocation of investment 
and production quotas to plants is linked to performance on benchmarking meas-
ures. A successful subsidiary may be unwilling to jeopardise its position by 
diffusing to competing units the very practices that have given it a competitive 
edge. Thus Tregaskis (forthcoming) found that the British subsidiary of a Swed-
ish multinational was reluctant to share innovations with other plants because 
they were seen as a source of local competitive advantage. It may be hypothe-
sised therefore that a source subsidiary will engage in a variety of behaviours 
designed to increase the causal ambiguity and tacitness of practices, at least to 
observers from other parts of the corporation. A final factor in resistance is that 
the infrastructure of knowledge transfer is likely to be introduced in parallel with 
a change in status of the subsidiary from relative autonomy to closer integration 
into international structures. The centre's search for reverse-diffusable practices 
may be seen as a symptom of the subsidiary's increasing subservience to central 
control and may thus provoke resistance. However, our own studies - like that 
of Szulanski - have thrown up little evidence on subsidiary resistance to RD, 
and further research is needed. 

In contrast, our research does hint at central resistance to RD, an issue 
barely touched on by Szulanski. We identified a number of sources of corporate 
resistance to RD. Most important was that RD practices would undermine the 
existing organisational status or rewards of particular corporate interest groups. 
In the Germar. stdy, British subsidiaries often pointed to central resistance to 
'Anglo-Saxon' HR and other business practices. To overcome such resistance, 
some UK subsidiary managers argued that it was necessary to understand and 
play by the 'rules of game' in operation at HQ, speaking the appropriate 'lan-
guage' and taking the trouble to build the necessary networks to increase the 
receptivity of the centre to subsidiary ideas. Although we have little direct evi-
dence, UK respondents believed that central resistance resulted from the chal-
lenge posed by RD to the modus operandi of a strongly entrenched 
administrative stratum of managers below director level at HQ. The importation 
of 'Anglo-Saxon' practices could be regarded as threatening established ways of 
doing things, themselves reflecting the strong German institutional framework, 
to which the individual power, influence and career structures of these middle 
managers were intimately linked. It may be hypothesised that there will be parti-
cular opposition to 'bushfire' diffusion, since it could be seen as undermining 
existing authority relations by promoting ad hoc change outside the control of 
central management. 

Different forms of RD are likely to provoke resistance in different corporate 
interest groups and strata at the centre. In Engineering Products, a form of cellu-
lar assembly was reverse-diffused from Spain to the UK plants. This had impli-
cations for employee practice and for skill divisions and status distinctions, 
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provoking opposition particularly from skilled UK shopfloor employees whose 
previous monopoly of certain skills was diluted by the change. Such resistance 
had impeded but not prevented the introduction of the new practice. In other 
instances, one would expect RD practices to provoke resistance from trade un-
ions or other representative employee bodies. As mentioned above, Ortiz's 
(1998) findings on union responses to teamworking suggest that resistance is 
more likely when RD challenges actors' core interests. This is one reason why, 
as argued above, RD practices may undergo transmutation following their trans-
fer to the centre. 

However, the politics of RD is not merely about resistance. Both parties to 
diffusion may see their interests as being furthered by RD, and will thus be will-
ing to bear the immediate resource costs of transferring the practice and over-
coming resistance. In the source subsidiary, the costs may be judged worthwhile 
if RD is perceived as an opportunity to strengthen the position of the unit within 
the overall corporation, raise its 'profile' and status, enable it to gain 'intra-orga-
nisationallegitimacy', and thus help it bank a set of important (and not necessa-
rily tangible) resources for future use (e.g. Birkinshaw et al. 1998, Tregaskis 
forthcoming). The RD of cellular manufacturing from the Spanish subsidiary of 
Engineering Products could be seen as increasing the power of Spanish manage-
ment in relation to other managerial groups in the company, potentially allowing 
the subsidiary to ignore corporate guidelines in certain areas without risk of 
sanction. Identifying practices for reverse diffusion can also advance the position 
of individual managers. For example, the plant manager of the French subsidiary 
which had provided a new form of work organization to the rest of the group 
was accorded the position of 'internal consultant', roaming across the group ad-
vising on the implementation of the practice. Similarly, in ChemCo, another of 
the British MNCs, experience of practices viewed favourably by HQ was a key 
factor in the promotion of an American to the position of corporate head of 
training. 

In this way, 'vanguard' subsidiaries may manipulate their status as exemplars 
to strengthen their strategic position within the corporation and to increase their 
future claim on resources. This could well be a phase in the process described 
by Birkinshaw and Fry (1998) whereby subsidiaries win global mandates from 
headquarters through building credibility, networking with the centre and con-
structing international alliances with other groups in the MNC. RD can be seen 
as contributing to all these aspects of the process. 

The centre too may have an interest in encouraging the flow of RD as a 
relatively unproblematic way of increasing productivity and efficiency in the cor-
poration. Beyond that, RD may be seen by senior tiers of central managers as 
providing it with leverage in the face of resistance to change on the part of parti-
cular groups in the centre. De facto alliances may therefore emerge between sub-
sidiary actors keen to raise their standing and central actors anxious to exploit 
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vanguard practices in foreign subsidiaries to lever change at the centre. Complex 
games may also be played by sectional groups at the centre who see RD as an 
opportunity to enhance their group or individual status and power. Thus where 
British or US models of performance-related remuneration are adopted as global 
policy - as happened in several German MNCs - a new central corporate re-
sponsibility is thereby created. This may 'unfreeze' existing functional responsi-
bilities, opening the way for sectional interests to stake claims to control of the 
new system. The introduction of performance-related remuneration, and other 
forms of 'variable' pay, may also benefit many at HQ materially as well. In 
Swedco, for instance, many senior managers had seen their pay packages rise 
significantly as a result of the introduction of bonuses and debenture schemes. 

In short, therefore, RD seems to require both an 'infrastructure' of mechan-
isms of diffusion, and the wielding of power resources at both ends of the trans-
fer in order to overcome the 'stickiness' caused by the inherent resource costs 
and by the resistance of differentially affected corporate interest groups. Reverse 
diffusion is not unique in being highly political; forward diffusion also involves 
the mobilisation of power resources and the overcoming of resistance. What is 
significant about it, however, is that an apparently one-off instance of RD can 
lead to a lasting shift in power relations between various organisational actors. 
In particular, senior managers in a donor unit may use the identification of a 
practice that has benefits elsewhere in order to increase their chances of promo-
tion to corporate positions, while the unit as a whole may be in a stronger posi-
tion to receive investment and orders from the centre, thereby helping to secure 
its future. 

Conclusions 

This paper has addressed the potentially important concept of reverse diffusion 
in the field of HRM, building on the patchy evidence in the literature by drawing 
on empirical evidence from German and British MNCs. This fresh evidence, 
drawn from a number of case studies, has not been used to establish empirical 
generalisations but has revealed much about a number of aspects of RD. Three 
particular arguments have been made about RD. First, RD is not found in all 
MNCs but is promoted by the presence of certain structural aspects of subsidi-
aries, organisations and national business systems. Second, a distinction was 
drawn between the evolutionary and transformative impact of RD. Third, RD 
depends on the exercise of power by organisational actors. 

At the outset we noted that RD has potentially important implications for 
both the MNCs themselves and the domestic national business system. On the 
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first of these, a key consequence of RD is its ability to erode the 'country-of-
origin effect'. Thus our evidence demonstrates that many German firms are 
adopting practices characteristic of British and American MNCs, thereby poten-
tially watering down their 'Germanic' traits. A further consequence relates to the 
impact of RD on power relations within the multinational. We have argued that 
RD may be contested; both in subsidiaries and headquarters, some groups see 
RD as threatening their interests, while others see it as an opportunity to advance 
either their own individual position or that of their unit. 

In relation to the impact of RD on the home country, the paper has demon-
strated the significance of the changes to HR policy and practice which RD can 
bring. It might be argued that since the content of RD is influenced by the nat-
ure of 'dominance effects' this will contribute to the convergence of different 
national patterns of HRM. However, our analysis indicates that this may not be 
the case. Practices which are reverse-diffused may undergo transmutation as or-
ganisational actors across countries interpret and implement them in different 
ways. Thus RD can exert a significant impact on the home country without ne-
cessarily contributing to convergence. 

One interesting question concerns whether the arguments are specific to HR 
or have more general applicability. It might be argued that HR practices are 
more dependent on, and embedded in, particular legal, institutional and cultural 
contexts than practices in the areas of, say, technology, finance or marketing: 
HR is often regarded as an area in which MNCs adopt a more decentralized, 
polycentric approach than other areas. A number of implications for RD flow 
from this. The scope for RD would appear to be more constrained in HR than in 
other functions, and where RD of HR practices does occur the process may be 
more strongly contested since actors can draw on the system of employment in 
their own country to argue that the practice makes little sense there. However, 
many of the arguments have more general applicability. For instance, the factors 
promoting RD apply across all areas, while power relations between organiza-
tional actors will be central to the process of RD irrespective of the practice 
under consideration. Moreover, while HR practices are embedded in distinct na-
tional systems, so too are practices in other areas: technological innovations 
must be implemented in particular socio-cultural settings (Hall/Soskice 2001), 
financial practices must comply with national regulations, and a MNC's ap-
proach to marketing must to some extent be responsive to national variations in 
consumer tastes. This would suggest that the arguments in the paper to some 
extent have implications beyond HRM. 

A related question is how far the processes described are specific to German 
and British MNCs? While a systematic comparison by nationality was not a pri-
mary aim of the paper, two points stand out. First, the constraints posed by the 
home-country system of employment are likely to be greater in 'co-ordinated 
market economies' (ibid.), such as Germany, in which regulations and institu-
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tions strongly underpin economic activity, compared with 'liberal market econo-
mies', such as the UK, in which hierarchies and competitive relations between 
firms are more influential. Thus the German study suggested that diffused prac-
tices often underwent significant transmutation, whereas the adaptations to the 
UK context in British MNCs were more modest. Second, the data suggest that 
the substance of RD will vary according to the country of origin of the multi-
national. RD in the British MNCs was in areas in which the domestic system 
did not provide a strong basis on which firms could compete in international 
markets, namely training and work organisation. In contrast, RD in German 
MNCs was primarily in the areas of decision-making structures, performance 
management, and the development of managerial and professional staff, all areas 
where the German system would not be easily exported to other countries. Thus 
the evidence from both studies suggests that the nature of reverse-diffused prac-
tices will reflect perceptions of the extent to which the country-of-origin busi-
ness system provides an attractive and feasible basis on which to build an 
internationally integrated set of operations. 

Finally, the paper has provided a set of arguments about RD, but the support-
ing evidence from the case studies is indicative rather than comprehensive, and 
needs more systematic confirmation from further research. One issue to be ad-
dressed is how MNCs access new policies and practices for subsequent RD. One 
possibility is that companies may use joint ventures or strategic alliances as a 
way of learning about alternative modus operandi (Parkhe 1991). Acquisitions 
could serve a similar purpose, and the gathering of expertise from recently ac-
quired subsidiaries may be an important driver of the acquisition in the first 
place. How quickly, and through what mechanisms, does the parent seek to ab-
sorb and utilize the expertise? Under what conditions do actors in the acquired 
units seek to block or promote the diffusion process? Thus an area that could 
usefully be researched concerns the role of joint ventures, strategic alliances and 
acquisitions in enhancing a MNC's potential for RD. A second issue relates to 
the politics of reverse diffusion. Although we were able to demonstrate that there 
is potential resistance to diffusion, significant gaps remain in our understanding 
of the factors affecting the willingness of subsidiaries to diffuse practices to the 
rest of the group, and of home-country actors to adopt reverse-diffused practices 
from foreign subsidiaries. And what tactics does the centre use in order to over-
come any resistance at either level? Third, the empirical work used in this paper 
could usefully be extended to MNCs of other nationalities, notably to American 
MNCs which still account for by far the largest proportion of PDI. A number of 
intriguing questions arise when considering RD in US MNCs. How, for instance, 
does the traditional centralized 'command and control' approach of many Amer-
ican MNCs affect their ability to absorb knowledge from other countries? Does 
the deregulated, weakly institutionalized labour market give management a rela-
tively free hand in implementing practices from abroad, or might the relative 
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absence of broadly-based skills amongst most American workers impede it? Do 
the regional structures increasingly in evidence in US MNCs, at European and 
'Asia-Pacific' levels for example, reduce scope for RD to the US, or do they 
raise the profile of foreign subsidiaries and provide a focal point through which 
practices can be reverse-diffused? Fourth, while investigative case study-based 
research has been invaluable in many respects, this approach is not well suited 
to assessing the extent of RD across MNCs. In this context, surveys have the 
potential to make a significant contribution by, for example, charting the inci-
dence of the corporate characteristics that we argued in section 4 promote RD; 
by gathering information on the prevalence of the mechanisms identified in sec-
tion 6 as being capable of reverse diffusing practices; and by capturing the per-
ception of a key actor in a multinational concerning the form and nature of RD 
in their firm. We hope that the arguments advanced in this paper provide the 
basis on which these issues can be addressed. 
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Appendix 1. Topics and Issues Covered in the Interviews in both Projects 

The interviews were all semi-structured and so did not follow rigid formats. 
Within each project the precise nature of the questions varied somewhat accord-
ing to the respondent's position and responsibility, the organisational context, 
and the extent of our prior knowledge of the company concerned. There was also 
some variation between the two projects; for example, the interviews in the study 
of German MNCs focused partly on the 'Germanness' of the company. Despite 
these variations, the interviews covered many common areas and these are out-
lined below. 

Context: The Facilitating Characteristics of RD 

• Products/customers (including extent of diversification) 
• Geographical breakdown on the company and its main activities 
• Structure - divisionalised or regionalised 
• Extent of integration of international operations 
• Method of Growth - acquisitions or greenfield investments 
• Age of international operations 
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Context: Reporting Relations 

• Role of company board/senior managerial team 
• Budgets (including nature of targets and possible sanctions) 
• Approval process for investment 
• Control over managerial appointments and remuneration at plant level 

The Process of RD: International Co-ordination 

• Mechanisms to facilitate the transfer of 'best practice' e.g. task forces, com-
mittees, working parties 

• Role of Corporate personnellHR function e.g. the nature and extent of formal 
policies 

• Comparisons of performance across sites and the use to which these are put 
• The role and purpose of the transfer of staff across sites 

The Substance and Impact of RD: Substantive areas of employment practice 
in domestic plants 

• Pay and appraisal 
• Work organisation 
• Training and development 
• Communication, participation and involvement 

Appendix 2. German Case Study Companies by Sector and Employment 

Pseudonym 

Autodistl 
Autodist2 
Autopartl 
Autopart2 
Autopart3 
Autopart4 
Autopart5 
Autopart6 
Machinery2 
Autopart7 
Autopart8 
Business Serv's 
Chern I 
Chem2 
Chem3 
Chem4 
Chem5 
Chem6 
Chem7 
Distribl 

76 

Sector 

Motor vehicle comps dist'n 
Motor vehicles dist'n 
Motor vehicle comps 
Motor vehicle comps 
Motor vehicle comps 
Motor vehicle comps 
Motor vehicle comps 
Motor vehicle comps 
Industrial machinery 
Motor vehicle comps 
Motor vehicle comps 
Business Services 
Chemicals and Pharma 
Chemicals and Pharma 
Pharma 
Pharma 
Chemicals 
Chemicals 
Chemicals 
Retail distribution 

Subsidiary 
employment 

2000 
100 
300 

1000 
300 
600 
500 
200 
300 
300 
400 
500 

1000 
3000 
700 
400 
700 
300 
400 

5000 

Size of Parent 

Very large 
Very large 
Small 
Very large 
Small 
Small 
Medium 
Very large 

Very large 
Small 
Medium 
Very large 
Very large 
Large 
Medium 
Very large 
Very large 
Medium 
Very large 
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Appendix 2. German Case Study Companies by Sector and Employment 
(continued) 

Pseudonym Sector 

Distrib2 Trading 
Distrib3 Timber 
Eleel Electrical engineering 
Elec2 Electrical engineering 
Elec3 Electrical engineering 
Elec4 Communication services 
Elec5 Electrical engineering 
Elec6 Electrical engineering 
Elec7 Electrical engineering 
ResearchCo Research and development 
Food I Food products 
Food2 Food products 
Instruments Scientific Instruments 
Leisure I Leisure products 
Leisure2 Leisure products 
Machinery I Industrial machinery 
Material Paper products 
Metal Metal products 
ManuCo Plastic products 
Transport Transport services 

Subsidiary 
employment 

350 
500 
200 
200 
700 
800 
200 

10000+ 
300 
400 
700 
300 
200 
400 

10000+ 
600 
400 
600 
700 
600 

Size of Parent 

Very large 
Very large 
Small 

Very large 
Very large 

Small 
Small 
Medium 
Very large 
Large 
Large 
Small 
Large 
Medium 
Small 

Notes: "Autopart" includes manufacturers which could be classified under other categories - e.g. 
plastics, metal, and electrical products. 
"Distrib" includes wholesale and retail distribution (other than motor vehicle distributors), 
and trading. "Elec" includes electrical and electronic products. 
Elec I and Elec2 are subsidiaries of the same parent; the same is true of ResearchCo, Elec4, 
Elec5, and Elec6; and of Autopart6 and Machinery2. 
In addition to the firms listed, we conducted three interviews in the HQ of two firms where 
we were unable to gain access to UK subsidiaries. 
Figures for Distrib2 include only the UK-based employees; a further 1600 were based over-
seas at the time of the research. 
To avoid identification, figures for subsidiaries are rounded to the nearest '00 or '000. 
For the parent companies, the following size categories are used: 
small = 1-5,000; medium = 5-20,000; large = 20,000-50,000; very large = over 50,000 
For further details see Ferner and Varni, 1999. 
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Key Results 
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Introduction 

A growing literature stream addresses a wide range of issues associated with the 
internationalization of R&D (CantwelllMundambi 2000, Chiesa 1995, Kotabel 
Swan 1994, Kuemmerle 1997, Peng/Wang 2000, Ronstadt 1978, TeiglandlFeyl 
Birkinshaw 2000). Recent empirical and conceptual research examines cultural 
characteristics, based primarily on Hofstede's (1980) dimensions, and how they 
relate to indices of innovation: specifically, societal inventiveness (Shane 1992), 
R&D productivity (Kedia/Keller/Julian 1992), the ability to source or adopt in-
novations (Herbig 1994, HerbiglMiller 1992), national rates of innovation (Shane 
1993), organizational entrepreneurship (MorrislDavis/Allen 1994), initiation and 
implementation of new product development (NakatalSivakumar 1996), and loca-
tional cultural profiles supporting R&D strategy classifications (JoneslDavis 
2000). 

We pursue the impact of industry type and test its influences on the relation-
ship between national culture and innovation (JoneslDavis 2000). The type of 
industry may range from purely domestic to entirely global (BartlettlGhoshal 
1989, PrahaladIDoz 1987, Yip 2003). At one end, firms within global industries 
are integrated and interdependent (HoutIPorterlRudden 1982). At the other end, 
firms within multidomestic industries are relatively autonomous across countries 
and focus on the needs of the local market (Porter 1986). 

Research employing the global integration - local responsiveness framework 
has generally been limited to multinational companies (MNCs) based in a single 
country such as the US (Johnson 1995, MaurilPhatak 2001, RothlMorrison 
1990), or to various MNCs doing business in a single country such as Canada 
(Birkinshaw 1997) or Taiwan (HannonlHuang/Jaw 1995). This study takes a 
multi-country focus and empirically tests the relationship between national cul-
ture and firm innovation, moderated by whether the firm competes in a global or 
multidomestic industry. We utilize data from 536 companies across ten countries 
competing in four global and four multi domestic industries as identified by 
Ghoshal and Nohria (1993). 

Conceptual Framework 

The internationalization of research and development capabilities is increasingly 
vital to the success of multinationals (JoneslDavis 2000). Past researchers have 
identified motivations, orientations, and expectations that affect the decision of 
where to locate R&D (Cantwell 1992, Casson/Singh 1993, De MeyerlMizushima 
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1989, Julian/Keller 1991). Given a global business environment, there is a grow-
ing interest in exploring the relationship between national culture and R&D. The 
following synthesis of the literature identifies the cultural profiles and industry 
contexts that support innovation activities. We use the enduring organizational 
theory that a firm's structure and management process must "fit" its environment 
(Yip 2003). Additionally, a resource-based view is invoked. 

Culture and Innovation 

Innovation is the basis by which an entrepreneur either creates new wealth-pro-
ducing resources or endows existing resources with enhanced potential for creat-
ing wealth (Drucker 1985). These resources and capabilities can lead to 
distinctive competencies and are expected to result in competitive advantages 
(Barney 1991, Peteraf 1993, PrahaladlHamel 1990, Wernerfelt 1984). Both local 
and global factors influence innovation (LindqvistlSolvelVZander 2000). For ex-
ample, increasingly sophisticated consumers, heightened domestic and foreign 
competition, and access to more advanced resources all create pressures on firms 
to innovate. At the national level, innovation "is one of the most crucial dimen-
sions of economic success" (HalVSoskice 2001, p. 44). 

Culture refers to learned behavioral standards, socially transmitted through 
personal values, norms, activities, attitudes, cognitive processes, interpretation of 
symbols, feelings, ideas, reactions, and morals (Hofstede 1980, MorrislDavisl Allen 
1994). Culture exists at multiple, but interrelated levels. The cultural propensities 
of a society influence the strategic thinking and actions of its members. Culture at 
an organizational level is in general congruence with the broader societal culture 
(Hofstede 1991). In line with this literature stream, we use Hofstede's national cul-
ture dimensions (Hofstede 1980, HofstedelBond 1988). We next review past re-
search on the direct influence of culture on innovation, add the stage of the product 
development process, and then consider the industry type context. 

Direct Effects 

Jones and Davis (2000) provide a review of the conceptual and empirical re-
search linking national culture to firm innovation and associated measures (e.g., 
R&D productivity, innovative capacity, technological development, inventiveness, 
and innovativeness). In their summary, they find that cultures characterized by 
low power distance, low uncertainty avoidance, high individualism, and masculi-
nity are generally associated with positive innovative attributes. Cultures with a 
longer-term orientation or high Confucian dynamism are also positively asso-
ciated with innovation. 
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Direct Effects Within Stages 

Nakata and Sivakumar (1996) separate the innovation process into two stages of 
new product development: initiation and implementation. In the initiation stage, 
research and development investments focus on idea generation, screening, and 
concept testing. Expenditures in the implementation stage are not associated with 
traditional R&D since they fund test marketing, product launch, and manufactur-
ing efficiencies. In the implementation stage, the relationships between culture 
and innovation are different than in the initiation stage due to a firm's changing 
needs and objectives. 

Jones and Davis' (2000) summary of direct culture - innovation relationships 
generally mirrors Nakata and Sivakumar's (1996) initiation stage of new product 
development, except for the influence of masculinity on innovation. While Jones 
and Davis' (2000) summary suggests that this relationship is positive, Nakata 
and Sivakumar (1996) propose that the influence of masculinity on innovation is 
positive in the implementation stage only. During the initiation stage, they sug-
gest this relationship is negative, since cooperation, rather than competition, is 
needed for the development of new ideas and products. In the initiation stage, 
cultures characterized by low power distance, low uncertainty avoidance, high 
individualism, femininity, and high Confucian dynamism are associated with po-
sitive innovative attributes. This study focuses the initiation stage. 

Effects Within the Initiation Stage Moderated by Industry Type 

Jones and Davis (2000) incorporate the stages idea and offer broad propositions 
as to the relationship between national culture and innovation across industry 
types. We develop these ideas further by including the moderating role of global 
- multidomestic industry type and then empirically test them. 

MNCs cannot simply adopt generic strategies, but must appropriately re-
spond to competing pressures for global integration and local responsiveness. 
Firms adopt strategies in the context of competition in their industry (RothIMor-
rison 1990). It is through the efficient positioning and coordinating of assets, 
subsidiaries, technology, and knowledge that a globally-oriented firm achieves a 
competitive advantage over rivals. Interestingly, national-level influences have 
been downplayed as less relevant in the current global business environment 
(Ohmae 1995), yet, "in spite of the shrinking world, location still matters", 
(Krugman 1994, p. 464, Porter 1990). The environment provides both resources 
and exerts pressure on firms to adopt appropriate innovation strategies. 

Globally-oriented firms must integrate their activities on a worldwide basis 
to capitalize on synergistic linkages among operations in different countries, 
either within or between businesses (Hout/PorterlRudden 1982, MorrisonIRoth 
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Figure 1. Industry Type Interaction Model 

I 
Industry Type 

I GloballMultidomestic 

1 National 
Innovation 

Culture 

1992). Firms in multidomestic industries allow their foreign subsidiaries to be 
relatively autonomous in order to better respond to local markets. In multido-
mestic industries, R&D expenditures are aligned with specific markets (Ring! 
Lenway/Govekar 1990). Thus, R&D expenditures are in response to the industry 
type. 

In the following section we develop a model and hypotheses outlining the 
moderating role of global - multidomestic industry types on the culture - inno-
vation relationship (see Figure 1). In particular, we focus on R&D expenditures 
that are closely aligned with the initiation stage of product development. We 
extend the logic proposed by Nakata and Sivakumar (1996) concerning the 
initiation stage in our moderation model. We then compare our direct relation-
ship results with their initiation stage direct propositions. 

Model Development and Hypotheses 

Cultural differences have been associated with patterns of innovation across 
countries (Shane 1992, 1993, 1995). The same values that operate at the national 
level operate on the firm level. Accordingly, companies that operate in more 
innovation-supporting cultures tend to be more innovative (Shane 1992). 

Our general proposition is that Hofstede's national culture dimensions have a 
greater relationship to innovation in multidomestic than in global industries. 
R&D personnel in multidomestic industries perceive strong forces for local re-
sponsiveness, while R&D personnel in global industries detect strong forces for 
global integration (Ghoshal/Nohria 1993). Global integration is biased toward 
ignoring cultural differences and developing products that will entice consumers 
by decreasing price, increasing quality, and enhancing preference through global 
availability, serviceability, and recognition (Yip 2003). In contrast, local respon-
siveness requires a greater understanding of the culture to adapt products. This 
approach, although generally more costly, suggests a "let a thousand flowers 
bloom" orientation that can lead to greater innovation. 
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Power Distance 

Hofstede's (1980) first cultural dimension assesses the degree to which indivi-
duals or institutions in a society accept inequalities of power. Low power dis-
tance cultures will be less tolerant of inequality and attempt to negate the 
advantage of other societies. Accordingly, low power distance cultures are more 
inventive (Shane 1992) and actively pursue strategies that enhance competitive-
ness and speed development. 

In multidomestic industries, local science and technology infrastructure is 
important, as local R&D efforts rely less on centralized R&D advances. A self-
sustaining path moves a firm from relying on R&D efforts that were the result 
of home market R&D (Dunning 1994) to decentralized R&D (Casson/Singh 
1993, Chiesa 1995). High power distance could make this transition slower and 
more difficult and could be seen as autocratic and intolerable. A decentralized 
setting would equalize capabilities across the firm and increase motivation (Na-
katalSivakumar 1996). 

"Organistic" firms characterized by low dependence on hierarchy provide 
higher yields per R&D output than "mechanistic" (centralized and formal) orga-
nizations (AzumilHull 1990). Centralized structures are more commonly found 
in global settings and are efficient for managing current business activities. They 
are not as conducive to providing change dynamics in NPD as decentralized 
structures, generally found with multidomestic settings (Johne/Snelson 1988). 
Decentralized structures also enable direct access to people and resources, result-
ing in quicker decision-making and decreased internal competition (Griffin 1992, 
Murphy 1992). Decentralization's superiority in innovation may lie in the reduc-
tion of information overload at higher organizational levels (Henke/Krachenberg/ 
Lyons 1993), an atmosphere of free exchange with minimal risks, and a more 
direct, immediate attack on problems (OlsonlWalkerlRuekert 1995). Therefore, 

Hypothesis 1. High power distance will be more negatively related to firm inno-
vation in multidomestic industries than in global industries. 

Uncertainty Avoidance 

A dynamic marketplace brings uncertainty as firms simultaneously deal with ra-
pid changes in national and global environments as well as technology. Cultures 
that are high on uncertainty avoidance will attempt to buffer themselves from 
global uncertainty through activities such as protectionism, trade barriers, or na-
tionalism. These activities stifle competition and innovation and hinder a coun-
try's development (Porter 1990). Cultures that are more tolerant of uncertainty 
recognize that change is inevitable and can be advantageous if they will develop 
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a degree of flexibility. Shane (1995) finds that uncertainty-accepting societies are 
more innovative. This flexibility allows them to develop robust innovations that 
can be offered outside the home country (Casson/Singh 1993, Chiesa 1995). 
Thus, the degree of uncertainty avoidance that exists in a culture influences the 
roles and attitudes of managers regarding innovation. 

Uncertainty avoidance can be related to innovation through planning and risk 
aversion (NakataiSivakumar 1996). The inherent messiness about the innovation 
process does not readily lend itself to control and formalization (Gresov 1984, 
Quinn 1979). Informal, non-standardized procedures during the initiation phase 
are more conducive to creative problem-solving and feedback (Johne 1984). Ad-
ditionally, risk-taking promotes innovation (O'Reilly 1989). Global industries are 
more likely to have formal controls while multi domestic industries generally 
have greater informality, non-standardization, and environmental complexity 
(GhoshallNohria 1993). Thus, firms in multidomestic industries are more likely 
to be negatively affected by high uncertainty avoidance in the pursuit of innova-
tion.2 Therefore, 

Hypothesis 2. High uncertainty avoidance will be more negatively related to firm 
innovation in multidomestic industries than in global industries. 

Individualism 

Individualistic cultures foster entrepreneurial, innovative behavior and seek great-
er personal autonomy. Successful risk-takers accrue rewards. Individualism, en-
trepreneurism, and risk-taking create a cultural cluster that is mutually 
reinforcing (Herbig/Miller 1992). Hofstede (1980) has found that wealth is posi-
tively associated with individualism. Individualistic societies develop more com-
petitive economies (Shane 1992, 1993). 

Innovators are associated with product success (Maidique 1980). They are 
described as nonconformist and self-confident, with strong perseverance, who 
drive the innovation process by generating possibilities and overcoming obstacles 
(NakataiSivakumar 1996). They typically operate autonomously (GoldharlBra-
gaw/Schwartz 1976). While individualism generally fosters innovation, a collec-
tivist approach is better when communication, cooperation, and harmony are 
required between marketing and R&D, where there is a willingness to work to-
ward a common vision or purpose (GuptalWilemon 1988, Johne 1984, Souder 
1988). 

Multidomestic industries are better suited for individualistic cultures, while 
global industries are better matched with collectivist cultures. In a multidomestic 
industry the approach is to maximize the number and range of options. This 
individualistic behavior is accomplished through a loose structure in the initia-
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tion stage (Johne 1984). If the dynamics require cohesion and single-minded 
purpose - a strength in global industries - then a collectivist approach is pre-
ferred. Therefore, 

Hypothesis 3. Individualism will be more positively related to firm innovation in 
multidomestic industries than in global industries. 

Masculinity-Femininity 

Generally, masculine cultures are expected to be more assertive, competltlve, 
achievement-oriented, and exhibit a higher need for recognition versus feminine 
nurturance (Hofstede 1980). Pennings (1993) asserts that executives in more 
masculine cultures favor a large portion of variable compensation, since rewards 
are desired for individual risk-taking and accomplishments. "Masculinity" at the 
individual and societal levels is expected to lead to more innovative behavior. 

However, masculinity is also associated with purposefulness and formalization 
(NakataiSivakumar 1996). During the initiation stage of NPD, highly structured 
organizations and procedures may stifle innovativeness. The more feminine char-
acteristics of trust, communication, and low conflict have been associated with 
successful NPD (Thwaites 1992). Organic internal environments enable NPD parti-
cipants to cope with the uncertainty of their work (Bums/Stalker 1961). 

While global industries are more likely to be characterized by directedness 
and formalization, multidomestic settings are more closely aligned with a focus 
on people and a supportive atmosphere in uncertain environs. Multidomestic in-
dustries tend to be informal, non-standardized, and environmentally complex 
(GhoshallNohria 1993). Thus, national cultures (e.g., masculine) that do not fit 
with the industry environment (e.g., multidomestic) are likely to be less innova-
tive. Therefore, 

Hypothesis 4. Masculinity will be more negatively related to firm innovation in 
multidomestic industries than in global industries. 

Confucian Dynamism 

Confucian dynamism indicates a future-oriented mentality. High Confucian dy-
namism cultures can also be characterized by persistence, hard work, thrift, 
shame, and regard for friendships. This is in contrast to cultures that maintain a 
static mentality focused on past and present, reciprocation, and tradition (Hof-
stedelBond 1988). Innovation requires that investments be made in uncertain 
technologies with uncertain payoffs and time frames (Steensma et al. 2000). 
These investments involve a great deal of risk and are undertaken with a hope of 
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long-term viability. Long-term oriented cultures are more likely to see the bene-
fits of innovation strategies. For more short-term oriented cultures, the focus is 
more on the past and present and investing in things that generate immediate 
gains. Franke, Hofstede, and Bond (1991) have found that cultures high on Con-
fucian dynamism have higher economic growth. 

High Confucian dynamism is thought to promote NPD in both the initiation 
and implementation stages by emphasizing action and future possibilities (Naka-
taiSivakumar 1996). While culture has been proposed to be generally more mean-
ingful within multidomestic settings, globally-orientated industries are usually 
associated with a more long-term focus since they proactively move and respond 
to overall consumer shifts toward new innovations (Yip 2003). Multidomestic in-
dustries are more likely to be tradition bound and protectionist for short-term 
gain. There seems to be compelling motivation for this cultural dimension to be 
more positively related to innovation in global industries. Therefore, 

Hypothesis 5. High Confucian dynamism will be more positively related to firm 
innovation in global industries than in multi domestic industries. 

Methodology 

Sources of Data 

This study draws from a Datastream database of approximately 14,500 compa-
nies in 47 countries. It includes national-level data from the International Mone-
tary Fund, worldwide government sources, and other providers of national and 
macro economic data. Additional national-context data is drawn from the World 
Development Indicators (World Bank 1997), The World Factbook (CIA 1997), 
and the World Reference Atlas (Dorling Kindersley 1996). 

Sample 

The Datastream database uses an industry classification scheme based on the 
Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) codes used in the US. Initially, 1,609 
companies from 47 countries are identified in eight industries, based on the 4 
digit SIC code. We then limit the sample to the ten highest represented countries 
in the sample and all firms with a compete set of data. Recent concerns have 
been raised that most studies using Hofstede's measures rely on not enough 
countries (i.e., only two) or on countries that do not provide an adequate variance 
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Table 1. Sample Data (536 Companies) 

Country 

Australia 12 
Canada 13 
France 11 
Germany 12 
India 44 
Japan 116 
South Korea 25 
Taiwan 22 
United Kingdom 72 
United States 209 

Industry 

Beverage 
Food 
Household Appliances 
Rubber 
Construction Machinery 
Industrial Chemicals 
Nonferrous Metals 
Scientific Instruments 

25 
73 
16 
26 
47 
90 
42 

237 

in the culture variables to generate meaningful results (SivakumarINakata 2001). 
This selection criterion allows for adequate variance, representation, and comple-
teness of study variables. The final sample includes seven industrialized coun-
tries and three developing/newly-industrialized countries. This offers broad 
geographic coverage: two countries from North America, three from Europe, 
three from Asia, Australia, and India. Due to missing values for key variables 
and other abnormalities in the firm level data, a final sample of 536 firms results 
(see Table 1). 

Measures 

The firm, industry, and country-level data are drawn from archival sources for 
the 1995 period. These variables are continuous measures. 

Innovation 

R&D Intensity, the measure of innovation, is used extensively as a proxy for 
innovation (BaysingerlHoskisson 1989, HambricklMacMillan 1985, HittIHoskis-
son/Kim 1997). R&D intensity is calculated by dividing R&D expenditures by 
sales (Hoskisson et al. 1993). The general proposition is that the higher the 
R&D intensity, the greater the firm's strategic focus on innovation. R&D inten-
sity is positively related to other important measures of innovation output, such 
as new product introductions: correlation = 0.510, P < 0.001 (Hitt et al. 1996) 
and patents: correlation = 0.221, P < 0.01 (Hitt et al. 1991). 

National Culture 

The independent variables are taken from Hofstede (1980) and Hofstede and 
Bond (1988). A proxy value for Confucian dynamism for France, which was not 
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provided in early work, is calculated by regressing the other culture dimensions 
onto Confucian dynamism. 

International Industry Setting 

Like Ghoshal and Nohria (1993), we use Kobrin's (1991) index of integration. 
Industries are categorized as having either strong or weak forces for global inte-
gration based on the degree of local regulation and local customer preferences. 
A resulting two by two matrix identifies four industry settings: global, transna-
tional, international, and multinational. This study focuses on two opposing in-
dustry settings: global and multinational (Le., multidomestic). Global industries, 
classified as "0", are those that have strong forces for global responsiveness and 
weak forces for local responsiveness. Multidomestic industries, classified as "I", 
are characterized as having weak forces for global integration and strong forces 
for local responsiveness (GhoshallNohria 1993). Since industry setting is not de-
fined by industry structure, the influences of industry structure can be tested 
without tautological concerns. 

Following Ghoshal and Norhia (1993), construction and mining machinery, 
industrial chemicals, nonferrous metals, and scientific instruments are categor-
ized as global industries. Beverages, food, household appliances, and rubber are 
categorized as multidomestic industries. We have excluded engines, which 
Ghoshal and Norhia (1993) classify as a global industry, and tobacco, which is 
classified as a multidomestic industry, because of the limited number of firms 
available for these industries and their lack of representation across countries. 
We have included manufacturing industries because of the nature of innovation 
through R&D investments and their greater consistency in reporting procedures 
for R&D expenses over services or non-profit industries. 

Control Variables 

We control for industry and country effects. We use munificence, dynamism, and 
complexity to capture the key elements that comprise industry structure (Dess/ 
Beard 1984, KeatslHitt 1988), since industry structure has been associated with 
R&D investment (Kuemmerle 1999). Specifically, the moderating variables are 
trying to capture a dimension of industry structure and so other related measures 
may confound the genuine relationships between the IV sand DV as moderated 
by global multidomestic industry type. Industry measures are calculated using 
data from all 47 countries and 1,609 companies in the eight industries following 
the method employed by Boyd (1990). Munificence, the measure of the abun-
dance of resources in the industry environment, is calculated by taking the indus-
try's total sales for the five years from 1991-1995 and regressing the year onto 
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Global Versus Multidomestic: Culture's Consequences on Innovation 

the total sales for that year. The resulting regression slope coefficient is then 
divided by the mean value of the five years of sales to calculate the munificence 
of the industry for 1995 (DesslBeard 1984). 

Dynamism, the measure of volatility or instability in the industry environ-
ment, is calculated by taking the standard error of the regression slope coeffi-
cient from the same regression used for calculating munificence. This is then 
divided by the mean value of the five years of sales to compute the industry 
dynamism for 1995 (Boyd 1990). 

Complexity, the measure of heterogeneity or concentration of resources in 
the industry environment (Aldrich 1979), is measured by creating a concentra-
tion ratio following the Herfindahl-Hirschman index of industry complexity 
(Herfindahl 1950, Hirschman 1945). The top 4, 8, 20, or 50 firms in an industry 
are suggested for use in this index. All four indices levels are highly correlated 
(Schmalensee 1977), and have a Cronbach's alpha of 0.998 for the data in this 
study. We use the concentration index of the top 20 firms in each of the indus-
tries. 

As with industry structure, national-context control measures are included to 
tap into different aspects of the national environment that can influence firm 
innovation (Kuemmerle 1999). Our measures include Gross Domestic Product 
(i.e., munificence or resource availability), GDP Growth (i.e., dynamism), and 
Urban Population Percentage (i.e., complexity or concentration). Gross Domestic 
Product (GDP) is stated in US $ terms (in Billions). GDP Growth is the growth 
and stability of the economy over the period from 1990-1995. Urban Population 
Percentage is included as proxy for sophistication and homogenization of consu-
mers, as well as the ease of product diffusion through the distribution and con-
centration of the population. A relatively high urban population could improve 
costibenefit analysis for innovation investments and desire for its outputs. The 
controls for industry and country effects improve the robustness of the findings 
and have not been previously utilized in this research stream. See Table 2 for 
descriptive statistics and correlations among the study variables. 

Analysis 

We employ hierarchical regression and an interaction methodology3 to test the 
hypotheses in this study (AikenlWest 1991, BaronJKenny 1986, J ameslBrett 
1984). Once the significance of an interaction is determined, it can be interpreted 
by plotting the moderation effect (AikenlWest 1991). The plotting procedure4 

follows Cohen and Cohen (1983), and the plots are presented in Figures 2-5. 
The variables involved in the interaction (i.e., the independent variable and 

moderator variable) are centered prior to creating the interaction term (Aiken! 
West 1991). The centered variables and interaction term are then entered into 
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Global Versus Multidomestic: Culture's Consequences on Innovation 

Figure 2. Industry Type Interaction Model 

• .. 
Low Power Distance High Power Distance 

I-+- Global Industries ....... Multidomestic Industries I 

Figure 3. Industry Setting X Uncertainty Avoidance Interaction 

• .. 
Low Uncertainty Avoidance High Uncertainty Avoidance 

I-+- Global Industries ....... Multidomestic Industries I 

Figure 4. Industry Setting X Individualism Interaction 

• .. 
Low Individualism High Individualism 

I-+- Global Industries ....... Multidomestic Industries I 
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Figure 5. Industry Setting X Confucian Dynamism Interaction 

Low Confucian DynanIsm High Confucian Dynamism 

I-+- Global Industries ...... Multidomestic Industries I 

the regression. By centering the variables, any multicollinearity that exists be-
tween the variables in the interaction and the interaction term itself is reduced 
and robustness is improved without degrading the quality of the data. 

Results 

The results of the analyses generally support the hypotheses that industry setting 
moderates the relationship between national culture and firm innovation. The 
base model includes the control variables for industry effects and country effects, 
as well as the five culture variables and industry type moderator. The base model 
is highly significant (R2 = 0.332; P < 0.001). 

It is not clear appriori which industry type would be more R&D intensive. 
While the initial level of R&D intensity within each industry type may be of 
interest, it could be an artifact of the industries identified as global versus multi-
domestic. The interaction between industry type and cultural dimensions along 
with their relationship to innovation offer important insights. 

Hypothesis 1 predicts that high power distance will be more negatively re-
lated to firm innovation in multidomestic industries than in global industries. 
The interaction term is significant and the relationship is as hypothesized, sup-
porting Hypothesis 1. The R2 for the power distance model is 0.339 (p < 0.00l). 
The change in R2 from the base model is 0.007 (p < 0.05). Table 3 offers a 
summary of the regression results for the hypotheses tests. 

Hypothesis 2 states that high uncertainty avoidance will be more negatively 
related to firm innovation in multi domestic industries than in global industries. 
The interaction term is marginally significant and the relationship is as hypothe-
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sized, providing limited support for Hypothesis 2. The R2 for the uncertainty 
avoidance model is 0.336 (p < 0.001). The change in R2 from the base model is 
0.004 (p < 0.10). 

Hypothesis 3 posits that individualism will be more positively related to firm 
innovation in multidomestic industries than in global industries. The interaction 
term is significant and the relationship is as hypothesized, providing support for 
Hypothesis 3. The R2 for the individualism model is 0.345 (p < 0.001). The 
change in R2 from the base model is 0.013 (p < 0.01). 

Hypothesis 4 proposes that masculinity will be more negatively related to 
firm innovation in multidomestic industries than in global industries. The inter-
action term is not significant, which fails to support Hypothesis 4. The R2 for 
the masculinity model is 0.332 (p < 0.001). There was no change in R2 from the 
base model. 

Hypothesis 5 predicts that high Confucian dynamism will be more positively 
related to firm innovation in global industries than in multidomestic industries. 
The interaction term is significant and the relationship is as hypothesized, which 
supports Hypothesis 5. The R2 for the power distance model is 0.342 (p < 
0.001). The change in R2 from the base model is 0.010 (p < 0.01). 

Discussion and Implications 

This study set out to empirically test the influence of national culture on firm 
innovation across industry type. We extend the conceptual work of Jones and 
Davis (2000) and Nakata and Sivakumar (1996) by considering this influence 
within the context of the industry type, i.e., global versus multidomestic. Gener-
ally, the relationship between national culture and innovation is more pro-
nounced for firms competing in multi domestic industries, where the needs of 
local markets have the greatest strategic imperative. Confucian dynamism has a 
different influence profile. It is more associated with a global and long-term ori-
entation. While our hypotheses were supported for four national culture dimen-
sions, the result concerning masculinity is intriguing and deserves further 
exploration. 

Power distance is more negatively associated with firm innovation in multi-
domestic industries than in global industries. This suggests not only that power 
distance has a greater influence on firm innovation in multidomestic industries, 
but also that cultures more tolerant of inequality in the distribution of power 
may be less innovative. In low power distance cultures, less rigid hierarchies and 
a tendency to break down power barriers encourage and reward innovation. Si-
milarly, innovation is greatest in multidomestic industries for cultures low in un-
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certainty avoidance. When uncertainty is present and mechanisms to buffer or 
limit competition are not employed, firms tend to be more innovative and use 
uncertainty to their advantage. Firms competing in global industries transcend 
national boundaries, seek balance, and can better hedge uncertainty and risk, as 
a result of organizational and competitive dynamics. This suggests that firms in 
global industries have a different innovation dynamic and national-level factors 
have a less pronounced effect on strategic behavior and outcomes. 

Individualism, moderated by industry context, is also a key predictor of firm 
innovation. Highly individualistic cultures foster risk-taking and reward entrepre-
neurial behavior. While our findings are consistent with Shane (1992, 1993), we 
further contribute by offering evidence that this relationship is much more pro-
nounced in multidomestic industries than global industries. In industries where 
competition is on a country-by-country basis, innovation and strategic behavior 
must be focused on the needs of the local market. Although the national culture 
of the home country for firms competing in global industries may influence in-
novation, in multidomestic industries national culture will influence not only 
firm behavior, but also competition, regulation, and consumer behavior in those 
markets. 

The masculinity hypothesis is not supported, since no interaction effect is 
found. Interestingly, masculinity is the only cultural dimension that has a signifi-
cant direct effect in any of the models after the control variables are included. 
Masculinity has a negative direct effect on firm innovation, consistent with the 
findings of Nakata and Sivakumar (1996). In contrast, there is a significant in-
dustry-type interaction for Confucian dynamism. There is a positive relationship 
between Confucian dynamism and firm innovation, consistent with Herbig and 
Miller (1992), Nakata and Sivakumar (1996), and Jones and Davis (2000). Un-
like the others, this relationship is more pronounced in global industries than in 
multidomestic industries. Whereas global industries transcend national bound-
aries and innovation is more long-term oriented, domestic factors such as regula-
tion, consumer demands, and especially investor expectations may drive firms in 
multidomestic industries to focus relatively more on short-term activities and re-
turns.5 

Firms in multidomestic industries have more of an imperative to customize 
and innovate for each market, which is likely to require greater investment but 
achieve fewer economies of scale. We do not test investment effectiveness, only 
measure innovation by R&D intensity. Future research is needed to determine 
whether the increased spending in multi domestic industries may be more or less 
efficient than in global industries. 

We did not intend that this study would cast doubts on Hofstede's national 
cultural framework. On the contrary, we hypothesize and find significant moder-
ating effects of Hofstede's cultural dimensions on innovation. However, the mod-
eration models reveal that four of the five dimensions of culture have no direct 
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effects, contrary to the consensus of past research in this area. One explanation 
is that we have included control variables for industry and national environment 
that have not been included in previous studies. This suggests that there are con-
cerns about how far the prevailing national culture approach, based on Hofste-
de's research, for comparative business studies contributes to our understanding 
of and ability to explain national differences in innovation activities.6 Other ap-
proaches, e.g., national-institutionalist7 (HalllSoskice 2001), Culture Distance 
(Shenkar 2001), or the Schwartz values framework (1992, 1994, 1996),8 might 
account for what has previously been attributed to a pure national culturalist 
approach - although this is speculative from our results. We also acknowledge 
that some of our national-level control variables are crude. 

This study's limitations are consistent with international research involving 
numerous countries and industries. First, the availability and comparability of 
data for countries, companies, and industries is a concern through potential 
shortcoming in worldwide data availability, comparability, reliability, and robust-
ness. We significantly reduced these limitations in the data collection stage by 
using a high quality database. Second, data is available for only publicly traded 
companies. While these companies typically represent the major firms in a given 
country or industry, private or national companies are not represented. Third, 
company-level data is more heavily represented in certain countries and indus-
tries. These concerns are common for research using archival databases and 
country as well as industry effects were controlled for in the analyses. As such, 
the findings in this study may not be generalizable to all firms, industries, and 
countries. Future research could replicate this study in alternative countries and 
non-manufacturing industries. Additionally, we do not develop the host environ-
ment issues. Assessing the host environments for firms doing business in multi-
ple environments would be difficult to measure and analyze; however, this would 
be an excellent follow-up study. 

Fourth, there are challenges with developing a meaningful measure of inno-
vative output (pakes 1985). Several researchers have used patents, but not all 
R&D activity leads to patents and not all innovations are patented. Additionally, 
patent grants and use are not consistent across countries (Kotabe 1992). One 
reason is that the appropriability regime may make it more prudent to use com-
pany secrets than reveal the innovations in patent disclosures. Comparative rates 
of new product introductions are also used, but comparing relative innovative-
ness is difficult. 

We recognize that R&D intensity is not a perfect measure of innovation; one 
reason is that it is likely to be lower in large firms. To the extent that a firm 
skillfully leverages it resources by successfully marketing new products and ser-
vices, low R&D intensity ratios may be a positive indicator of innovation within 
reasonable limits of sales and time (BaysingerlHoskisson 1989). In addition, 
firms involved in products and services that require low levels of R&D invest-
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ment to maintain competitiveness should not be perceived as having low innova-
tion levels. This is generally an industry rather than a firm-level issue. Thus, it 
should not be a major concern, since industry-level controls have been included. 
Among firms drawn from the database, these differences should be non-system-
atically distributed or can be adjusted by controlling for intervening influences 
in the regression equations. Despite careful model-building, caution must be used 
in interpreting the results of R&D intensity. It is meant to reflect only what it 
measures - the intensity of investment in the inputs supporting the innovation 
process. 

Finally, this study has focused on the initiation stage of new product devel-
opment (NakataiSivakumar 1996). We test this assumptive hypothesis by com-
paring the direct relationships between culture and innovation (Table 3) with 
the Nakata and Sivakumar (1996) propositions for the initiation stage and dis-
cover general congruence (except uncertainty avoidance). A research extension 
would be to consider whether industry type moderates the effect of national 
culture on innovation in the implementation stage. Nakata and Sivakumar 
(1996) suggest that the direct effect of national culture on innovation may be 
different during the implementation stage than the initiation stage. Additionally, 
exploring different levels of innovation (e.g., dynamically discontinuous, dis-
continuous, and incremental) may yield valuable insights into this innovation 
research stream. 

Endnotes 

1 We would like to thank James Olver, two anonymous reviewers, as well as this special issue's 
editors, David Brock and Julian Birkinshaw, for their valuable comments. 

2 Firms in multidomestic industries have more adapted innovation versus firms in global industries 
with more standardized innovation. Adapted innovation requires a greater number of solutions 
and is likely to be more costly. While firms in both multidomestic and global industries inno-
vate, we are exploring relative differences within a national culture context. 

3 According to Aiken and West (1991), two steps are required to perform the moderation test. 
First, the dependent variable (DV) is regressed onto the independent variable (IV) and moderator 
variable. Second, the DV is regressed onto the interaction term (the product of the IV and mod-
erator variable), along with the IV and moderator variables. If moderation exists, the interaction 
term will be significant. There should also be a significant change in R2 from the first model to 
the second. 

4 Once the significance of the interaction is determined, it must be interpreted by plotting the 
moderation effect (AikenlWest 1991). The interaction variables are calculated at both high and 
low levels. Using Cohen and Cohen (1983), high is considered one standard deviation above the 
mean and low is considered one standard deviation below the mean. The interaction is plotted 
by calculating the DV (innovation) in the regression equation by including the Hofstede IVs in 
the model at their mean value and the interaction variables at first a high level and then a low 
level. For example, one variable is used for the interactions in this study: global - multidomestic. 
From this, four points can be calculated and plotted to create two lines: one line between high 
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IV and Low IV for global and one line between high IV and Low IV for multidomestic. The 
moderation effect can then be viewed and interpreted. For both global and multidomestic indus-
tries, the moderated relationship between the culture IVs and the innovation DV is shown. 

5 While Ghoshal and Nohria (1993), Yip (2003), and Porter (\986) frameworks develop the ideas 
that global and multidomestic are environmental uncontrollables, alternative views suggest that 
they can also be corporate strategic choices, philosophies, and approaches (BartlettiGhoshal 
1989 and PrahaladIDoz 1987). 

6 We thank an anonymous reviewer for helpful suggestions in this section. 
7 Hall and Soskice's (2001) "Varieties of Capitalism" provides a broad institutionalist perspective 

for the study of comparative business. The national-institutionalist approach moves beyond tradi-
tional cultural and economic comparative advantage explanations of firm behavior and perform-
ance. Instead, the concept of comparative institutional advantage is introduced. With this 
concept, advantage is not absolute and determined solely by the availability and growth in capi-
tal or labor. Static ideas of culture or values are replaced with a more evolutionary perspective 
of national business systems. Values and national institutions are interrelated and result in dy-
namic patterns of firm innovation, capabilities that are essential for long-term success and survi-
val. National economies consist of networks of inter-corporate linkages that foster the innovation 
process. This perspective goes beyond what the culture values approach generally ignores and 
may be better able to explain differences in national patterns of product and process innovation. 

8 Schwartz (1992, 1994, 1996) provides a universal theory of the content and structure of personal 
values through the tension between personal drives and cultural requirements. Management, mar-
keting, and consumer behavior studies are often concerned with individual behaviors or aggre-
gated individual behaviors rather than with characterizing cultures or societies as wholes. These 
areas benefit from an understanding of national character along dimensions that relate directly to 
individuals and groups (GregorylMunch 1996). 
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Abstract 

• This paper develops and tests a path analytic model of resource value-strategy-
structure-performance relationships for multinational enterprises (MNEs) in 
which resource and strategic variables are interdependent. 

• The model is tested using mUlti-year data from a sample of large Japanese 
industrial MNEs in order to examine the effects of keiretsu membership on 
hypothesized relationships. 

Key Results 

• Results suggest that resource value, strategy, and structure have significant in-
terdependencies and simultaneously impact performance. 

• Keiretsu membership has significant moderating effects under some circum-
stances. 
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Introduction 

The literature of the multinational enterprise (MNE) treats geographic expansion 
of the market scope and operational reach of a firm across national boundaries 
as strategies that should improve performance by opening new markets in which 
the firm can employ its idiosyncratic resources and capabilities. Models of the 
MNE assert that such firms must have certain firm-specific (Rugman 1979) or 
ownership-tied (Dunning 1981) assets that provide superior competitive advan-
tage in international markets, otherwise they could not overcome the natural dis-
advantages of operating in foreign markets. The theory of the MNE has taken an 
ever more explicitly Resource-Based View (RBV) approach (TallmanlLi 1996, 
HittlHoskissonlKim 1997) in which access to increased customer bases, econo-
mies of scope, market power, risk reduction, and internal financial markets lead 
consistently to improved performance by increasing opportunities to exploit stra-
tegic resources. At the same time, investigations of foreign direct investment 
from an internalization or transaction cost economics perspective have addressed 
the impact of non-marketable assets on alternative governance structures for in-
ternational transactions (Buckley/Casson 1976, Rugman 1979, Teece 1986, Cas-
son 1987). Most empirical studies provide partial support for the RBV-based 
conceptual arguments studies (Grant 1987, Grant/JamminelThomas 1988, Gerin-
gerlBeamishldaCosta 1989, TallmanlLi 1996, HittlHoskissoniKim 1997, Delios/ 
Beamish 1999a), but seldom confirm the RBV perspective completely (Geringer/ 
TallmaniOlsen 2000). Yet other work suggests that international expansion per 
se offers no advantage, but rather reflects the superior resources that also under-
lie superior performance (Dess/GuptalHennart/Hill 1995, MorcklYeung 1991). 

Part of the problem of mixed outcomes for studies of MNEs is that empirical 
studies continue to address only portions of the full resource-strategy-structure-
performance relationship at the core of the RBY. From a configurational per-
spective (Miller 1986), studies that only examine the influence of firm character-
istics on diversification or that only examine the effect of diversification on 
performance are incomplete - these relationships are interdependent and simul-
taneous. This study examines the simultaneous effects of superior firm specific 
resources (FSRs) on multi nationality and the effects of both on performance. 
Taking an explicit RBV approach considers the effect of superior resources on 
international diversification strategies and governance structures, explicitly differ-
entiates international diversification strategy and governance structure while ex-
amining their relationship, and examines the impact of all these inputs on 
performance. We believe that measures of multinationality, expressed as geogra-
phical scope and governance structure, are different but interdependent con-
structs that must be separated. Geringer et al. (1989), Hitt et al. (1997), Tallman 
and Li (1996), Delios and Beamish (1999a), and others use various measures of 
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international sales, number of foreign investments, and size of foreign subsidi-
aries. This confuses results, in part by failing to discriminate between considera-
tions for the relative focus on international markets (sales measures) and 
considerations for the relative use of hierarchical governance structures in for-
eign markets (investment site counts, size of overseas operations). We measure 
both the strategic scope of international sales and the relative use of hierarchical 
versus market governance. Finally, our configurational approach suggests that 
only the proper combination of FSRs, geographical diversification strategies, in-
ternational governance structure, and contextual conditions (rather than unique 
resources alone) can lead firms to superior performance - again, these are not 
independent relationships. We use path analytic estimation techniques (Stimpert! 
Duhaime 1997) in order to test empirically the simultaneous relationships pre-
dicted by our model. 

Further, models of international diversification strategies have generally ig-
nored or inferred exogenous factors that might moderate the effect of resources 
and strategy on performance, although Delios and Beamish (l999a) and Geringer 
et al. (2000) suggest that the Japanese situation has produced somewhat different 
outcomes than have Anglo-American samples studied previously. This paper uses 
measures of a unique national institution in Japanese industry, the keiretsu, as a 
moderating variable on the simultaneous relationships described in the basic 
model. We expect that different organizational contexts will result in different 
values for the strategy-structure-performance relationships of the individual firms 
that we are studying. The idea that exogenous conditions do not just impact the 
performance outcomes of strategic inputs but also will change the strategies of 
individual firms is not surprising in itself, but has not been measured directly in 
prior studies of international strategy. 

A Model of Resources, International Scope, 
and Firm Performance 

This paper develops and tests a model in which FSR value, international diversi-
fication strategy, and internalization of international operations are interdepen-
dent and also explain performance differences among firms in a group of the 
largest Japanese industrial MNEs over the period from 1985 until 1998. The 
model presented in this section seeks to demonstrate the interdependencies 
among our explanatory variables through the use of endogenous explanatory 
variables. The simultaneous estimation of multiple structural equations in a path-
analytic framework permits us to estimate the effects of various inputs on perform-
ance and also to understand the interdependencies of those causal variables 
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Figure 1. The Predicted Structural Model 

(StimpertJDuhaime 1997, DelioslBeamish 1999a). The impact of contextual dif-
ferences is examined further by comparing results for the same system of equa-
tions estimated under alternative conditions. The general model is illustrated in 
Figure 1 and the hypothesized relationships are described in the next sections. 
We begin by presenting a set of theory-driven hypotheses, then introduce our 
moderating variable and predict its effects on the original hypotheses. 

Hypotheses 

Resources and Performance 

In his Eclectic Model of the MNE, Dunning (1981) developed the Ownership 
Factor construct to describe the unique internal capabilities of MNEs. As dis-
cussed by Hitt et al. (1997), though, international economics-based models of 
the MNE focus on the economic consequences of FSR possession, not on their 
strategic implications. Hitt et al. follow Fladmoe-Lindquist and Tallman (1994) 
in using the RBV to provide conceptual guidance in characterizing these sources 
of strategic advantage. The resource-based view of the firm proposes that above-
normal performance is based on possession of valuable FSRs, not merely on in-
dustry conditions. In its most basic form, the RBV suggests a direct association 
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of the value of unique, non-contestable resources and capabilities with sustain-
able competitive advantage and therefore with superior performance (Barney 
1991, Rumelt 1991). In this vein, Morck and Yeung (1991) suggest that only 
superior resources provide value to MNEs, with internationalization having at 
best an indeterminate effect on performance. 

Hypothesis 1. The greater the value of an MNE's firm-specific resources, the 
better its performance. 

Resources and MUltinational Strategy 

This simple but all-encompassing view of FSRs has led to charges that the RBV 
is a simple tautology: "Possession of rent-yielding resources generates superior 
performance, so superior performance is evidence of the possession of such re-
sources." From a configuration perspective, though, if a firm does not have the 
strategic management competencies to create a bundle of firm-specific and com-
plementary resources and then to use this capability in the marketplace to exploit 
its strategic resources, it should not be able to gain advantage from its FSRs. In 
other words, strategy counts. 

For the MNE, access to larger international markets provides increased op-
portunities to gain rents from its FSRs, and should provide benefits. Empirically, 
Delios and Beamish (1999a) show, contrary to Morck and Yeung (1991), that the 
performance effects of FSRs and multinationality are simultaneous, and that in-
ternational diversification has positive performance effects even when resource 
inputs are taken into account. International business theory suggests that there 
are natural disadvantages to the MNE of being foreign. A logical consequence 
of this condition, according to international business theory, is that only firms 
with strong FSRs will be successful in international markets (Caves 1971, Kogut 
1991). This should be the case whether firms use exports, licensing, or direct 
investment to access these markets - firms with strong FSRs should sell more in 
international markets. Ito and Pucik (1993) show that higher investment in R&D 
results in greater exports for Japanese firms, while Delios and Beamish (1999a) 
show that greater R&D investment is tied to more, and more widespread, foreign 
investment. While previous studies have mixed firm and industry-level technol-
ogy intensity, we believe that the effect is best depicted as a firm-level phenom-
enon. 

Hypothesis 2. The greater the value of its FSRs, the greater the International 
Market Scope of an MNE. 

International business theory suggests that the use of internally governed in-
ternational operations should be positively related to possession of "know-how" 
(Rugman 1979) or invisible (Itami 1987) resources (our FSRs), since the firm 
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wishes to protect and fully exploit these critical strategic assets (Hennart 1982, 
Grant 1987, DelioslBeamish 1999a). Internalization models based on transaction 
cost economics and RBV models of the MNE establish that multinational opera-
tions in the presence of valuable, rent-yielding, tacit, organizational FSRs that 
cannot be transmitted readily through markets will encourage the use of internal 
means rather than market means of control (Teece 1986, Tallman 1992). First, 
these characteristics are subject to opportunism if exposed; second, they are dif-
ficult or impossible to adequately represent in marketable form; and third, their 
application with suitable complementary resources must be managed close to the 
market in order to fully develop their rent-yielding potential. Studies in interna-
tional business suggest that firms in industries characterized by high knowledge 
investment are more likely to use foreign direct investment in international mar-
kets as compared to market means to control international sales (Caves 1971, 
Buckley/Casson 1976, Rugman 1979). Using counts of foreign investments, De-
lios and Beamish (1999a) show this to be true for individual firms. We apply this 
same logic by comparing sales by foreign operating units to export sales (For-
eign Operating Ratio) for individual MNEs. 

Hypothesis 3. The greater the value of its FSRs, the greater the Foreign Operat-
ing Ratio of an MNE. 

Strategy and Structure 

Our configuration approach suggests that the scope of international market diver-
sification and the degree of internalization of overseas sales are related to each 
another (Miller 1986). Strategic management models suggest that the potential 
quasi-rents to ownership of the resources are best extracted by a strategy that 
identifies, protects, and exploits strategic resources, combined with an efficient 
organizational structure (Rumelt 1984). As in Chandler's (1962) strategy-struc-
ture-performance model of business strategy, the firm's international market 
scope strategy also affects the choice of governance structure, or overall level of 
internalization. We expect that the greater the MNE's geographical spread, the 
more likely that it will produce internationally (to tap local complementary re-
sources and avoid economic and political barriers to trade) and also that it will 
keep overseas operations under its control (to bring its tacit managerial capabil-
ities to bear and to avoid opportunistic transaction partners). Use of exports is 
subject to exchange risks, transport costs, trade barriers, and the vagaries of in-
creasing numbers of distributors as MNEs grow. Establishment of international 
operations to produce for international sales acts to reduce possible negative 
transactional effects that could reduce performance as international market scope 
increases, as well as providing a direct means to move tacit strategic resources 
into international markets. While this direct relationship has not been applied in 
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previous studies of internationalization and performance, it is in close keeping 
with studies of internationalization, showing that increasing international pre-
sence is related to increasing internalization of foreign operations (Johanson! 
Vahlne 1977). 

Hypothesis 4. The greater a MNE's International Market Scope, the higher will 
be its Foreign Operating Ratio. 

Strategy and Performance 

The above hypotheses predict that possession of unique and valuable strategic 
resources will encourage diversification into international markets and lead to 
greater use of internalized operations as firms attempt to leverage their proven 
rent-yielding FSRs, and that greater international market scope will be asso-
ciated with more internal foreign production. The RBV further suggests that 
strategies that properly apply the firm's FSRs will generate competitive advan-
tage (Dierickx/Cool 1989, Miller 1986). While simple possession of unique 
FSRs may improve performance somewhat, to a large extent the benefits of 
superior resources will be seen only through successful strategic choices in 
application of these resources (Miller 1986, Rumelt 1974, Chandler 1962). 
Strategic decisions about the international scope of a firm's sales should di-
rectly affect performance in a resource-based model of the MNE by leveraging 
FSRs in the international marketplace, independent of the value of those FSRs 
(Fladmoe-Lindquistffallman 1994, Hitt et al. 1997, DelioslBearnish 1999a). 
Delios and Beamish (1999a) show that a greater number of international sub-
sidiaries in more countries leads to superior economic performance even when 
resource value is estimated simultaneously. Therefore, so long as the ownership 
factors can be applied profitably, greater international market scope should 
generate higher performance levels (Grant 1987, KimlHwanglBurgers 1993), 
even when accounting for separate FSR effects. Some studies suggest a curvi-
linear effect of international strategy on performance, with the bureaucratic 
costs of excessive diversification eventually leading to lower accounting perform-
ance, other studies do not produce such results and suggest that learning ef-
fects permit MNEs to overcome short-term difficulties in new markets 
(TallmanlLi 1996). Lu and Beamish (2001) suggest an S-curve, with early in-
experience overcome as internationalism increases, but with eventually high 
costs to excessive international spread. Most predictions of declining perfor-
mance at high levels of international diversity focus not on international sales, 
but on numbers of foreign subsidiaries, which increase the bureaucratic costs 
of internalized transactions as they increase. We expect that our IMS measure, 
including both market and hierarchically controlled international sales, will be 
less subject to bureaucratic cost effects than measures addressing only the size 
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or number of overseas subsidiaries, further supporting a linear formulation. In 
addition, the use of the FOR variable to specifically address the relative use of 
hierarchy and market transactions provides a direct measure of the effects of 
governance efficiencies typically assigned to variables representing market 
scope. 

Hypothesis 5. The greater a MNE's International Market Scope, the better its 
performance. 

The transactional literature of the MNE (Buckley 1988, Dunning 1993) sug-
gests that where international operations are located and how they are controlled 
are as important to MNE performance as the decision whether to pursue such 
activities. Exports (market governance) are efficient for cross-border movement 
of simple products, but complex technology-based products are more efficiently 
handled by internal means of control, intra-firm transfer, and local production 
(Dunning 1993, Teece 1986). Firm-level resource-based models predict that the 
exploitation of FSRs for rents is better accomplished through the greater degree 
of control associated with direct investment in subsidiaries (Fladmoe-Lindquistl 
Tallman 1994). Use of international operations permits superior combination of 
FSRs and local complementary resources, thus increasing competitive advantage 
and minimizing the risks of using markets to transmit high rent-yielding tacit 
resources and capabilities. We conclude from the RBV literature that the perform-
ance effects of superior FSRs will be enhanced by a reduced use of market 
governance of sales from the home country (exports) and an increased use of 
internally controlled international operations to produce for international markets 
(foreign direct investment). On the other hand, the transaction cost literature sug-
gests a natural limit to the internalization of transactions after which the bureau-
cratic costs of a larger organization exceed the benefits of reducing market risks 
(Williamson 1975). This theoretical argument supports the empirical finding that 
very large numbers of foreign subsidiaries or operating locations will lead to 
declining performance (HittIHoskissonlKim 1997). This suggests that the direc-
tion of effect of increased FOR depends on the range of multinationality in the 
sample. It is also the case that over time MNEs should develop capabilities for 
managing their subsidiaries more efficiently, so that over time higher ranges of 
FOR would not reduce performance. A realistic perspective is that over time 
MNEs will either develop efficient governance and raise their performance levels 
or they will shift to alternative governance structures (or lower IMS) in order to 
become competitive again. Given our multi-year sample, we make a positive pre-
diction for the effect of increased FOR on performance, while mindful that the 
alternative arguments have considerable validity. 

Hypothesis 6. The greater its Foreign Operating Ratio, the better the perform-
ance of an MNE. 
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The Effects of Context as a Moderating Variable 

The final concern in our model is exploration of the impact of environmental or 
contextual factors on the relationships within the resource-strategy-structure con-
figuration and between it and firm performance (Miller 1986, GeringerffallmanJ 
Olsen 2000). Strategy theory requires that the firm's operations and outputs be 
suited to its environment in order to maximize performance, suggesting that the 
success of a strategy will be contingent on contextual factors (DierickxJCool 
1989, Wernerfelt 1984). The performance effects of a particular strategy and 
structure in individual foreign markets will be influenced by home and host 
country characteristics and the global strategy (Tallman 1992). Individual host 
market effects are not observable in this study. We do test whether home coun-
try-tied factors in the organizational environment will influence the relationships 
among the parts of our basic model and their impact on performance at the in-
dividual firm level. 

Home country conditions will influence strategic choices, independent of re-
source value. Legal, regulatory, and customary restrictions on organizational 
choices should impact the form of resource-strategy-structure (Kogut 1991). 
Thus, strategy may vary with identifiable locational factors, whatever the abso-
lute logic of resource endowments would suggest. It is possible that the unique 
aspects of the Japanese business environment might lead to different strategies, 
objectives, and outcomes than those found for a similar group of firms in the 
Euro-American context. A notable aspect of large Japanese industrial MNEs is 
that many of them are members of keiretsu, families of firms with interlocking 
ownership and unique inter-firm relationships. In choosing a sample of Japanese 
MNEs, we should anticipate that membership in a keiretsu group will affect the 
set of strategic relationships that we are modeling. Internal sales, the existence 
of group trading companies, and possible negative competitive effects are dis-
cussed by Hundley and Jacobson (1998) as being related to lower export sales 
on the part of members of horizontal or financial keiretsu (kigyoshudan) - hori-
zontal corporate groups (JohnstonlMcAlevey 1998).2 Their analysis suggests that 
horizontal keiretsu membership does not affect the use of foreign direct invest-
ment, but Delios and Beamish (1999b) show a negative effect of sogo shosha 
partnerships on ownership levels in individual transactions. As sogo shosha are 
affiliated with many keiretsu, this suggests that keiretsu affiliation may reduce 
the Foreign Operating Ratio. We suggest that keiretsu membership will limit the 
scope of international market access, whether by export or by direct investment, 
for a given strategic resource value, as market power in the domestic market 
reduces the need to look abroad. Thus, keiretsu membership might be expected 
to have a negative effect on the relationship between FSR value and both inter-
national market scope and foreign operating ratio. Keiretsu groups are typically 
highly diversified, suggesting a decreased direct impact of FSR value on perform-
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ance (TallmanlLi 1996). On the other hand, we could expect that the availability 
of group related complementary assets such as sogo shosha and intimate ties to 
large international banks will enhance the effects of increased international sales 
and operations on performance. Simultaneous effects on multiple relationships 
among endogenous variables are not easily analyzed, but we make the following 
predictions: 

Hypothesis 7: Membership in a horizontal keiretsu should: 
a. Reduce the effect of FSR value on performance 
b. Result in a negative relationship between FSR Value and Inter-

national Market Scope 
c. Result in a negative relationship between FSR Value and For-

eign Operating Ratio 
d. Have no impact on the IMS - FOR relationship 
e. Positively affect the impact of the international measures on 

performance. 

The Variables 

Table 1. The Variables 

Variable 

Independent Variable 
Xl: R&D Ratio (RDR) 

Mediating Variables 
YI: International Market Scope (IMS) 
Y2: Foreign Opem!ing Ratio (FOR) 

Dependent Variable 
Y 4: Accounting Performance 

Performance 

Measurement 

R&D Expenditures/Sales (Centered by industry group), 

(Foreign Sales + Export Sales)/Total Sales 
Foreign Sales/Export Sales 

(ROS) Return on Sales (Z Scores by Industry Group) 
(ROA) Return on Assets (Z scores by Industry Group) 

We estimate our model using two different measures of accounting performance 
as outcome variables. These are after-tax Return on Sales (ROS) and Return on 
Total Assets (ROA), both adjusted for industry group means. These measures 
have been used in previous studies of diversification, permitting us direct com-
parisons to previous work (Grant 1987, Geringer et al. 1989, 2000, TallmanlLi 
1996). Although accounting-based measures of a firm's profitability have re-
ceived criticism from some authors (e.g., Aaker/Jacobson 1987), their use has 
been justified extensively in the diversification literature. Return on Sales and 
Return on Assets reflect somewhat different time horizons for performance meas-
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Table 2. Industry Groups 

Group # Group Name N Firms 

Consumer Products 12 

2 Transport 21 

3 High Tech and Electronics 26 

4 Metals and Industrial Materials 16 

5 Chemicals and Related 16 

6 Primary Industries 7 

7 Textiles 9 

Constituent Industries 

Apparel 
Beverages 
Food 
Publishing and Printing 
Soaps and Cosmetics 
Toys 

Industrial and Farm Equipment 
Motor Vehicles and Parts 
Transport Equipment 

Computers and Office Equip-
ment 
Electronics 
Scientific Equipment 

Building Materials 
Metal Products 
Metals 

Chemicals 
Pharmaceuticals 
Rubber and Plastics 

Forest Products 
Mining and Crude Oil 
Petroleum Refining 

Textiles 

urement, and both are used extensively (Grant 1987), so we use both measures 
in our analysis. Industry effects are widely considered to influence accounting 
performance and must be controlled in tests of individual firm performance. We 
do so by limiting the sample to MNEs that were principally in manufacturing 
(US SIC codes 20 to 39) and further by using firm Z-scores calculated by indus-
try group in place of raw data for each observation (see Table 2). 

International Market Scope 

Measures of multinational diversity strategies should reflect the relative impor-
tance of foreign and domestic activities to the firm (Grant 1987). Based on prior 
studies and theory on the role of markets versus hierarchies, our preferred meas-
ure of geographic diversification strategy combines one used in several prior 
studies (i.e., foreign subsidiary sales), with a measure particularly suited to the 
Japanese context (i.e., export sales). Consistent with prior studies, these two 
measures of international activity are added and the sum divided by total sales 
(Grant et al. 1988, Geringer et al. 1989, Stopford 1983). Similar measures were 
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highly correlated with measures of scope in Hitt et al. (1997) and Tallman and 
Li (1996). We expect that such strategy variables will require time to affect per-
formance, so this variable and the following measure of transaction structure are 
both lagged one year behind performance. We use ((Sales by Foreign Operations 
+ Export Sales)ffotal Sales)t_[ to operationalize this variable. 

Foreign Operating Ratio 

We used the ratio of sales by foreign operations to export sales to represent the 
degree to which international value-adding activities were located abroad in in-
ternally controlled operations. This ratio indicates structural multinationalism, or 
the overall degree of internalization of international operations, representing the 
relative use of internal versus market governance of operations generating inter-
national sales, per the internalization school of the MNE (Buckley 1988). Again, 
we use a one-year lag to assess the performance effects of this variable (Sales 
by Foreign OperationslExport Sales )t-[. 

Firm-Specific Resource Value 

In resource-based models of the firm, the basis for superior performance is pos-
session of unique and valuable FSRs (Barney 1991). Core competency models 
(PrahaladlHamel 1990) suggest that the most successful corporations can apply 
core competencies across product lines and (presumably) geographical markets. 
In the sense that diversification decisions are typically corporate, examining the 
overall effect of rent-yielding FSRs on corporate strategy seems appropriate and 
conservative. Such resources are impossible to measure directly, so various indi-
cators of the extent and value of proprietary assets have been used in past stu-
dies. One variable that has been used often to represent the value of technical 
resources is research and development (R&D) expenditures divided by total sales 
(R&D Ratio) (Hitt et al. 1997, StimpertfDuhaime 1997, DelioslBeamish 1999a). 
Firms that make larger investments in research are presumed to have higher in-
novative resource value (rent earning capacity), and firms with superior innova-
tive capabilities are assumed to be more international (Hitt et al. 1997) and to 
show superior performance (DelioslBeamish 1999a). Thus R&D/Sales is often 
taken as a proxy for superior technical innovative skills. Conceptually, R&D ex-
penditures as a proxy for superior FSRs must be considered in relation to com-
petitive standards, and as these expenditures vary considerably across industries, 
this variable is adjusted for industry by replacing raw scores with industry-based 
Z-scores for each observation. Also, as we expect the impact of increased FSRs 
(as represented by R&D expenditures) on strategy to develop over time as strate-
gic decisions are made and implemented, the R&D Ratio is lagged one year 
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behind the strategy variables: (R&D/Sales)t_2. Our use of lagged effects is also 
intended to reduce confusion of the direction of the relationships between re-
sources, strategy, and performance. 

Moderating Variable 

We expect that membership in one of the six major financial or horizontal keiretsu 
groups, similar to the formulation in Hundley and Jacobson (1998), will moderate 
the effects described in the model (Keiretsu Membership) as described in Hypoth-
esis 7. The literature has focused on these groups, which have been generally stable 
for over 30 years and have strong institutional ties (Flath 1993, Yoshinari 1992, 
Lawrence 1991). Data on group membership come from Kigyo Keiretsu Soran, an 
annual publication of Toyo Keiai, Tokyo, and were confirmed through Dodwell's 
Industrial Groupings in Japan, published by Dodwell Consulting Group, and the 
Japan Company Handbook. Keiretsu membership in this study refers only to firms 
with the closest level of affiliation, those companies that are part of the "president's 
council" or equivalent. Hundley and Jacobson (1998) provide a good discussion of 
the effects and meaning of such affiliation. As we expect possible effects on all the 
modeled relationships among the variables, the model is calculated on split sam-
ples which are determined using LISREL multiple group analytic techniques. 

Sample and Results 

The sample 

Using criteria for MNEs consistent with those adopted by Stopford (1983), the 
108 largest Japanese industrial MNEs were identified for 1981. These MNEs 
were chosen, and ranked, according to their consolidated worldwide sales as iden-
tified from Nikkei's "NEEDS" database. The sample was checked against a simi-
lar listing drawn from the Kaigai Shinshutu Kigyo Soran, using identical criteria. 
The latter set included essentially the same companies, with some minor varia-
tions in rankings, as those obtained from the "NEEDS" database. The consistency 
of companies included in the separate lists exceeded 95 percent, confirming the 
reliability of the sample as representing the 108 largest Japanese industrial 
MNEs. The majority of our data were extracted from the Daiwa Securities Co., 
Ltd. Analyst's Guide, an annual produced by Daiwa Institute of Research, Ltd., 
Tokyo, Japan, and covered the years 1985-1998.3 Additional data were collected 
from the Japan Company Handbook, annual reports of the identified companies, 
the Worldscope database on NexislLexis, and Hoover's Global 500. 
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Estimation of the Path Analytic Model 

As our model proposes several simultaneous equations and treats the strategy 
variables as endogenous explanatory variables, it is appropriate to use structural 
equation modeling in estimating the model (Goldberger 1973, StimpertJDu-
haime 1997). The data on the 108 firms over 14 years were pooled and para-
meters estimated for the path analytic model in Figure 1 using LISREL 8 
(Joreskog/Sorbom 1993).4 Our use of lags in estimating the effect of technical 
FSRs on strategy and structure and the effect of strategy and structure on per-
formance allow us to make stronger statements about causal relationships than 
is the case in single period data. Earlier work suggested minor autocorrelation 
effects for a subset of our year-to-year observations of individual firms. How-
ever, we did not average observations for each firm in order to retain as much 
variance as possible in our lagged effects. As noted above, z-score values for 
R&D Ratio for one year were assumed to impact values of International Mar-
ket Scope and Foreign Operating Ratio for the subsequent year, and all of these 
variables were assumed to have a further year's delay in affecting accounting 
returns. The correlation table for the full sample is shown in Appendix 1. In 
Table 3, the first column in each section shows the coefficients for ROS and 
ROA for the full sample. We see that in each case, the effect of R&D Ratio 
on performance two years later is significant. This supports Hypothesis 1 and 
the assertions of the resource-based and transaction cost theories of competitive 
advantage that stronger capabilities predict superior performance. We see 
further that the coefficient of the path from R&D Ratio to International Market 
Scope is negative and significant, contrary to Hypothesis 2. This finding sug-
gests that more investment in research and development results in lower relative 
levels of international sales for Japanese MNEs. We see a similar significant 
negative effect of R&D Ratio on Foreign Operating Ratio, suggesting that firms 
with more R&D/Sales are more likely to enter foreign markets through exports 
than through foreign operations. These findings are contrary to the expectations 
of most theories of organizational economics. We also see that greater Interna-
tional Market Scope predicts a lower Foreign Operating Ratio, contrary to Hy-
pothesis 3 and suggesting that Japanese industrial firms with greater 
international sales use a higher, not lower, percentage of exports to support 
international sales. Finally, greater International Market Scope generates lower 
accounting performance on both measures, contrary to Hypothesis 5, and For-
eign Operating Ratio has no significant effect on either measure of perform-
ance, so that Hypothesis 6 is not supported. That so many findings are 
significantly contrary to hypotheses that we see as fairly standard and typically 
supported (StimpertJDuhaime 1997, DelioslBeamish 1999a) is unexpected. As a 
step toward understanding these results, we tum to our analysis of the data 
separated by keiretsu membership. 
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Our split sample analysis tests the effects of core membership in a horizontal 
or financial keiretsu on the model. This technique treats the grouping variable as 
a qualitative moderating variable for the entire model (JaccardlWan 1996). Iden-
tification of groups was accomplished by means of LISREL multiple groups ana-
lysis (Joreskog/Sorbom 1989).5 This technique allows for a test of the equality 
of covariance matrices across groups. Groups may be different regions, popula-
tions, recipients of different treatments, and so on. The only requirement for 
group identification is that they are mutually exclusive and clearly defined. For 
the present test, groups are defined by membership (N = 53) or non-membership 
(N = 55) in a keiretsu. Using the recommended Chi-Square test, we found sig-
nificantly different path coefficients for the ROS measure of performance (Chi-
square = 28.44, P = 0.000), but not for ROA. For ROS only, we see that FSR 
Value has a positive effect on performance in both samples, but that the coeffi-
cient for keiretsu members is considerably smaller than for non-members, sup-
porting Hypothesis 7a. Hypothesis 7b is not supported, indeed the results are the 
opposite of those expected, in that FSR Value is related to increased IMS for 
keiretsu-related firms, and decreased IMS for independent MNEs. Hypothesis 7c 
is supported as only the keiretsu firms show significant negative effects of FSR 
Value on FOR. We see a significant negative effect of International Market 
Scope on Foreign Operating Ratio for both groups, as was found for the entire 
sample, so Hypothesis 7d is supported. IMS has a positive effect on ROS for 
keiretsu members, and a negative effect for non-members, but the results for 
FOR are not significant, even though properly signed, so Hypothesis 7e has only 
partial support. We see that the patterns of the effect of R&D Ratio on interna-
tional activity and of international activity on returns on sales indeed are differ-
ent across the two groups. The importance of institutionalized business networks 
to the outcomes of resource-strategy-structure-performance relationships is ap-
parent. 

Discussion 

Our results prove interesting on both theoretical and practical levels. Our pri-
mary innovation from a theoretical perspective is modeling and testing a com-
plete resources-strategy-structure-performance system, rather than analyzing only 
a part or parts of the RBV framework. As a part of this effort, we incorporated 
measures of both international strategic scope (lMS) and the relative use of hier-
archical versus market governance (FOR) in international markets simulta-
neously. We found that FSR value had an independent and simultaneous effect 
on performance together with our measure of international scope (lMS). This 
tends to support Delios and Beamish (1999a) as opposed to Morck and Yeung 
(1991) and suggests that multinationality has an independent, if possibly neg a-
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tive impact on performance from FSR value. We also found significant effects of 
FSR value on both international scope and on governance structure, and found a 
significant relationship between these two measures. While we did not always 
see the signs that we expected, we did find significant relationships along all 
pathways in the structural equation model. Modeling all the parts of the RBV 
theoretical configuration is shown to be useful. 

What we found in analyzing these relationships was often out of line with 
our expectations, and provides considerations of both conceptual and pragmatic 
value. Particularly intriguing, for a set of multinational firms from what is com-
monly seen as a trading nation, is that higher levels of research intensity gener-
ally result in lower International Sales to Total Sales ratios. However, this 
strategic response appears rational since higher relative international sales typi-
cally result in lower profit performance. In the one instance of a positive rela-
tionship between R&D Ratio and International Market Scope, for keiretsu 
member firms, we also see a positive performance relationship. It seems that, 
contrary to some "popular wisdom", Japanese firms are not indifferent to ac-
counting profitability, but rely on domestic markets for much of that profitability. 
This is of particular note at a time when Japan is again trying to export its way 
out of economic stagnation. 

Of equal interest, considering the importance to standard international busi-
ness theory of the role of hierarchical governance, is the observation that firms 
with greater international market focus and higher research intensity consistently 
make greater use of exports rather than an emphasis on international operations.6 

Yet, Foreign Operating Ratio has a consistently neutral or weakly positive but 
non-significant effect on profitability. Standard models from the theories that we 
have applied would suggest that more research intensive and more international 
firms should seek the greater control over value that is offered by internalized 
foreign operations over export markets, yet this is not the case. These outcomes 
suggest that these Japanese firms still locate the majority of their value-adding 
activities in the home country, so that exports are more valuable than are sales 
from foreign subsidiaries. Considering that these exports include sales of inter-
mediate goods to foreign subsidiaries, these intermediate goods appear to be 
high-value items. The overall pattern shows that Japanese industry is still largely 
export-dependent, despite more than a decade of increased foreign direct invest-
ment. It may also be that the transaction cost economics notion of increasing 
bureaucratic costs for overly diversified companies is relevant - Japanese manu-
facturing MNEs may feel that exports are a more efficient way of dealing with 
more internationalized markets. It may also be that concerns for home-country 
employment still motivate Japanese multinational firms, even as this becomes an 
expensive and limiting goal. 

Our other innovation, modeling a distinguishing feature of the national envi-
ronment as a moderating variable, also had an effect on our results. Looking at our 
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sub-group analyses, we see that the outcomes for keiretsu-related firms and non-
keiretsu firms are not identical. The former, as noted, are more likely to tie research 
intensity directly to increased international sales. This may reflect the international 
trading traditions of the financial keiretsu, which traditionally have been built 
around a trading company and a bank. Competency and experience with interna-
tional markets seem to have made profitability possible even in the face of a gener-
ally strong yen over the period studied. The size and activity of the Japanese 
economy, even in the 1990s, may have kept newer firms without keiretsu ties from 
exploiting their skills in international markets where a generally strong yen limited 
sales or required minimal profit margins - either of which would generate the ne-
gative results observed for Hypothesis 5 in the overall sample. In general, a histori-
cally strong home currency reduces the level and/or profitability of exports, and 
we see that more the international these firms are, the more their international sales 
rely on exports. The positive effect of International Market Scope on ROS for kei-
retsu members may well reflect greater experience, efficiency, and a greater use of 
affiliated competencies through sogo shosha and export banks. 

Overall, we see a pattern of higher R&D to Sales ratios resulting in less 
international scope for non-keiretsu firms and more international revenues for 
keiretsu members. We also see more internationally focused sales resulting in 
less commitment to international production compared to exporting, suggesting 
that international investment is a response to weakness at home rather than 
strength for these Japanese firms (Mascarenhas 1986). Further, the impact of 
overall international sales on profits has a much more positive effect on keiretsu 
than non-keiretsu firms, a possible indicator of more efficient organizational cap-
abilities in international markets. 

Conclusions 

We have shown that predicting outcomes for separated parts of a conceptually 
integrated system of relationships between resources, strategy, structure, and per-
formance is likely to lead to inaccurate results and inferences. A complex con-
figurational system such as the RBV requires complex modeling for conceptual 
accuracy. We also find that developing strategy theory in isolation from environ-
mental factors is a fundamentally flawed process - context matters to what firms 
choose to do and to the effect of these choices on competitive advantage. For 
instance, the overall sign on the coefficients for the indirect path from IMS to 
performance through FOR is negative for keiretsu firms but positive for non-keir-
etsu firms, the opposite of the direct paths. The full sample alone obscures this, 
and relying on IMS alone to measure multinationality could well have obscured 
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these significant but opposite effects with a non-significant overall finding. More 
complete specification of the model and disaggregation of the sample have ad-
vantages in sorting out complex relationships. 

Our study does have limitations in data - all finns are large manufacturing 
concerns, and are Japanese, so that specific relationships cannot be extended to 
either smaller finns, service finns, or to non-Japanese companies. The last point, 
of course, reflects one of our key assertions: that studies of diversification in 
American finns too often generalize beyond the scope of their data. Our use of 
secondary data makes the use of multiple measured variables difficult in most 
cases, so rather than mix multiple measures with single measures, we have sim-
ply used our best representative measure for each construct. The use of multiple 
measured variables would provide better reliability, but secondary data do not 
provide the high levels of correlation between measured variables needed for 
such analysis. We did not use measures of product diversification, often seen to 
moderate the effects of international diversification (Hitt et al. 1997). Bringing 
product diversification into this model is an apparent next step, as is the applica-
tion of more exogenous moderating variables, such as industry types or macro-
economic variables. Identification of multiple measures to allow for the develop-
ment of latent variables in our structural equations would pennit better exploita-
tion of the capabilities of LISREL and would reduce concerns about single 
measures of complex constructs. 

We produced several findings with potential practical value. Our most consis-
tent finding is representative of these outcomes. It is that, for large Japanese MNEs, 
the more they rely on international sales, the less they rely on sales by foreign 
operations. This is seemingly contrary to Western practice as described in the lit-
erature. It is also somewhat anomalous in the light of our perfonnance findings. 
While greater international scope is associated significantly with lower perfonn-
ance (excepting keiretsu members), a higher foreign operating ratio is at best 
neutral in relation to profitability (positive, but not significant in most cases). Inno-
vation-oriented Japanese MNEs appear to have a strong attachment to home pro-
duction and export in the light of strict economic rationality. This pattern, though, 
does reflect common ideas about Japanese industry and its traditional commitment 
to home employment, suggesting that path detenninacy in strategic decision mak-
ing is very relevant in Japan today. It may also reflect a specific example of the 
larger question of how best to apply home-country derived capabilities with high 
cultural content. In such cases, exploitation through home-based production and 
export may be essential to finn-level advantage. These conclusions must be con-
sidered to offer useful insights on the strategies of Japanese manufacturing MNEs 
for practicing managers. We trust that they also will offer food for thought about 
strategic theory and processes for both managers and scholars, and provide a foun-
dation for further research on the resource-strategy-structure-perfonnance relation-
ship across a range of temporal and institutional contexts. 
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Endnotes 

I The authors acknowledge the assistance of Daiwa Securities and the comments and assistance of 
Colette Frayne, Karin FJadmoe-Lindquist, and Shige Makino. 

2 While our sample for industrial group members are all in horizontal keiretsu or kigyoshudan, we 
will use the more familiar term keiretsu in the rest of the paper to designate these groups. 

3 Although the sample was chosen based on data from 1981, reliable data for the variables used in 
this paper were only available from 1985 onward. 

4 While LISREL can be used to estimate latent variables from multiple measurement variables, it 
is also possible to use it single indicator variables, as we do here (Stimpert/Duhaime 1997, 
Jaccard/Wan 1996). Use of secondary data rather than survey data designed for factor analysis, 
as is the case here, limits the potential for identifying multiple measured variables. 

5 LISREL multiple groups analysis proceeds in three steps. First, a LISREL solution is obtained 
across groups that are hypothesized to be different. No constraints are imposed in the first step, 
and a chi-square statistic is obtained for the unconstrained solution. Second, a LISREL multiple 
group solution is obtained for the same groups as in step I, except that parameters across groups 
are constrained to be equal. A chi-square statistic is also obtained for this second step. Third, 
the chi-square value obtained for the constrained solution is subtracted from the chi-square value 
obtained for the unconstrained solution. This difference is also distributed as a chi-square statis-
tic with degrees of freedom equal to the difference between the degrees of freedom of the con-
strained and unconstrained solutions. Consequently, the difference in chi-squares can be used to 
test for equality of covariance matrices of the two solutions. 

6 This may be due to the existence of FSRs associated with complex organizational routines, 
highly tacit knowledge bases, high context cultural circumstances, or related factors that are (or 
are perceived to be) difficult to transfer successfully into other national contexts. 

Appendix 1. Correlation (Spearman's Rho) Table for the Full Sample 

Key for Correlation Table Variables 

R&DR 
IMS 
FOR 
ROS 
ROA 

R&DR 
IMS 
FOR 
ROS 
ROA 

R&D Ratio 
International Market Scope 
Foreign Operating Ratio 
Return on Sales (Performance) 
Return on Assets (Performance) 

Mean Median Std. Dev. R&DR 

0.032 0.028 0.025 1.000 
0.329 0.274 0.220 0.285** 
2.492 0.571 6.076 -0.351 ** 
0.020 0.Ql8 0.026 0.267** 
0.019 0.017 0.023 0.244** 

*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01 

126 

IMS FOR ROS ROA 

1.000 
-0.132** 1.000 

0.062* -0.033 1.000 
0.021 -0.027 0.921** 1.000 
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Abstract 

• This exploratory study builds propositions for protecting technology when exploit-
ing it through foreign production. It uses transaction cost as a preliminary basis to 
explore alternative methods to predict and assess firms' methods of managing in-
ternational technology transfer risks. It adds theoretical explanations based on the 
experiences of nine US high-tech companies' entries and operations in Asia. 

• We propose that companies rely not only on ownership structure (e.g. entry 
mode selection) to protect against technology misappropriation, but also on 
making transferred technologies more tacit and headquarters-dependent. Final-
ly, viewing technology transfer from the transferee's perspective, we develop a 
theoretical framework on managing international technology transfer risks. 

Key Results 

• Firms rely on their transferred technologies' tacitness to increase the difficulty 
of misappropriation. 

• Firms make their internationally transferred technologies' dependent on head-
quarters-controlled technology to decrease the value of those technologies to 
potential misappropriators, thus decreasing the motivation to misappropriate. 

• Firms use more technology protection levers for core technologies than for 
peripheral technologies. 
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Introduction 

Organizational theorists have long debated the relationship between strategies 
and structures (Chandler 1962, Porter 1980, HalllSaias 1980, Miller 1986). 
Nevertheless, they agree that companies must develop strategies to utilize their 
competencies and devise appropriate means to implement these strategies effec-
tively. Concomitantly, they agree that companies face new implementation con-
siderations internationally because different foreign environments can either 
amplify or constrain their alternatives. A primary means of implementation is 
structure, which theorists have studied from both a global operating standpoint 
and from a foreign operating standpoint - both at the country and regional level. 
Structure, itself, may refer either to lines of communications (reporting structure) 
or entry mode (ownership structure) (DavislDesailFrancis 2000). Early studies 
concluded that many companies are using mechanisms to enhance their reporting 
structures (Bartlett 1983, PittslDaniels 1984). Thus, this study, by exploring com-
panies' use of mechanisms to replace or complement ownership structure, is a 
natural extension of work done on reporting structures. Specifically, this study 
examines the experience of a small group of companies competing primarily on 
technology2 intensity, while they seek simultaneously to exploit and protect their 
technologies in foreign markets. 

"Knowledge is arguably the most important resource a firm possesses" (Lie-
beskind 1996, p. 93), but, as a public good, it is also the most tenuous (Arrow 
1962, Narula 2001). Therefore, "the management of knowledge is increasingly 
considered as a main source of competitive advantage for corporations" (Schulz! 
lobe 2001, p. 140). Further, the exploitation of knowledge in foreign markets lies 
at the heart of the study of the multinational company (MNC) (Hymer 1960, 
Buckley/Casson 1976, Rugman 1981). Because of the liability of foreignness, 
MNCs need a compensating advantage in foreign markets. In technology-inten-
sive MNCs, the transfer of knowledge and the commercialization of superior 
technology are usually the primary compensating advantages (Isobe/Makino/ 
Montgomery 2000). 

Yet, theorists inadequately understand the link between the innovative pro-
cess and firms' strategy and structure (Dosi et al. 1988, Teece 1996). We can 
improve our understanding of the link through analyzing international technol-
ogy transfer. Researchers have examined international technology transfer di-
rectly and indirectly from different theoretical perspectives. In organizational 
research literature, scholars have analyzed the organizational process of duplicat-
ing and transferring technologies. They have looked at the tacit or implicit nature 
of technologies, the impact of these technologies on organizational learning, and 
the knowledge dissemination process (Kogut/Zander 1992, KimlHwang 1992, 
ZanderlKogut 1995, Mowery/Oxley/Silverman 1996, Schulz/lobe 2001). Other 
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scholars have examined alliance firms' intent or 'race to learn' from each other 
(Hamel 1991, KhannaiGulatilNohria 1998). Madhok (1997) has advocated the 
organizational capability perspective of value creation over cost minimization in 
determining firm boundaries during international expansion. 

However, most studies on international technology transfer risk rely on transac-
tion cost theory to analyze international technology transfers; i.e. they examine com-
panies' use of ownership as the primary method to diminish the possibility of 
technology loss (Contractor 1990, KimlHwang 1992). This perspective is consistent 
with earlier studies, which argue that, due to the public goods nature of technologies, 
internalizing technologies within organizational boundaries (internalization) is the 
way to protect technologies (Buckley/Casson 1976, Rugman 1981, Osbom/Baughn 
1990). Nevertheless, high technology sectors tend to have a higher share of contrac-, 
tual agreements (or a lower rate of internalization) than medium or low technology 
sectors (Hagedoom/Narula 1996). Thus, companies logically protect technology by 
other means (Daniels/MagillI991, Liebeskind 1996). These alternative means (le-
vers) give managers more protective options when they exploit knowledge to gain 
technology-based competitive advantages abroad. 

Our study's primary purpose is to extend existing theoretical perspective on 
international technology protection by examining the ownership lever alongside 
non-ownership levers to protect against technology misappropriation in foreign 
markets. Specifically, we examine high technology companies' use of internali-
zation when transferring technology abroad, their use of non-ownership levers, 
and their differentiation among levers based on the importance to them of the 
technology they transfer to foreign markets. Following the discussion of our 
methodology, we'll discuss the theories that caused us to expect companies to 
(a) use ownership as a protective device and (b) be more concerned about the 
transfer of core than peripheral technology. We'll then present our findings and 
our arguments. We'll posit premises based on our findings and theoretical expla-
nations, explain how our premises differ from transactions cost theory, and con-
clude with a discussion of limitations and thoughts about future research. 

Methods 

To conduct our study, we examined nine US high technology companies' tech-
nology management mechanisms in four Asian Pacific countries. We relied on 
interviews to build case analyses so as (a) to gain an in-depth understanding of 
managerial actions and decision making, (b) to investigate from "within the sub-
ject of study" (Morgan/Smirch 1980), and (c) to develop theoretical premises 
(Eisenhardt 1989, Parkhe 1993). 
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Sample Selection 

We studied finns from California's Silicon Valley in computer manufacturing 
and supporting industries because (a) we reasoned technology protection would 
be important for them and (b) we could find many finns in close proximity to 
each other to visit in person. We identified approximately 100 finns with opera-
tions in Asia by cross-referencing the CorpTech Directory of High-tech Finns 
(a listing of US High Technology finns - see CorpTech 1996) with the Bay 
Area 500 (a listing of the largest 500 San Francisco Bay Area finns, including 
both technology and non-technology finns - see Hoover 1994). We limited 
coverage to their Asian Pacific Rim expansions to minimize the number of oper-
ating environments. 

We noted senior executives, such as chief executive officers (CEOs) or vice 
presidents (VPs) whose titles implied they had experience with or responsibility 
over their finns' Asian operations. Because turnover is high in Bay Area tech-
nology companies, we contacted each finn by phone to confinn that these execu-
tives were still in the same positions and, if not, who had experience and 
responsibility. We also requested a complete investor packet, which included the 
companies' most recent annual report, quarterly reports, and company press re-
leases. We used this infonnation to help prepare for each interview by learning 
more about each company's products, operations and industry, and, later, to pro-
vide additional data to compare and confinn interview data. 

We mailed letters to our list of executives describing the study, requesting 
participation, and promising both anonymity and a final report. We phoned ex-
ecutives a week later to schedule meetings at their offices. We conducted the 
case interviews over a five-month period to allow some overlap of data analysis 
with data collection as suggested by Glaser and Strauss (1967). 

We conducted interviews with 36 of the original 100 target companies. How-
ever, we include only a subset of nine cases for this study because these were 
the only companies among those we interviewed that (a) made a direct invest-
ment (either wholly owned or joint venture) in Asia (b) and transferred some 
technology to it. Six of the operations are in China and one each in Malaysia, 
Singapore, and Taiwan. Each company manufactures products encompassing so-
phisticated technology, and all own proprietary technology that is critical to their 
on-going success. 

Interview Process and Analysis 

We conducted interviews, either singularly or in author-pairs, at the company 
headquarters offices, where we also collected additional infonnation not readily 
available publicly (e.g. lobby literature on new products, expansion plans, and 
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new InItIatIves, as well as some internal company correspondence). Following 
Eisenhardt (1989), who contends that theory development through case studies 
should begin as close to a "no theory" genesis as possible, we relied primarily 
on open-ended questions to allow new insights to emerge without the restraint of 
pre-conceived ideas. For example, we asked respondents to reflect upon a recent 
foreign investment decision in Asia and to describe the most significant factors 
that affected that decision. We tried not to influence their answers at this junc-
ture. After the executive's initial recitation (during which we occasionally 
prodded the respondent to continue), we refocused on those elements in the initi-
al response that linked more directly to our study of technology management. 

Following the recommendation of Bouchard (1976), we attempted to im-
prove interviews' effectiveness and respondents' motivations by maintaining an 
inquiring stance, listening closely, and maximizing our appearance of neutrality 
and confidentiality. While we tried to allow for new executive insights to emerge 
during this process, we referred to a pre-constructed interview guide to help en-
sure we focused our interviews on our study's subject (e.g. why the companies 
entered the foreign markets, what technologies they transferred, what actions 
they have taken to protect technologies, etc.). After the open-ended discussion, 
we administered a short Likert-type survey, which used a forced number choice 
response (5 = strongly agree to 1 = strongly disagree). The survey allowed us to 
compare the open-ended responses to similarly worded questions with numerical 
responses. For example, if a respondent mentioned that transferred technology 
was tacit, we compared this opinion with a semantically differentiated response 
from our questionnaire. We encountered only one contradiction, which we clari-
fied by re-contacting the respondent. 

Immediately after each interview, we drafted summaries based on our hand 
written notes and recollections. In five cases we had mUltiple respondents. We com-
pared these and found no inconsistencies. We completed within-case analyses of 
each interview that included the transcript, survey questionnaire, additional materi-
als gathered from the company office, and previously assembled public information 
from annual reports, quarterly reports, and press releases (Yin 1994). Our objective 
was to create a deeper context for each case and to allow the validation of some of 
the issues discussed (Bourgeois/Eisenhardt 1988). Each author reviewed and coded 
each interview transcript (whether one or two authors conducted the interview) in a 
common agreed upon format to better permit cross case analysis. 

We compared the coding of each case with respect to the nature (tacit/expli-
cit) and importance (core/peripheral) of each company's technology and aspects 
of its methods of protecting its technology. The authors' initial coding of cases 
agreed in 8 of the 9 companies, an inter-rater reliability of 89%. We then dis-
cussed in more detail the different interpretations we had on the disagreed-upon 
case. This discussion, along with further research into the company, led to our 
eventual coding agreement. 
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We examined each case in comparison to related literature in an effort to 
allow novel theory to emerge from a fresh perspective of new data (Eisenhardt 
1989). Finally, we compared the theoretical prescription of technology manage-
ment methods with those of our company cases by using a pattern matching 
logic. The eventual identification of patterns within the case data base helped us 
enhance the internal validity of our findings (Trochim 1989, Yin 1994). We also 
compared the summed results among the cases so as to help explain our find-
ings. And, per a suggestion by Henderson and Clark (1990), we organized a 
seminar for participants after we had organized our cases, where we obtained 
feedback and critique to help validate our data. We also mailed a draft of our 
findings to participants along with a request for critique and feedback. 

Table 1. Description of Finns' Main Products and the Type and Nature of the Technologies They 
Transferred 

Description Firm 1 Firm 2 Firm 3 Firm 4 

Main products Software & Computers and Semiconductor Thin-film media 
description hardware data related wafer fabrication for digital data 

transfer devices. computing equipment. storage. 
products. 

Technology Some product How to operate Older component Minor technology 
transferred to design modern PC manufacturing on one segment 
the foreign technology. assembly technology. of manufacturing 
entity equipment. process. 

Technology Core Peripheral Peripheral (Older Peripheral 
Core-Peripheral (Product design (Company's generation, not (Sputtering -

technology) software operat- core chamber industry standard 
ing system (OS), technology) . process). 
is core). 

Technology Tacit Explicit Tacit Explicit 
Tacit- (Undocumented (Documented (Team-based (Documented 
Explicit team-based manager level manufacturing manager level 

design instructions). process instructions). 
knowledge). knowledge). 

Technology Dependent Independent Dependent Dependent 
Independent- (Segment of (Complete (License tech- (Production from 
Dependent design manufacturing nology tomanu- the subsidiary is 

knowledge). knowledge, but facture; components only used by 
not as code). produced are only parent). 

used by the parent). 

Foreign entity Wholly-owned Manufacturing Manufacturing Wholly-owned 
to which manufacturing joint venture with joint venture in manufacturing 
technology subsidiary in two partners in China. subsidiary in 
was transferred Singapore. China. Malaysia. 
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Theory and Findings 

As discussed earlier, our interview questions were primarily based on supporting 
theory. However, we developed most of our viewpoints on alternative technology 
management methods (to explain companies' responses) after we completed our 
interviews. In the following, we integrate ex ante and ex post theories with in-
formation on companies' experiences, indicating whether we developed our 
viewpoints before or after we met with company representatives. Table 1 intro-
duces our findings by indicating each company's main product, the nature of the 
technology that each company transferred, and each company's entry mode vehi-
cle and destination. We discuss our findings in detail in the following sections. 

Finn 5 Finn 6 Finn 7 Finn 8 Finn 9 

Integrated Disk drives and Software and Provide manu- Inspection and mea-
circui ts and related products. hardware of facture services surement systems 
related various com- for computer and used by integrated 
products. puter systems. electronic OEMs. circuit device manu-

facturers. 
Technology Very little Some software Manufacture Some product 
for the manu- technology in product design process software design 
facture of inte- assembly and technologies. technology. adaptation know-
grated circuit testing process. ledge. 
(IC) boards. 
Peripheral Peripheral Core Core Peripheral 
(IC design (Design is core (Software (Efficient manu- (Underlying soft-
is core technology). design is com- facture process is ware design is core 
technology). pany's core core element for technology). 

technology). firm's supply 
chain services). 

Tacit Explicit Tacit Tacit Tacit 
(Team-based (Documented (Undocumented (Team based (Undocumented 
manf. process assembly team-based manufacturing unique s/w 
knowledge). instructions). development process adaptation 

process). knowledge). process). 
Independent Dependent Dependent Dependent Dependent 
(IC boards (Need design (Only segments (Manufacture (Relies on parent 
can be used specifications to of design process is only product design and 
with other manufacture ). technology are one element of product supply). 
companies' farmed out to total supply 
ICs). subsidiary.) chain mgmt). 
Manufacturing Wholly-owned Wholly-owned Wholly-owned Wholly-owned 
IV in China. manufacturing R&D center in manufacturing sales/service office 

subsidiaries in China. subsidiary in in Taiwan. 
China. China. 
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Transactions Cost/Entry Mode 

Transaction cost theory explains how management may limit the costs - namely, 
opportunistic costs by transaction partners, contractual and monitoring costs, and 
teaching costs - associated with transferring technologies across organizational 
boundaries into foreign markets (Coase 1937, Williamson 1975, Buckley/Casson 
1976, Rugman 1981, AndersonlGatignon 1986). In international technology 
transfers, the opportunistic costs include the economic losses caused by technol-
ogy misappropriation from venture partners or rogue employees. The contractual 
and monitoring costs are the expenses to negotiate an agreement with a partner 
and enforce the partner's adherence to the agreement, such as on quality, hon-
esty, and effort. Teaching costs include the costs of training people in other orga-
nizations to understand and use a technology. Based on transaction cost theory, 
the potential cost of opportunism is a function of the technology's value (Buck-
ley/Casson 1976, Rugman 1981, Contractor 1990), while monitoring costs de-
pend upon the company's level of control over the transaction activities. Finally, 
the cost of teaching a technology to other organizations is a function of the tech-
nology's tacitness (KimlHwang 1992, Kogut/Zander 1993). To minimize costs, 
transaction cost theory suggests companies should transfer technology within 
their organizational boundaries, i.e. to their wholly owned subsidiaries. 

This perspective is consistent with the argument that views technologies and 
organizational knowledge as having the nature of public goods (Buckley/Casson 
1976, Rugman 1981). According to this argument, once technologies are trans-
ferred, other companies may freely benefit from the technologies. Because of 
this, MNCs need to expand their organizational boundaries into foreign markets 
to exploit these technologies, and establishing a wholly owned subsidiary is a 
main avenue of expanding organizational boundaries overseas (Buckley/Casson 
1976, Rugman 1981, Osbom/Baughn 1990). 

However, having wholly owned subsidiaries may offer insufficient protection 
because companies must still transfer technologies to their subsidiary employees 
who may disclose them to competitors, especially if competitors hire them away 
from the subsidiaries. Therefore, we expect that MNCs use additional means to 
protect their technologies. Further, we expect them to use protective means other 
than ownership because governmental and resource constraints may necessitate 
ownership sharing (Peng 2000). Finally, while transaction cost theory seeks to 
explain the minimization of international transaction costs, MNCs may have ob-
jectives other than the minimization of these costs, such as value creation from 
an organizational capability perspective (Madhok 1997) and capability protection 
(Simonin 1999). 

Because we included in our study only companies transferring technology that 
other finns might exploit, we expected and found that, ceteris paribus, all would have 
preferred wholly owned operations. However, six of the nine finns (those entering 
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China) faced Chinese governmental requirements either to share ownership with Chi-
nese companies or satisfy Chinese authorities through negotiation that they would 
contribute sufficiently to Chinese economic objectives. Three of these six firms nego-
tiated for wholly owned subsidiaries by agreeing either to increase technology trans-
fer or to export more from China; the other three firms entered joint ventures. 

For example, Firm 5, a manufacturer of integrated circuits, settled for a joint 
venture in China, but confided that, " ... it is hard to protect intellectual property 
in China because the joint venture partner (30% owned by the Chinese govern-
ment) learns and copies what it can". While Firm 1, a manufacturer of software 
and hardware data transfer devices, was able to establish a wholly owned subsidi-
ary in Singapore, it acknowledged its technology was disseminated by its local 
labor force that later moved to other companies. The Firm 1 respondent said 
" ... the Singapore government recognized this [that technology was dissemi-
nated], which is why it did not require a joint venture; rather, the government 
concentrated on building infrastructure, which attracted high-tech companies that 
would bring technology to local workers, who would eventually spread it 
throughout society". It becomes apparent from the experiences of these two firms, 
that while ownership structure is a desirable instrument to prevent technology 
misappropriation, it may be insufficient. Further, it is sometimes unavailable, and 
when available, not completely effective. 

Value of Different Technologies 

Researchers in the fields of strategy and technology management have examined 
technology transfer from a systems perspective. They have documented the value 
of and inter-relationships among different components within a technology sys-
tem (LawrencelLorsch 1967, Henderson/Clark 1990) and have concluded that 
values of different technology components vary (Chesbroughffeece 1996). The-
orists have further distinguished between core and peripheral technologies. Core 
technologies are those that are crucial or critical to the companies' entire product 
or process system, and peripheral technologies are those that are old, nonproprie-
tary, or non-critical to the companies' entire product or processing systems.3 

Transaction cost theory suggests that firms (a) transfer low value and explicit 
technologies to respectively reduce opportunistic and teaching costs (Contractor 
1990) and (b) limit the transfer of core technologies to their wholly-owned op-
erations (Daniels/Magill 1991). 

Our preliminary results are consistent with transactions costs theory concern-
ing the type of technology companies transfer to wholly-owned operations versus 
joint ventures. Three firms transferred core technologies, and in each case they 
transferred these technologies to their wholly-owned operations. Firm 1 trans-
ferred product design knowledge for its core product. Firm 7 transferred its core 
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operating system design development knowledge, which was key to its competi-
tive advantage in the creation of high-end computer systems. Firm 8 transferred 
its core efficient manufacturing service knowledge to its Chinese subsidiary. The 
remaining six firms transferred peripheral rather than core technology, three to 
wholly-owned operations and three to joint ventures. For example, Firm 2, a 
manufacturer of personal computers, transferred standard technology to test and 
operate personal computer assembly machines, which was peripheral to its core 
technology - its operating system for easy user interface. 

Thus, we developed the following proposition: 

Proposition 1. When transferring core technologies, companies prefer to take 
100 percent ownership to prevent misappropriation of their trans-
ferred technology; however, this ownership may be neither a suf-
ficient nor an available protection. 

Tacitness as a Technology Protection Lever: Increasing the Cost/Difficulty of Tech-
nology Misappropriation 

We found that companies used technology tacitness as a means of protecting 
against technology misappropriation in foreign markets. Although we developed 
the premise surrounding tacitness ex post, we'll discuss it before we illustrate 
examples of what companies did. We argue that the likelihood of technology 
misappropriation is reduced when the technology is difficult to learn. 

Kim and Hwang (1992, p. 32) define tacit know-how as non-codifiable 
knowledge that is not embodied in physical items such as capital goods, 
equipment, and blueprints. Rather, it is the information that people and organi-
zations must typically obtain via personal experience or exercise. Also referred 
to as 'know-how', tacit knowledge consists of the accumulated skill or exper-
tise to perform a function effectively (von Hippel 1988). Kogut and Zander 
(1993) assert that tacit knowledge is more difficult to transmit than codified 
knowledge, particularly if transmission is between organizations. Relatedly, or-
ganizational research theorists have long argued that tacit organizational 
knowledge is more difficult to disseminate because organizational members 
lack codification to which they can refer (NelsonlWinter 1982, HilllEnde 
1994, Spender 1994, Szulanski 1996). Simonin (1999) found knowledge tacit-
ness positively related to knowledge ambiguity and thus difficulty-of-knowl-
edge-transfer between organizations. Schulz and lobe (2001) treat codification 
as a continuum of abstractness, which roughly corresponds to a continuum 
between codifiable and tacit knowledge. The most abstract or codifiable are 
numbers, codes, and formulas. In the middle of the continuum are words, text, 
and reports. The least abstract or most tacit include knowledge stored in peo-
ple and products. 
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Kogut and Zander (1992) raised the issue of technology tacitness as a factor 
affecting technology misappropriation, stating, " ... there arises a fundamental 
paradox that codification and simplification of knowledge also induces the like-
lihood of imitation" (Kogut/Zander 1992, p. 384). They later stated, "In the at-
tempt to speed the internal transfer of knowledge, the dilemma arises that 
capabilities which can be easily communicated within the firm are more likely 
to be easily imitated by competitors" (Zander!Kogut 1995, p. 76). Schulz and 
lobe (2001, p. 141) agree with this notion, stating, "codification can facilitate 
the involuntary transfer of strategic know-how to competitors (e.g. leakage of 
databases, formulas, ... "). They build on this premise by asserting that the level 
of tacitness of organizational knowledge is an alternative strategy for organiza-
tions concerned about technology misappropriation. They explored the notion of 
a focused tacitness strategy which involves codifying only those parts of the 
technology system that are of the least value to the firm making the transfer. 
Therefore, firms may wish to pursue specific tacitness strategies for each of the 
components within their technology system, giving greatest care to those most 
valuable to them. 

Following this, we reason that if a tacit technology is difficult to teach, it 
may also be difficult to misappropriate. Thus, technology tacitness may be an 
available lever to guard technology. We assert that an organization can create 
technology misappropriation barriers (increase the difficulty of appropriation) by 
increasing its technology's tacitness along two dimensions: first, by reducing co-
dification, and, second, by increasing the breadth of context (number of comple-
mentary functions performed by distinct individuals or groups). First, the less a 
technology is codified, the more time and effort potential foreign competitors 
need to understand, codify, and appropriate it, particularly if these competitors 
must, in tum, pass on the knowledge to their own personnel. This gives MNCs 
more time to identify the misappropriation behavior and take suitable actions. 
Second, the more interrelated people necessary to complete the technology rou-
tine (Sophisticated technology is often embedded in an organizational routine or 
context carried out by multiple employees.), the more difficult for potential for-
eign competitors to gain access to the entire technology system. In other words, 
a company can increase the breadth of context of a technology by requiring in-
terdependence among people completing a technology routine. Thus, no indivi-
dual can complete a routine without support or assistance from others who 
understand complementary areas of the routine. This broader organizational con-
text creates a barrier for foreign companies to misappropriate technologies by 
requiring them to get information from (such as by hiring away) mUltiple sub-
sidiary employees.4 

In essence, then, the tacit nature of a technology is a two edged sword. On 
one edge, tacitness constrains management's ability to transfer technology effi-
ciently across organizational boundaries. On the other edge, it provides a lever 
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that management can manipulate to constrain misappropriation by partners or 
rogue employees. Figure I illustrates that management can manipulate the rela-
tive tacitness of a technology through its two dimensions, codification and con-
text. Specifically, management may purposefully reduce codification or 
documentation, and management may modify the manner in which it transfers a 
technology so that no single person understands the full context of its implemen-
tation. Thus, management may plan its international technology transfer by ma-
nipulating a technology's tacitness. 

Six of the nine finns in our sample transferred tacit technologies to their foreign 
operations, of which three finns (#s 3, 5, and 8) transferred manufacturing process 
design technologies. These finns taught different subsidiary employees separate 
parts of the processes. Thus, no single person in the foreign operations could mis-
appropriate the full process. For example, Finn 8 trained a team of 11 local engi-
neers for its Chinese production facility. However, because the scope of the 
technology was so broad, the finn trained none of them in the full process. There-
fore, the finn diminished the risk of opportunism because the team, rather than an 
individual, would need to defect for the technology package to pass to a competitor. 

Finns 1, 7, and 9 transferred non-codified product development technology. 
The lack of codification constrains misappropriation because employees need a 
longer time to learn and impart the technology to another organization (Zanderl 
Kogut 1995). For example, Finn 9 trained local engineers over time to adapt 
existing software to customers' specifications. The design adaptation was on a 

Figure 1. Tacitness Lever and the Difficulty of Technology Misappropriation 
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case-by-case basis and thus was not codified. Of course, a rogue employee could 
go off on his or her own to adapt software to a client's needs. However, this 
would likely create little competitive loss. The rogue employee would need to 
transfer the tacit adaptive skills to multiple software programmers for the com-
petitive loss to be substantial, and this transfer would be long and arduous. 

Whether firms deliberately designed their manufacturing and product devel-
opment processes to protect against technology loss or simply designed pro-
cesses to reduce costs and then transferred them is irrelevant because the end 
result is the same. In other words, companies reduce the risk of misappropriation 
of transferred technologies through tacitness. Further, although previous studies 
found MNCs more likely to transfer tacit technologies to their wholly owned 
than to their partially owned subsidiaries to reduce teaching costs (Kogut/Zander 
1993), we found that MNCs transferred tacit technologies to two of the three 
joint ventures in our sample. This suggests that MNCs may be as concerned 
about diminishing technology misappropriation as about diminishing teaching 
costs associated with technology transfer to a joint venture. 

Based on the above, we developed the following proposition: 

Proposition 2. To decrease the likelihood of misappropriation of their transferred 
technologies, companies can increase the tacitness of their tech-
nologies by minimizing their codification and requiring distinct 
individuals to implement different parts of each technology. 

Dependence as a Technology Protection Lever: Decreasing the Value/Motivation 
of Technology Misappropriation 

As was the case with tacitness, we developed our premise of a dependence lever 
ex post, based on companies' responses. Basically, we argue that companies may 
reduce the value of technologies to potential misappropriators (and thus their 
motivation to misappropriate) by transferring dependent technologies. 

Technology management literature has offered us useful insights on how to 
use a systems approach to reduce the value of a technology to potential appro-
priators, and, thus, lower the risks of misappropriation (LawrencelLorsch 1967, 
Henderson/Clark 1990). For example, Chesbrough and Teece (1996) categorize 
technologies as system (can be used only when combined with a specific set of 
complementary technologies) and autonomous (can be used independently of 
other technologies). Similarly, we argue that companies may transfer either inde-
pendent or dependent technologies abroad. Companies can use the former alone 
for commercialization while they must combine the latter with complementary 
technologies to generate commercial value. Following this, we argue that poten-
tial appropriators will usually find independent technologies more valuable than 
dependent ones, regardless of how transferring companies (MNCs) value them. 
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Thus, MNCs may reduce technology misappropriation risks by transferring de-
pendent technologies. By managing their technologies as a system, MNCs can 
create barriers for potential appropriators to generate economic rent. They can 
control complementary technologies without which dependent technologies have 
little commercial value to the foreign firms, thus diminishing foreign firms' mo-
tivation to misappropriate. 

For example, firms can train each country's employees in specialized design 
functions so that each country's functions have to be combined with design 
knowledge from other countries or from headquarters. By making their technolo-
gies dependent, MNCs can reduce the value of the technology in any single 
country to foreign firms and thereby reduce the motivation for misappropriation 
behavior. This strategy is consistent with Hamel's (1991) premise that a firm 
may help protect its technology by breaking it into different pieces for each of 
its partners to handle separately. 

Our dependent/independent argument extends the argument that MNCs 
should transfer low value technologies to reduce misappropriation risk. However, 
our argument focuses on the technology'S value to the transferee, whereas the 
existing low value argument focuses on the value to the transferor. Of course, a 
transferred technology may be valuable to both, to neither, or may be asym-
metric between transferors (MNCs) and transferees (foreign partners). Thus, 
MNCs can transfer technologies that are highly valuable to them, but of low 
value to foreign partners. One way of gaining this asymmetry is by transferring 
dependent technologies. 

We found that our respondents do distinguish between independent technolo-
gies and dependent technologies. They primarily transfer dependent technologies 
to reduce international misappropriation risks. Seven of the nine firms in our 
study transferred dependent technology. For example, Firm 7, a manufacturer of 
high-end computer systems, established a Chinese technical center to develop, 
consult about, and sell sophisticated computing equipment to its customers. In 
order to gain permission to have a wholly owned subsidiary, the firm had to 
comply with the Chinese government's requirements to complete sophisticated 
development work and employ government appointed researchers in the develop-
ment center. 

Given these requirements, the firm realized that 100 percent ownership 
might not guard its technology sufficiently. Thus, it decided to conduct pri-
mary research on only a segment of its core operating system in China. The 
firm indicated that, " ... the technology we transferred was embodied in the 
joint research with the Chinese engineers at the technical center ... ". While 
the development work done in the Chinese subsidiary is important, it has little 
value unless combined with other development work the firm performs in the 
United States. Thus, the firm transferred only a dependent aspect of its core 
technology while accomplishing its strategic objective of closer contact with 
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local customers while minimizing the risk of losing core technology through 
its transfer. 

Similarly, Firm 1, a manufacturer of data transfer devices, transferred to its 
Singapore subsidiary a segment of core design technology that was useful only 
when combined with other product design segments. However, this transfer al-
lowed the company to establish a low cost manufacturing subsidiary for its end 
products. Firms 1 and 7 both have wholly owned subsidiaries; however, they still 
protect their long-term competitiveness through technology-withholding strate-
gies that make these subsidiaries dependent on headquarters. 

Based on the above, we premise: 

Proposition 3. To decrease the motivation and, thus, the likelihood of misappro-
priation of their transferred technologies, companies can increase 
the dependent nature of their technologies by making them more 
reliant on headquarters' controlled technologies. 

Simultaneous Use of Multiple Technology Protection Levers 

Although our sample is small, our findings suggest that companies are more 
likely to use multiple protection levers when transferring core technologies. Ta-
ble 2 compares the number of levers each MNC used when transferring periph-
eral or core technologies. Only one of the six firms that transferred peripheral 
technologies used all three of the technology protection mechanisms (i.e. tacit, 
dependent, wholly owned subsidiary). However, all three firms that transferred 
core technologies used all three technology management levers. This suggests 
that MNCs believe a single lever is insufficient to prevent misappropriation of 
their core technologies. For example, in order to gain access to Chinese markets, 
Firm 7 had to transfer core technology and employ Chinese government selected 
engineers to do the development work. It transferred a tacit technology by re-
quiring group development. It made the technology dependent on developments 

Table 2. Transferring Core Technologies and Simultaneous Use of Technology Protection Levers 

Technologies Transferred Peripheral Technologies Core Technologies 

Firm ID Firm Firm Firm Firm Firm Firm Firm Firm Firm 
2 3 4 5 6 9 I 7 8 

Levers Used Tacit N Y N Y N Y Y Y Y 
Dependent N Y Y N Y Y Y Y Y 
Wholly Owned N N Y N Y Y Y Y Y 
Subsidiary 

Total Number of Levers Used 0 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 

(Y = Yes; N = No) 
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at US headquarters, and it acquired one hundred percent ownership of the opera-
tion. Similarly, Firm 1 transferred a dependent aspect of its tacit core product 
design technology to its wholly owned subsidiary in Singapore. 

Using organizational theory and technology management literature, we argue 
that MNCs can use various levers to reduce technology misappropriation risks. 
These levers can substitute for or complement ownership structure or entry 
mode. Companies may use more than one protection lever because each lever 
protects differently. Thus a combination offers more protection. We hypothesize 
that MNCs are more likely to use both entry mode and non-entry mode devices 
to protect against misappropriation when technology loss can cause them a high 
economic loss. The tacit lever increases the difficulty for other companies to 
absorb and learn technologies; the dependence lever reduces other companies' 
capacity to generate economic rent from the technology they receive and thus 
lowers their motivation to misappropriate; the entry mode lever gives MNCs 
more control and legal authority over employees' access and use of their tech-
nologies in daily operations. 

Based on the above, we propose that: 

Proposition 4. The more crucial the technology (e.g., core technology) that com-
panies transfer to foreign subsidiaries, the more likely they will 
use mUltiple protection levers. 

Discussion and Theoretical Implications 

This paper discusses the mechanisms MNCs use to protect their technologies 
when exploiting them in foreign markets. We argue that, in addition to foreign 
subsidiary ownership structure, MNCs can rely upon non-entry mode levers to 
protect their technologies. They can exert control over two critical conditions to 
reduce technology misappropriation risks. First, they can make misappropriation 
more difficult by increasing the tacitness of what they transfer. Second, they can 
lower the motivation for technology misappropriation by increasing the depen-
dence of transferred technologies, which lowers their value to transferees. In 
either case, MNCs are more prone to use multiple protection levers when they 
transfer technologies that are highly valuable to them. Thus, non-ownership pro-
tection mechanisms are complements to ownership structure in international 
technology transfers. 

Our arguments broaden the view of how transaction cost theory affects 
MNCs' behavior and strategies to protect technological advantages. For example, 
transaction cost theory holds that firms may prefer to transfer explicit technologies 
to reduce teaching costs. However, we argue that reducing teaching costs may not 
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be the overriding consideration. This is, of course, consistent with much research 
showing that companies have multiple motives for sharing ownership abroad that 
may supersede concerns about minimizing transfer costs (HilllHwang/Kim 1990, 
Hagedoorn 1993, Madhok 1997, Teece 1998). Further, transferring tacit technolo-
gies, on the one hand, could require MNCs to incur higher coordination costs than 
if they transferred explicit technologies. But, transferring tacit technologies, on 
the other hand, should reduce the risk of having technologies misappropriated. 
Thus, even if transferring technology to their wholly owned subsidiaries, MNCs 
must weigh the transaction cost of teaching tacit technology against the potential 
cost of misappropriation. Here, a tacitness strategy helps keep a competitor from 
gaining access to a firm's resources, thereby providing a means to sustain compe-
titive advantage (Barney 1986, 1991, DierickxlCool 1989). 

Transaction cost theory holds that companies should transfer low value technol-
ogies to reduce opportunistic costs. However, the value of a technology may be 
asymmetrical (e.g. it may have a different value for the MNC than for its foreign 
partner). For example, MNCs can transfer technologies that are valuable to them 
without incurring high opportunistic costs if they make the technologies less val-
uable to foreign partners. By transferring dependent technologies, MNCs can reduce 
the value of technology to potential appropriators, thereby reducing the risk of loss. 

Transaction cost theory argues that companies are likely to rely on wholly 
owned subsidiaries to minimize opportunism in international technology transfer. 
While we agree with that premise, we further argue that ownership may offer 
insufficient protection, causing companies to use non-ownership mechanisms to 
further protect their technologies in international markets. Table 3 provides a 
summary comparison between transaction cost arguments and our analysis. 

Most prior research on technology misappropriation has focused on the op-
portunistic behavior by foreign partners (Contractor 1990, KimlHwang 1992). 
Our analysis goes beyond the domain of foreign partners because potential com-
petitors (even if they are not partners) may gain information from employees in 
the foreign operations. By expanding the domain, we have focused on how to 
increase the difficulties and decrease the motivation for any potential competitor 
to engage successfully in opportunistic behavior. 

Our discussion also extends our understanding of the use of companies' 
boundaries and ownership structures for technology protection. Rather than rely-
ing on the internalization of technologies within wholly owned foreign subsidi-
aries as the sole structural technology protection mechanism, we contend that 
companies may also use partially owned and non-owned assets in their global 
networks to host and protect components of their key technologies. For example, 
MNCs can control complementary technologies at headquarters or other parts of 
their global networks and transfer only dependent technologies to a specific for-
eign operation; thus, they may not need wholly owned subsidiaries to leverage 
and protect their transferred technologies. By viewing technology internalization 
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Table 3. Transaction Cost (TC) Theory and our Alternative Arguments 

Transaction Cost TC Predictions 
Arguments 

Reducing Transfer low value 
opportunistic technologies 
costs 

Reducing teach- Transfer explicit 
ing costs technologies 

Reducing Use favorable 
monitoring costs entry mode 

(e.g., wholly owned 
subsidiaries) to 
increase control 

Overall Objective: 
Reducing total transaction costs 

Alternative (ALT) 
Arguments 

Criteria for valuing 
technologies could be 
different between 
MNCs and foreign 
partners. 

The more difficult a 
technology is to learn, 
the more difficult it is 
to misappropriate. 

Favorable entry 
modes are either 
unavailable to MNCs 
or are insufficient to 
protect technologies. 

Overall Objective: 

ALT predictions 

MNCs can transfer 
high value (but 
dependent) technologies, 
thereby making them low 
value to foreign partners. 

MNCs may transfer 
tacit technologies 
to increase the 
barrier to misappropriate 
technologies. 

MNCs can use nonentry 
mode levers to protect 
technologies. When 
transferring important 
(core) technologies, MNCs 
are likely to simultaneously 
use multiple (entry mode as 
well as non-entry mode) 
technology protection levers 

Protecting core technologies in international markets 

in the broader context of their global networks rather than individual subsidi-
aries, MNCs may be better able to develop dynamic capabilities to respond to 
environmental changes through greater flexibility in strategizing, structuring, and 
managing their foreign assets (TeecelPisano 1994). Eventually this greater flex-
ibility may allow MNCs to develop additional competencies that expand and en-
hance their core capabilities (GrandstandlPatellPavitt 1997). 

Our preceding discussion broadened our perspective and allowed us to devel-
op a new framework to analyze the risk of international technology transfer. In 
contrast to existing research that focuses on technology transfers from MNCs' 
perspective, we propose a framework from the perspective of technology misap-
propriators (foreign firms). For foreign firms, the likelihood of technology mis-
appropriation depends upon two conditions: the motivation and the difficulty of 
technology misappropriation. 

We argue that, from the foreign partners' perspective, the value of the tech-
nology and punishment of misappropriation behavior are two important condi-
tions affecting their motivation to misappropriate technology. This argument 
departs from prior research because we focus on the value and punishment to 
foreign partners (technology transferees), not MNCs. Much prior research takes 
the MNCs' (technology transferors') perspectives. 
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Similarly, organizational process and structure are the two important factors 
affecting the difficulty of technology misappropriation. Technology misappro-
priation is a type of knowledge transfer, thus misappropriators need organiza-
tional processes to learn and acquire the technology. If MNCs impede these 
processes, they can decrease the risk of misappropriation. We have discussed 
how they can do this by transferring tacit technology. They may also consider 
other organizational process barriers to prevent technology misappropriations. 
For example, they may design specific coordination processes or organizational 
procedures to control foreign partners' access to MNCs' technologies. Whereas 
transaction cost theory focuses on the costs of misappropriation for the compa-
nies transferring technology, the development of organizational process impedi-
ments focuses on costs for both the transferors and transferees. 

In addition to organizational process, MNCs can also rely upon organiza-
tional structure to create barriers for foreign partners to misappropriate technolo-
gies. A wholly owned structure is one example of using structure to guard 
technologies. But MNCs can go far beyond the equity structure and use other 
aspects of organization structure to create barriers for foreign partners to misap-
propriate technologies. For example, they can closely manage reporting lines of 
communications and staff key positions with their own personnel, thereby limit-
ing the observeability of product technology (Liebeskind 1996). Table 4 sum-
marizes the framework of this argument. 

Finally, this study also sheds insights on the strategy-structure relationships 
in international business by suggesting that strategies and structures may be 
either interrelated or independent from each other. For example, under certain 
circumstances, ownership structure (entry mode) is beyond organizational control 
because of foreign governmental mandates. Concomitantly, companies may treat 
ownership structure as a strategy to achieve certain organizational objectives. In 
sum, firms are potentially the best isolating mechanism for technology preserva-
tion and must be prepared to utilize all technology management levers available 
to preserve knowledge-based competitive advantage (Rumelt 1984). 

Table 4. A Theoretical Framework on Managing International Technology 
Transfer Risks - Technology Transferee's Perspective 

Two 
Conditions 

Motivation to misappropriate 
technologies 

Barriers to misappropriate 
technologies 

Key Determinants 

Value of technologies to 
foreign partners. 
Punishment to foreign partners 
resulting from technology 
misappropriation. 

Organizational process barrier. 

Organizational structure barrier. 
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Examples 

Dependent technology 

Legal and economic 
punishment or losses 

Tacit technology 
Wholly owned subsidiary 
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Limitations and Future Research 

We recognize that this study has limitations. Our research is exploratory. It has 
primarily developed some arguments and frameworks based on our attempts to 
explain the technology protection devices of nine US companies in Asia. Our 
sample size is very small and skewed toward operations in China (six cases). 
Further, two of our other three cases are in countries that share Chinese culture 
(Taiwan and Singapore). This problem may influence our findings. For example, 
we would be hard pressed to find another country that would require a foreign 
investor to hire government appointed engineers in its research department. 
Furthermore, China's traditional cultural and emerging market characteristics 
may influence how MNCs transfer and guard their technologies. These problems 
require us to exercise caution when examining the theoretical arguments of this 
paper. 

We also recognize that high transaction costs may override potential costs 
of technology appropriation. The nature and maturity (Teece 1986) of the tech-
nology may also dictate whether companies can feasibly alter tacitness and 
dependence when transferring technology abroad. For instance, research-inten-
sive companies are more likely to depend on tacit technologies than other 
companies (Osborn/Hagedoorn 1997), even though the latter may need to 
transfer and protect their technologies as well. Further, some technology cannot 
be easily divided into dependent and independent components. These con-
straints further illustrate the importance of examining multiple, rather than sin-
gle, technology protection levers. Future researchers may try to analyze how 
these levers interact, how effective the different levers are, and what internal 
and external factors affect MNCs' choice of different technology protection 
levers. 

Given the exploratory nature of our study, we relied on respondents to tell us 
(unprompted) about their technology protection strategies. As such, we did not 
probe them about their possible use of and experience with other protective devices 
mentioned in past research. These protective devices include strategies to build 
trust among partners, legal tactics (patents, licensing to one's own subsidiary, and 
contracts with employees not to divulge competitive information), and administra-
tive structures (division of control over different joint venture functions and em-
ploying back-to-back joint ventures). Future researchers might itemize the full 
array of protective levers and compare their importance, effectiveness, and cost 
under different operating scenarios. 

Our paper examined technology transfers from the viewpoint of home-
country companies. Clearly, host country companies differ in various aspects 
(CohenlLevinthal 1990, George et al. 2001) and may affect whether and how 
they appropriate the technology. Future research may focus on both home and 
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host country companies when analyzing international technology transfer is-
sues. Additionally, we did not address a number of factors that may influence 
technology misappropriation. These include potential misappropriators' absorp-
tive capacity (Cohen/Levinthal 1990, George et al. 2001) and intent to learn 
(Hamel 1991). 

Host country companies (transferees) may also incur costs when they misap-
propriate technologies, such as through legal sanctions or loss of reputation. A po-
tential fruitful extension of our research would be to add these potential costs to 
the analysis of potential misappropriators. In other words, what levers might they 
use to simultaneously misappropriate and reduce potential costs of doing so? 

We have discussed non-ownership mechanisms that protect against technol-
ogy appropriation without regard to the effects their use may have on other as-
pects of companies' operating structures and performance. For example, as 
companies use these mechanisms, they may need to shift more control from their 
subsidiaries to corporate or regional headquarters. This shift may have the effect 
of limiting the innovative capacity of joint venture operations and may increase 
coordinating costs. Thus, analysis of systemic changes may provide a useful ave-
nue for future research. 

The companies in our study were all basically engaged in one-way technol-
ogy transfers, which is not surprising inasmuch as all transferors were companies 
from the United States (a large developer and net-exporter of technology), and 
all host countries depend primarily on imported technology for production and 
export of high tech products (International Bank for Reconstruction and Devel-
opment 2002). Yet, many technology collaborations, especially those where both 
partners are from technologically advanced countries, involve technological con-
tributions from more than one partner, especially in joint R&D situations (Hage-
doornlNarula 1996). The suitability of different protective levers in these 
circumstances offers another avenue for research. For example, protective levers 
may reduce abilities to capture the value of each partner's potential contribution 
(Osborn/Baughn 1990). 

The aforementioned limitations dictate that our findings on international 
technology transfer management strategies are suggestive rather than definitive. 
As such, more research is necessary to systematically test and extend our argu-
ments. However, we are hopeful that this study may serve to inspire future re-
searchers to take a much broader perspective in analyzing technology protection 
in international business. 
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Endnotes 

(The three authors made equal contributions to this paper and are listed in alphabetical order.) 
The authors gratefully acknowledge the vital critique and direction of the co-editors of this edi-
tion, Dr. David Brock and Dr. Julian Birkinshaw, as well as that of the anonymous reviewers. 
Thank you. 

2 We define technology as knowledge embodied in products or in any process that transforms 
inputs into outputs, irrespective of whether that technology was developed internal or external to 
the firm (Teece 1986, Narula 2(01). 

3 Alternative technology classifications have been offered by other scholars. Please see Grandstand 
et al. (1997), Nagarajan and Mitchell (1998), and Narula (2001) for further explication. 

4 Liebeskind (1996) recommends a similar notion, disaggregation of job design from joint devel-
opment to inter-reliant individual development. 
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